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Abstract

Despite shifting towards mm-wave bands, the sub-6 GHz band will continue to be a
fundamental spectral band in 5G. However, the severe congestion in this band makes
a well-constrained spectrum a critical requirement of 5G. A well-constrained spectrum
means that the communications regimes should dwell within their dedicated spectral
bands and do not interfere with other systems working on neighboring bands. Conse-
quently, the communications community seeks convenient modulation schemes.

The 5G standards have already defined cyclic prefix orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (CP-OFDM) as the modulation scheme for most of the sub-6 GHz band.
However, the high out-of-band (OOB) emission phenomenon in OFDM is unfavorable
for some regimes operating in 5G. Therefore, to legitimize OFDM in all 5G regimes, we
need to suppress the OFDM OOB emission.

Since the discontinuous nature of the OFDM signal is the main reason for the high
OOB emission, one solution is to render the discontinuous OFDM signal continuous.
Two factors control this discontinuity: the physical shape of the modulated signal and
the correlation of the data symbols that modulate the OFDM signal.

While most traditional approaches focus on reshaping the OFDM signal to render
it continuous, in this work, we give our attention to the spectral precoding approaches.
These approaches manipulate the correlation of the data symbols to control the high
OOB emission in OFDM.

After almost ten years of analytical and theoretical study of the spectral precoding
approaches in the literature, we believe it is time to investigate the practicality and abil-
ity of these methods to compete with traditional approaches. Consequently, we check
whether spectral precoding satisfies the spectral requirements of LTE measures. We an-
alyze the precoders’ implementation complexity and provide methodologies to reduce it.
We design practical spectral precoders that match with the practical OFDM transmit-
ters, and we study spectral precoding extensibility toward MIMO (and massive MIMO)
systems.

Moreover, in this work, we introduce the first proof-of-concept prototype of spectrally
precoded OFDM. In the prototype, we use software-defined radios (SDRs) to perform a
real-time examination of how spectral precoding improves the spectral containment of
OFDM systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“I believe gender is a spectrum, and I fall somewhere
between Channing Tatum and Winnie the Pooh.”

Stephen Colbert

1.1 Background

At the time of this writing, every telecommunications giant is moving with substantial
but confident steps toward 5G deployment [1], [2], [3], [4]. These enterprises emphati-
cally claim that 5G is ready to be launched, and the users of communications systems
will soon enjoy its breakthrough features. For users, 5G represents faster and wider
connectivity, quicker and more responsive interaction, smoother video streaming, and
larger-scale connectivity between smart devices and appliances [5], [6], [7].

In practice, 5G is expected to provide a downlink connectivity of 10 gigabits per
second, serve up to 100 connected appliances simultaneously, and provide full availability
and coverage and an extreme reduction in network energy and device power consumption
[8]. While what the user expects from 5G is clear, how 5G will satisfy these expectations
has remained an open area of research.

One of the inescapable requirements that 5G faces is the demand for immense spectral
resources. To acquire the required resources, 5G systems take advantage of different
spectral bands—specifically the millimeter-wave (mm-wave) bands [9], [10]—and use the
currently available sub-6 GHz band as efficiently as possible [11].

While mm-waves represents an axiomatic feature of 5G, researchers maintain prudent
considerations and concerns that must be addressed. For example, a set of physical
characteristics and practical implementation challenges restrain the applicability of mm-
waves in 5G [12]. mm-waves fall within the 30-300 GHz spectrum, a spectrum that has
rarely been used by communications systems. mm-waves are susceptible to atmospheric
changes like fog and rain and atmospheric layers that absorb these waves and considerably
deteriorate the communications connectivity. Moreover, these waves cannot travel long
distances and barely penetrate structures [13].

3



4 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Sub-6 GHz band and the radios systems using it. Mobile communications (green)
occupy small fragments of the crowded band.

On the other hand, the sub-6 GHz spectrum 1 has been thoroughly investigated. The
sub-6 GHz spectrum has been used for wireless communications for decades, and available
statistical models have already characterized its physical features [15]. Moreover, its
signals are easier to generate and control by means of electronic systems than are those
of the mm-wave spectrum. Despite these attractive features, one obstruction remains: the
sub-6 GHz spectrum is severely congested. Radio systems (terrestrial communications,
radio broadcasting, TV broadcasting, amateur radio, etc.) occupy almost all the crowded
spectrum. Figure 1.1 shows how crowded the sub-6 GHz bandwidth is; as the figure
shows, mobile communications occupy only small fragments of sub-6 GHz band.

Regardless of the congestion, the sub-6 GHz band will provide several essential services
in 5G in conjunction with mm-wave bands. Therefore, these services should use as much
of the available spectral resources as possible. One suggested approach is the cognitive use
of spectrum idle fragments [16, 17]. An obvious example is TV white space [18]. Unless
a TV broadcast occurs, these spectral resources are free to use. Therefore, secondary
users can operate at these frequencies when the primary TV broadcasts are idle. For
this cognitive radio approach to work, the communications signals must flexibly adapt
(in their carrier frequency and bandwidth) to match the vacant spectral bands.

1.2 Problem Formulation

Another essential requirement is the efficient spectral residency of communications sys-
tems within their sub-6 GHz bands [19]. The absence of coordination between commu-

1The sub-6 GHz spectrum is called the FR1 spectrum by the 3GPP 5G standards and ranges between
450 MHz and 6 GHz [14]. In this thesis, we will maintain the sub-6 GHz nomenclature due to its adequacy
and popularity.
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Spectral 

Interference

Dedicated

bands

Figure 1.2: Lack of coordination causes spectral interference between communications systems
on neighboring channel.

nications systems causes interference among their dedicated spectral bands. Figure 1.2
illustrates this phenomenon.

Since coordination between various communications systems is not always possible,
these systems should reside as tightly as possible within their spectral band to avoid
spectral interference with communications systems operating on neighboring bands [20].
Therefore, communications vendors should use modulation waveforms with as low un-
wanted emissions as possible.

Unwanted emissions, according to 3GPP, are whatever emissions that leak outside
the dedicated channel bandwidth. These emissions include spurious emissions caused by
unwanted transmitter effects, such as harmonics emission, parasitic emission and inter-
modulation products [21]. Spurious emissions mainly require solutions at the electronic
design level and are beyond the scope of this thesis.

The other type of unwanted emissions are the out of band (OOB) emission. OOB
emission appears due to the nature of the communications signal itself. For example,
plain OFDM signals are characterized by high OOB emissions. An OFDM signal is a
multicarrier waveform designed by modulating a set of orthogonal rectangularly win-
dowed sinusoids. These windowed sinusoids are cardinal Sinc functions in the frequency
domain. We define Sinc(f) = sin(πf)

f
. Mathematically, Sinc functions decay with 1/f ;

consequently, the spectrum of an OFDM signal decays slowly as a factor of 1/f 2 [22] 2.
The 3GPP standards have decided that cyclic prefixed orthogonal frequency division

multiplexing (CP-OFDM) will serve as the modulation waveform for most communica-
tions systems in the sub-6 GHz band (excepting low-latency applications) [23]. Unfortu-
nately, plain OFDM signals possess high OOB emissions; therefore, to harmonize OFDM
with the 5G requirements in the sub-6 GHz, communications systems must eliminate the

2In this thesis, we focus on the treatment of the OOB emission resulting from the discontinuity of
the OFDM signal. Hereafter, whenever we mention OOB emission in OFDM, we specifically mean OOB
emission due to its discontinuous nature.
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High spectral
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emission
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Figure 1.3: Spectral efficiency versus OOB emission. High spectral efficiency means high OOB
emission as in a). to get low OOB emission we need to sacrifice the high spectral efficiency as
in b) unless we treat the signal to suppress the OOB emission as in c).

spectral leakage of the plain OFDM signal [24].

One way to avoid OOB spectral leakage of the OFDM signal is to place a guard
band between the neighboring communications channels, as shown in Figure 1.3 (b). For
example, LTE uses 10% of the dedicated bandwidth as a guard band. This method is
spectrally inefficient and causes a loss of resources. The best solution is to exploit all
the available spectral resources while simultaneously suppressing the OOB emission in
OFDM, as shown in Figure 1.3 (c).

1.3 Related Work

Since the main reason for high OOB emission is the discontinuous nature of the OFDM
signal, addressing the discontinuity is one way to suppress the OOB emission. Tradi-
tionally, classic approaches (specifically digital low-pass filtering [25] and windowing [26],
[27]) smear the edges of the successive OFDM symbols. Smearing the edges of the suc-
cessive symbols renders the OFDM signal continuous. In frequency domain, smearing
the OFDM symbols deforms the orthogonal Sincs in such a way that they decay faster
than 1/f in the frequency domain.

However, deforming the sinusoids is not the only path to suppress the high OOB
emission. Managing the correlation of the data symbols that modulate the sinusoids can
also force the OFDM spectrum to decay rapidly [28],[29][30], [31]. Spectral precoding
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linearly combines these data symbols in such a way that the sum of the subcarriers
modulated by the precoded data symbols decays faster than 1/f .

The main concept behind spectral precoding is to transform, via a precoding matrix,
the original data vector picked up from some constellation set into another precoded data
vector. Geometrically, the precoder transfers the data symbols from their original space
into a less-dimensions subspace. The questions that naturally arise are how to choose
the new subspace and how to design the precoding matrix.

The choice of subspace depends on how we perceive the OOB emission. One per-
ception is to view the OFDM signal in the frequency domain. In the frequency domain,
the OOB emission is a result of the slow decay of the added orthogonal Sinc functions.
Therefore, the precoding subspace guarantees that the modulated Sinc subcarriers jointly
decay faster than 1/f to suppress the OOB emission. We call this approach frequency
nulling precoding [32]. Otherwise, if we view the OFDM signal in the time domain, then
the cause of high OOB emission is the discontinuous nature of the OFDM signal. Thus,
we choose the new subspace such that the modulating precoded data vector renders the
OFDM signal continuous. We call this approach N -continuous precoding [30].

On the other hand, the way in which we transform the data vector onto the new
subspace controls the design of the precoder. One approach is to project the original
data vector onto the precoded subspace [30], [33]; thus, the precoding matrix is simply a
projection matrix. Unfortunately, projection destroys the orthogonality between the data
symbols. We want to design a precoding matrix that maintains the orthogonality between
the precoded data symbols [34]: we call this type of precoding orthogonal precoding.

1.4 Contribution

In addition to analyzing the compatibility of spectral precoding with LTE measurements
[21], [35] this thesis highlights the feasibility of spectrally precoded OFDM and designs
new methods to make it more practical. The practicality issues include the following.

• Immunity to self-interference: Self-interference appears in projection spectral pre-
coders as a result of violating the orthogonality between the data symbols. Self-
interference degrades the BER and the capacity performance of spectrally precoded
OFDM systems [36].

• Simplified implementation complexity: We study the implementation complexity
in spectrally precoded OFDM transmitters and introduce implementation methods
that reduce this complexity [37].

• Real-time performance: We design a real-time communications link using software-
designed radios (SDR) to introduce the first proof-of-concept prototype of spectrally
precoded OFDM [38].

• Compliance with practical modulators: We address the mismatch problem between
the existing spectral precoding algorithms and practical OFDM modulators. Conse-
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quently, we introduce novel precoders that match the real-time OFDM architecture
[39, 40].

• Extensibility towards multiantenna systems: Since multiantenna systems are a ne-
cessity in 5G, ensuring the reliability of spectrally precoded OFDM is important
[41].

1.5 Thesis Outline

This thesis consists of two parts: Parts I and II. Part I provides an overview of the work,
and Part II contains the scientific papers that constitute the backbone. In chapter 2, we
discuss the OOB emission problem in OFDM and the classic approaches used to suppress
OOB emission. We also introduce the LTE measures used to quantify the suppression
performance, namely, the spectral mask, the adjacent carrier leakage ratio (ACLR) and
the error vector magnitude (EVM).

Chapter 3 discusses spectral precoding and compares various spectral precoding ap-
proaches. In chapter 4, we analyze the feasibility of the spectral precoding introduced
above, and we introduce new designs to improve its practicality. Finally, in chapter 5,
we conclude our work and consider directions for future research.

List of papers included in the thesis:

Part II includes seven scientific papers, three conference publications, three journal arti-
cles and one transaction letter. Figure 1.4 shows a Venn diagram that relates the list of
papers constructing the backbone of this thesis work to the contributions of the thesis.

• Paper A: An analysis of out-of-band emission and in-band interference for precoded
and classical OFDM systems [36] (conference).
summary: This paper analyzes self-interference due to projection spectral precod-
ing and introduces a trade-off comparison between spectrally precoded OFDM and
classic digital low-pass filtering.
Author contribution: M. Mohamad came with the idea to evaluate the self
interference, derived the mathematical model, ran the simulations and made the
comparison between classic filtered OFDM and spectrally precoded OFDM. M.
Mohamad essentially drafted all the sections in the manuscript.

• Paper B: Minimum-EVM N-continuous OFDM [37] (conference).
summary: In this paper, we derive the optimal block precoding approach that
minimizes the self-interference in the projection precoders of N -continuous OFDM
systems. We also discuss the implementation complexity.
Author contribution: M. Mohamad came with the idea of block precoding. M.
Mohamad derived the model of the optimal precoder, ran the simulations, found
the formula of the minimum self interference and analyzed the computational com-
plexity of the block precoders. Moreover, M. Mohamad essentially drafted all the
sections in the manuscript.
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• Paper C:An SDR based prototype of spectrally precoded OFDM [38] (conference).
summary: Here, we introduce the first proof-of-concept prototype of spectrally
precoded OFDM. We implement a real-time communications system using universal
software radio peripheral (USRP) SDRs. The paper presents a quantitative study of
the effects of OOB emission on the communications systems of neighboring bands.
Author contribution: M. Mohamad ordered and prepared the equipments, setup
the experiment, implemented and coded the system and analyzed the final results.
M. Mohamad essentially drafted all the sections in the manuscript.

• Paper D: A Novel Transmitter Architecture for Spectrally-Precoded OFDM [39]
(Journal).
summary: This paper discusses the mismatch between practical OFDM mod-
ulators and the available spectral frequency nulling precoder. Consequently, we
introduce a novel frequency nulling precoder that is compatible with the practical
modulators.
Author contribution: M. Mohamad derived the practical precoder model, ran
the required simulations, carried the analysis and essentially drafted all the sections
in the manuscript. Moreover, M. Mohamad handled the two revision processes of
the manuscript before the final publication.

• Paper E: N-smooth OFDM [40] (letter).
summary: Akin to paper D, this paper discusses the mismatch between practical
OFDM modulators and N -continuous OFDM precoders. As a solution, we intro-
duce the N -smooth OFDM precoder.
Author contribution: M. Mohamad came with the idea of mimickingN -continuous
OFDM in discrete-time OFDM using the central difference concept. M. Mohamad
also derived the model, ran the simulations, made the analysis and wrote all the
manuscript.

• Paper F: Joint spectral-spatial precoders in massive-MIMO OFDM transmitters [41]
(Journal).
summary: This paper proves the reliability of spectral precoding with massive
multi-input multi-output (m-MIMO) systems. We design a joint spectral and spa-
tial precoder for m-MIMO OFDM systems.
Author contribution: J. van de Beek came with idea of joint spectral-spatial
precoding. The four authors contributed in deriving the models of zero forcing and
maximum ratio transmitter precoders and in the writing process. Moreover, M. Mo-
hamad analyzed the spectral characteristics and the implementation complexity of
the joint precoder.

• Paper G: Subspace-precoded OFDM with low Out-of-Band Emissions: it will work
[42] (magazine).
summary: In this paper, we provide a guiding summary of how spectral precoding
techniques, performance and reliability have evolved with time.
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Self interference

Implementation complexity

Real-time performance

Compliance with 

practical modulators 

Extensibility towards

MIMO systems

Paper A
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Paper C Paper D

Paper EPaper F
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Figure 1.4: The relation between the backbone papers of this thesis work and the contributions
of the thesis.

Author contribution: M. Mohamad wrote most of the sections in the paper
except ”Doing away with self-interference: prefix precoders” section.

Other works:

Besides the above contributions, we mention related works that are not included in this
thesis:

• M. Mohamad, R. Nilsson, J. van de Beek, R.-A. Pitaval, and B. Popovic, ”Spectrally-
Precoded OFDM for 5G Wideband Operation in Fragmented sub-6GHz Spectrum,”
submitted to IEEE Vehicular Technology Magazine. Available online:
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1606/1606.00623.pdf

• M. Mohamad, ”a Demonstration on Spectrally precoded OFDM using software
designed radio (SDR)”, Presented on the 11th EAI International conference on
Cognitive Radio Oriented Wireless Networks (CROWNCOM), Grenoble, France,
2016. Available on youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= KKvWBGFhlE&t=137s



Chapter 2

Out of Band Emission in OFDM

“They’re out of control
suppress them all

their thoughts you filter
their nation deform!”

a dictator

2.1 Plain OFDM

3GPP already selected OFDM as the modulation waveform for most sub-6 GHz 5G
systems [14]. One of the many favorable features that motivated this choice is the im-
plementation simplicity.

Mathematically, LTE and 5G represent the reference OFDM signal as

s(t) =
+∞∑

i=−∞

si(t− i(T )) (2.1)

[23] where T = Tg +Ts is the OFDM symbol duration, including the guard time interval,
Tg is the guard time interval, Ts is the OFDM symbol before guard time extension and

si(t) =
∑

k∈K

dk,ie
j2π k

Ts
tI(t), (2.2)

is the ith OFDM transmitted symbol. dk,i ∈ C is the data symbol modulating the kth

subcarrier of the ith OFDM symbol. k ∈ K = {k0, k1, . . . , kK−1}, and the indicator
function I(t) = 1 for −Tg ≤ t ≤ Ts and I(t) = 0 elsewhere [43].

As (2.2) shows, each OFDM subcarrier is a rectangularly windowed sinusoid in the
time domain. Each data symbol modulates one of these sinusoids. The OFDM symbol
si(t) is the sum of the modulated subcarriers [22]. After applying the Fourier transform

11
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operation, si(t) in the frequency domain becomes [44]

S̃i(f) = F{si(t)} = F
{∑

k∈K

dk,ie
j2π k

Ts
tI(t)

}

=
∑

k∈K

dk,iF{ej2π
k
Ts
tI(t)} =

∑

k∈K

dk,iãk(f).

(2.3)

Equivalently, using vector notation

S̃i(f) = ãT (f)di, (2.4)

where ã(f) , [ãk0(f), ãk1(f), . . . ãkK (f)]T is a vector collecting the subcarriers and di ,
[di,k0 , di,k1 , . . . , di,kK ]T is a vector collecting the data symbols modulating the ith OFDM
symbol.

From (2.4), we derive the spectrum of the reference OFDM signal, s(t), as [45]

P̃ (f) =
1

T
E{|S̃i(f)|22} =

1

T
E

{∣∣∣∣ãT (f)di

∣∣∣∣
2

2

}
=

1

T
ãT (f)E{didHi }ã∗(f) (2.5)

Assuming that the original data symbols are not correlated i.e. E{didHi } = I, then (2.5)
collapses to

P̃ (f) =
1

T
ãT (f)ã∗(f) (2.6)

In (2.3), ãk(f) = Te−jπ(Ts−Tg)(f− k
Ts

)Sinc(πT (f − k
Ts

)) represents the kth subcarrier in
the frequency domain. ãk(f) is a Sinc function that decays as a factor of 1/f . Conse-
quently, the OFDM spectrum, P̃ (f), decays as a factor of 1/f 2. The slow decay causes
high OOB emission and results in the poor spectral containment of OFDM.

The reference model in (2.1) is based on the continuous time representation of the
OFDM signal. We can implement this continuous time model using analog electronics
setup, as shown in Figure 2.1 [22]. The signal processing community has known about
this model since 1961 [46] but, unfortunately, did not take OFDM seriously due to the
analog electronic requirement limitations.

Each OFDM subcarrier is designed using multiple operational amplifiers, transistors,
capacitors and resistors. Then, to modulate the K subcarriers with the modulating data,
the system requires K electronic mixers, each of which should be tuned exactly to the
operating frequency of the target subcarrier. Consequently, the process of generating an
OFDM signal using an analog setup is both expensive and inaccurate.

OFDM became popular late in nineties [47] with the rapid evolution of digital elec-
tronics. Researchers noticed that OFDM systems can be implemented using a digital
setup based on the discrete-time model of the OFDM signal, as shown in Figure 2.2. An
OFDM signal in the discrete-time domain is given by [48]

s[n] =
+∞∑

i=−∞

si[n− iN ], (2.7)
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di,k0

ej2π
k0
Ts
t

×

di,k1

ej2π
k1
Ts
t

×

di,kK−1

ej2π
kK−1

Ts
t

×

+ CP
si(t)

Figure 2.1: Analog OFDM transmitter architecture for the implementation of the reference
OFDM signal.

where si[n] is the ith discrete-time OFDM symbol of length N = Ns + Ng samples. Ng

is the number of samples required by the guard interval (i.e., CP extension), Ns is the
number of samples in the OFDM symbol before the guard interval extension and

si[n] =
∑

k∈K

dk,ie
2jπ k

Ns
nI[n]. (2.8)

Analogously to I(t) in the reference OFDM model, the indicator function I[n] = 1 for
−Ng ≤ n ≤ Ns and I[n] = 0 elsewhere.

Mathematically, (5) is an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) process of block
size Ns [44]. Therefore, the generation of a discrete-time OFDM symbol is as simple
as taking the IDFT (or, equivalently, the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)) of the
modulating data symbols as Figure 2.2 shows.
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di,k0

di,k1

di,kK−1

IF
FT CP

si[n] Discrete
to pulse

xi(t)
LPF

sci (t)

DAC

Figure 2.2: Digital OFDM architecture for the implementation of the practical OFDM signal.

To obtain the spectrum of s[n], we take the discrete-time Fourier transform of si[n]

Si(ω) = F{si[n]} = F
{∑

k∈K

dk,ie
j2πk
Ns

nI[n]

}

=
∑

k∈K

dk,iF
{
e
j2πk
Ns

nI[n]

}
=
∑

k∈K

dk,iak(ω),

(2.9)

where

ak(ω) = Ne−j
Ns−Ng

2
(ω− 2πk

Ns
)
sin
(
(N + 0.5)(ω − 2πk

Ns
)
)

sin
(ω− 2πk

Ns

2

) (2.10)

is a time-shifted version of the Dirichlet function and ω ∈ [0, 2π] is the normalized
frequency. From (2.9), the power spectrum P (ω) of the discrete-time OFDM signal is

P (ω) =
1

N
E

{
|Si(ω)|2

}
=

1

N
E

{∣∣∣∣
∑

k∈K

dk,iak(ω)

∣∣∣∣
2

2

}
. (2.11)

Analogous to (2.6), and using vector notation, (2.11) collapses to

P (ω) =
1

N
aT (ω)a∗(ω) (2.12)

Since s[n] is discrete, its spectrum P (ω) repeats every 2π.
Practical communications transmitters convert the discrete OFDM symbol si[n] into

a continuous symbol sci(t) (or generally, the whole discrete OFDM signal s[n]) by means
of a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). We can represent the DAC operation as two
consecutive mathematical operations [49], although in practice, the DAC performs those
two operations implicitly. In the first stage, the DAC multiplies the discrete-time OFDM
symbol sequence, si[n], with an impulse train such that

xi(t) =
Ns∑

n=−Ng

si[n]δ(t− n

fcl

), (2.13)
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Figure 2.3: Variation of Px(f) (solid line) with fcl. fcl = 1024
Ts
, 2048
Ts
, 4096
Ts

in plot 1, 2 and 3

successively where Ts = 1
15 ms. The dashed line represents the spectrum of the reference OFDM

signal, P̃ (f). As fcl increases the images depart away from each other and Px(f) becomes closer
to P̃ (f).

where δ(t) denotes the delta Dirac function and fcl is the construction clock frequency
of the DAC, such that fcl = Ns

Ts
.

The continuous impulse signal, x(t) =
∑+∞

i=−∞ xi(t− iT ), has power spectrum

Px(f) =
1

T
aT (f)a∗(f), (2.14)
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where the frequency index, f , is related to the normalized frequency ω by

f =
ωL

2π
.fcl, (2.15)

and L ∈ Z − {0}. Note that, analogous to P (ω), Px(f) also repeats every fcl, which
means that the DAC controls how Px(f) appears. Figure 2.3 shows the dependency of
Px(f) on fcl. As fcl goes to infinity, Px(f) approaches P̃ (f).

In the second operation, the anti-imaging LPF of the DAC constructs the continuous
OFDM symbol [50], sci(t), from the pulse train symbol, xi(t), such that

sci(t) = xi(t) ∗ h(t), (2.16)

where h(t) is the impulse response of the DAC anti-imaging LPF. Figure 2.2 shows the
two implicit stages of the DAC.

The power spectrum of the practical continuous OFDM signal, sc(t), is

P (f) = |H(f)|2Px(f), (2.17)

where H(f) is the frequency response of the DAC anti-imaging LPF.

Figure 2.4 shows P (f) versus P̃ (f). We simulate an LTE OFDM system (both ref-
erence and practical) with 600 subcarriers, Ts = 1

15
ms and Tg ' 4.7µs. The DAC of the

practical OFDM system operates at a construction clock frequency fcl = 2048
Ts

= 13.653
MHz.

We choose a DAC with a Chebyshev II anti-imaging LPF due to its superior perfor-
mance compared to other types of filters in OFDM systems [25]. The filter is of the 5th

order and has -80 dB stop band ripples. The cutoff frequency is fc = 900
2
· 15 · 103 = 6.75

MHz (since the cutoff frequency of the DAC LPF is a fixed design parameter, 3GPP
selects the frequency to cover the bandwidth of the OFDM operating mode with the
highest number of subcarriers: 900 subcarriers). We use the Matlab signal processing
toolbox to design a digital Chebyshev II LPF that mimics the analog filter. Matlab
transforms the analog LPF into a digital LPF using a bilinear transformation (see [51]
and [49] page 538 for details).

2.2 OOB Emission and 3GPP Measures

The standards consider the DAC and its implicit anti-imaging LPF as a matter of design,
and leave the choice to the communications system’s vendor. However, regardless of the
front-end design, the standards specify a set of measures the signal and its spectral
characteristics must satisfy before harmonizing with 5G. These measures include the
spectral mask, the ACLR and the EVM [24], [21]. Figure 2.5 shows the setup of the test
required by the vendor to confirm the compliance of the communications system with
the 3GPP standards.
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Figure 2.4: Spectrum of reference LTE OFDM signal of 600 subcarriers (Ts = 1
15ms) versus

Spectrum of Practical OFDM signal. The DAC of the practical OFDM signal has clock frequency
fcl = 2048

Ts
and Chebyshev II anti-imaging LPF of 5th order.

2.2.1 Spectral mask

As mentioned in chapter 1, ãk(f) is a Sinc function that decays as a factor of 1/f .
Consequently, the spectrum of the reference OFDM system, P̃ (f), decays as a factor
of 1/f 2, a slow decay that causes high OOB emission and results in the poor spectral
containment of OFDM. Moreover, the spectrum of the practical OFDM system decays
even slower than 1/f 2 due to the aliasing phenomenon (if the vendor chooses a poor DAC
LPF), which is intolerable in 5G.

Therefore, to ensure that the OFDM system resides tightly within its dedicated band,
3GPP defines the spectral boundaries of the OFDM spectrum. The spectral mask de-
scribes the limits of how slow the OFDM spectrum can decay. Regardless of the trans-
mitter architecture designed by the vendor, it should guarantee that the mask limits are
not violated. As specified by 3GPP, the mask should cover a frequency region of 2.5
times the dedicated bandwidth of the considered communications system [24].

Figure 2.7 shows an example of a spectral mask. An acceptable communications
system should have OOB emissions below the specified boundaries. Although 3GPP
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Front-end

Spectrum

analyzer
≶

Mask

Spectrum

analyzer

∫
≶ Max.

ACLR

Receiver

√
E||ďi−di||2

E||di||2 ≶ Max.
EVM

Figure 2.5: Setups for Spectral mask, ACLR and EVM measures. The setup should be directly
connected to the output of the communications link transmitter.

defines the spectral mask for only the uplink communications [52], it is still worthwhile
to consider the mask as a measure performance in the downlink. Therefore, in this thesis,
we consider the spectral mask to be an additional evaluation tool for OOB emission
suppression for the downlink.

Communications systems vendors measure spectral performance by connecting a spec-
trum analyzer (with specifications defined by the standards) directly to the output of the
practical transmitter and check whether the average output spectrum satisfies the re-
quirements of the standards.

2.2.2 ACLR

Rather than using the spectral mask to define the maximum allowed OOB emissions in
the downlink, 3GPP considers ACLR as an alternative spectral measurement. 3GPP
defines ACLR as the ratio of the signal power within the dedicated bandwidth to the
OOB emission power leaking into the two adjacent channels. Mathematically, ACLR is
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defined as [24], [21]

ACLR =

BW/2∫
f=−BW/2

ρ(f)df

−BW/2∫
f=−3BW/2

ρ(f)df +

3BW/2∫
f=BW/2

ρ(f)df

(2.18)

where BW is the dedicated bandwidth of the communications system (including the 10%
guard interval specified by LTE). In (2.18), ρ(f) is the OFDM spectrum. ρ(f) can be
P (f) for practical OFDM systems, P̃ (f) for reference OFDM systems or the spectrum of
any other OFDM system. 5G specifies that the ACLR for the different OFDM operating
modes should be greater than 45 dB [14].

To practically quantify the ACLR, a spectrum analyzer is connected to the front
end of the OFDM transmitter. The vendor quantifies the average output spectrum and
calculates the ACLR according to (2.18).

2.2.3 EVM

Since 3GPP does not specify how to design a practical OFDM signal, the signal may vary
considerably from one vendor to another and, more importantly, may differ substantially
from the reference OFDM signal. To ensure that vendors do not drift far from the
reference OFDM model, the 3GPP defines the EVM as a measure of how close the
practical OFDM signal is to the reference OFDM signal [21].

Similar to the spectral mask and the ACLR measures, a measure setup is connected
directly to the transmitter’s front end. However, in contrast to the ACLR and spectral
mask measures, the EVM measurement setup includes a communications receiver and not
just a spectrum analyzer. In other words, to conduct the EVM measurements, a receiver1

is connected directly to the transmitter to exclude the effects of the communication
channel.

The setup then compares the received data vector (after the receiver’s FFT operation)
and the transmitted data vector (before the transmitter’s IFFT process). As a result,
the EVM is measured as

EVM =

√
E||ďi − di||2
E||di||2

, (2.19)

where ďi is the data vector after the receiver’s demodulation process (after the FFT
process). Notably, the mapping constellation size also affects the EVM. A QPSK scheme,
for example, will naturally have better EVM than a 64-QAM scheme using the same

1The receiver used to quantify the EVM also has its own characteristics that are specified by the
standards. Therefore, the EVM measure is not an exact comparison of the practical OFDM signal and the
reference OFDM signal because the EVM measure setup also includes the setup-receiver’s imperfections.
See page 294 in [21] for more details.
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front-end architecture. Since the constellation size is not related to the front end or
the practical OFDM design, 3GPP specifies different maximum EVM levels for each
constellation size.

2.3 Suppressing OOB Emission using Digital LPF

The DAC LPF has a limited filter order. Vendors use a limited filter order since an
increase in filter order requires an increase in analog circuitry (especially in IIR filter
designs) [53]. An increase in analog circuitry means more power consumption, more
implementation space and higher cost. The limited filter order restrains the cutoff fre-
quency, the bandpass-bandstop transition frequency and the bandpass-bandstop ratio.
As a consequence, the anti-imaging filter is sufficiently weak to meet the 3GPP suppres-
sion requirements of OOB emission.

Therefore, to suppress OOB emission in OFDM, some LTE systems support the DAC
analog LPF with a digital LPF [25]. Vendors introduce the digital LPF immediately after
CP insertion in the discrete-time domain such that

sf [n] = s[n] ∗ hd[n], (2.20)

where hd[n] is the impulse response of the digital LPF and sf [n] is the digitally LP-filtered
discrete OFDM signal. The spectrum of sf [n] is

P f (ω) = P (ω)|Hd(ω)|2, (2.21)

where Hd(ω) is the frequency response of the digital LPF.
The digitally LP-filtered signal, sf [n], is then introduced to the DAC. Figure 2.6

shows a transmitter architecture that uses a digital LPF to suppress OOB emission in
OFDM.

Figure 2.7 shows the spectrum of sf [n]. In Figure 2.7, we filter s[n] with a digital
Chebyshev II filter of the 17th order, a cuttoff frequency ωc = π rad and a bandpass-
bandstop ratio of 80 dB. Note that the OOB suppression filter is implemented digitally,
which avoids the implementation limits associated with the DAC analog filter; therefore,
we have more freedom to increase its order and improve its suppression performance.

The DAC (and its implicit analog LPF) used in Figure 2.7 is the same as that used
to produce Figure 2.4.

As (2.20) shows, digital LP filtering is a convolution process between the discrete
OFDM signal and the impulse response of the digital LPF. The convolution extends the
length of the OFDM symbol; therefore, convolution causes inter-symbol interference (ISI).
Moreover, since the convolution process deforms the shape of the rectangularly windowed
sinusoids, those sinusoids are no longer orthogonal; thus, convolution causes inter-carrier
interference (ICI) [54]. ISI and ICI degrade the BER and capacity performance.

The convolution effect (2.20) of the LPF is similar to the convolution effect of the
communications channel. One approach to mitigate the ISI resulting from the communi-
cations channel is to extend the OFDM symbol’s length by including a guard time Tg [43].
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Figure 2.6: Transmitter architecture of digitally low pass filtered OFDM.
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Figure 2.7: Spectrum of practical OFDM signal at the output of the DAC. The dotted figure
shows the spectrum without the use of a digital LPF while the solid red figure shows the spec-
trum with a digital LPF. The digital LPF is a Chebyshev II filter of 17th order. The DAC
has the characteristics of the DAC used to generate Figure 2.4. The dashed black line is the
spectral mask. While the spectrum of the practical plain OFDM signal violates the spectral mask
requirements, the spectrum of the digitally LP filtered OFDM signal does not.
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Tg

T ′g

Figure 2.8: The extension of the OFDM symbol due to channel convolution effect (top) versus
the extension of the symbol due to the addition of a digital LPF (bottom). As the lower figure
shows, digital LPF smears the OFDM symbol longer than the originally assigned CP length
which will cause ISI and ICI unless we extend the CP.

When we apply digital LPF to suppress the OOB emission, we must increase the guard
time length i.e., T ′g > Tg, where T ′g is the extended guard interval. To mitigate the ICI
and preserve the orthogonality, we choose the guard interval to be a CP extension. The
CP converts linear convolution into circular convolution, thereby restoring orthogonality.
The CP extension wastes resources; therefore, communications systems keep it as short
as possible. Unfortunately, the extra digital LPF results in a longer CP, which leads to
a greater waste of resources. Figure 2.8 shows the required length of the CP when no
digital LPF is applied and the extension in CP length after applying the digital LPF.

2.4 Suppressing OOB Emission using Windowing

As an alternative to digital LP filtering, some vendors suppress OOB emission in OFDM
by shaping successive rectangular-discontinuous OFDM symbols into smoother pulse
trains such that [55]

swi [n] = si[n] · w[n], (2.22)

where w[n] is the pulse shaping window. The smoothing window smears the edges of the
discontinuous OFDM symbols to make them continuous.

The vendors apply windowing in the discrete-time domain before the DAC and after
the CP insertion. Figure 2.9 shows the architecture of the OFDM transmitter with a
pulse shaping window. Since the OFDM symbols are no longer the sum of rectangular-
windowed sinusoids, they decay faster than 1/f . The new decaying speed depends on the
choice of the smoothing window and how it smears the OFDM symbol edges [56, 27, 57].

Similar to digital LP filtering, windowing deforms the rectangular sinusoids. De-
formation of the rectangular sinusoids destroys their orthogonality. The destruction of
orthogonality between subcarriers appears in the form of ICI. Again, to mitigate ICI,
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Figure 2.9: Transmitter architecture of windowed OFDM.

vendors can extend the length of the CP (T ′g > Tg) and perform windowing over the
extended length. However, this process entails an additional loss of resources.
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Chapter 3

Spectrally Precoded OFDM

“In prison, man suffers the lack of space and the
surplus of time.”

Aliya İzzet Begoviç

As we have seen in chapter 2, the classic approaches face a performance challenge.
Mitigating the ISI and the ICI by extending the CP causes not only a loss of resources
due to the discarded redundancy of the CP but also additional delay in the system
[58, 59]. This delay may affect the performance of communications systems with low
latency requirements [60].

Furthermore, the classic OOB approaches cannot adapt quickly to systems of con-
tinuously varying setups. Cognitive radio scenarios, for example, can hardly invest in
time-domain OOB suppression techniques. Opportunistic cognitive radio systems should
rapidly track, aggregate and exploit the available fragments of the spectrum [17]. There-
fore, the OOB emission suppression filters should have adaptive design parameters (cutoff
frequency, filter order, transition BW, etc.), which are difficult to implement. In conclu-
sion, suppression of OOB emission in cognitive radio scenarios is not easy to achieve.

The challenges of classic OOB suppression techniques motivate the investigation of
another OOB suppression approach: spectral precoding. As mentioned in section 1.3,
spectral precoding does not deform the physical shape of the rectangularly windowed
subcarriers but manipulates the correlation between the data symbols modulating those
subcarriers such that [30, 32, 33, 31, 35]

d̄i = G̃di. (3.1)

where d̄i , [d̄i,k0 , d̄i,k1 , . . . , d̄i,kK−1] and G̃ is the precoding matrix. Figure 3.1 shows the
transmitter architecture of spectrally precoded OFDM. Spectral precoding is performed
in the frequency domain, i.e., before the OFDM modulator. The top figure shows the
interface of the spectral precoder with the reference OFDM modulator, and the bottom
figure shows the interface of the spectral precoder with the practical OFDM modulator.

Geometrically, the precoder transforms the original data vector di from its space to
another subspace—the precoding subspace. We illustrate the transformation in Figure

25
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di
precoder

d̄i
modulator CP

sp(t)

reference OFDM transmitter

di
precoder

d̄i
IFFT CP DAC

spc(t)

practical OFDM transmitter

Figure 3.1: Transmitter architecture of Precoded OFDM. In the top figure we interface the
precoder with the reference OFDM modulator while in the bottom figure we interface the precoder
with the practical OFDM modulator.

di d̄i

f

original
space

precoding
subspace

Figure 3.2: Precoding is a subspace transformation of the modulating data symbols

3.2.
The choice of the new subspace ensures that the OFDM signal has low OOB emission

when modulated with the precoded data vector d̄i. Therefore, the choice of precoder is
determined by the selected subspace and the method of transforming the original data
vector into the precoding subspace.

As a result of precoding, the ith reference precoded OFDM symbol becomes

spi (t) =
∑

k∈K

d̄i,ke
j2π k

Ts
tI(t). (3.2)

Alternatively, the discrete-time model of the precoded OFDM symbol is

spi [n] =
∑

k∈K

d̄i,ke
j2π k

Ns
nI[n]. (3.3)

(3.2) and (3.3) are similar to (2.2) and (5), respectively; the only difference is in the
modulating data symbols. The modulating data symbols in (3.2) and (3.3) are selected
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from d̄i, which we obtain from the linear precoding equation (3.1). The question is then
how to select G̃ to obtain d̄i from di.

3.1 Classification Based on the Precoding Subspace

The design of the precoding matrix depends on the geometric subspace in which the
precoded data vector, d̄i, should reside. In turn, the precoding subspace is determined
by our perception of the OOB emission problem.

3.1.1 N-continuous precoding

If we consider the OOB emission problem from the time-domain perspective, then the
OOB emission itself is due to the discontinuous nature of the OFDM signal and, conse-
quently, the suppression of OOB emission requires a precoder that renders the discontin-
uous OFDM signal continuous. N -continuous spectral precoders fall under this category
[30, 33, 37, 61, 62].

Figure 3.3 shows how the discontinuous OFDM signal becomes N -continuous after
precoding the data vector with an N -continuous precoder1. An OFDM signal is said to
be N -continuous if [30]

dm

dtm
si(t)

∣∣∣
t=−Tg

=
dm

dtm
si−1(t)

∣∣∣
t=Ts

, (3.4)

for ∀ 0 ≤ m ≤ N , where N defines the order of continuity.

One way to satisfy (3.4) is to force the edges of the current OFDM symbol and its N
derivatives to zero such that [33]

dm

dtm
si(t)

∣∣∣
t=−Tg

=
dm

dtm
si(t)

∣∣∣
t=Ts

= 0. (3.5)

for ∀ 0 ≤ m ≤ N , where N defines the order of continuity. The advantage of (3.5) is its
memory independency. The precoder does not need to know the previous OFDM symbol
to precode the current OFDM symbol continuous with it.

1TheN -continuous spectral precoder assumes only the reference model of the OFDM signal; therefore,
the output of the OFDM transmitter that uses an N -continuous spectral precoder is (3.2).
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Figure 3.3: A sketch of a plain OFDM signal (top) versus N -continuous OFDM signal (bottom).
The plain OFDM signal is discontinuous in nature and shows abrupt jump between the successive
OFDM symbols while N -continuous OFDM signal shows a smooth transition from one OFDM
symbol to another.
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If we substitute (3.5) into (3.2), we obtain

for m = 0,
∑

k∈K

d̄i,ke
j2πk =

∑

k∈K

d̄i,ke
−j2π Tg

Ts
k = 0

for m = 1,
j2π

Ts

∑

k∈K

kd̄i,ke
j2πk =

j2π

Ts

∑

k∈K

kd̄i,ke
−j2π Tg

Ts
k = 0

for m = 2,
(j2π
Ts

)2
∑

k∈K

k2d̄i,ke
j2πk =

(j2π
Ts

)2
∑

k∈K

k2d̄i,ke
−j2π Tg

Ts
k = 0

...

for m = N,
(j2π
Ts

)N∑

k∈K

kN d̄i,ke
j2πk =

(j2π
Ts

)N∑

k∈K

kN d̄i,ke
−j2π Tg

Ts
k = 0

. (3.6)

Since
(
j2π
Ts

)m
can never be zero and ej2πk = 1, (3.6) becomes

for m = 0,
∑

k∈K

d̄i,k =
∑

k∈K

d̄i,ke
−j2π Tg

Ts
k = 0

for m = 1,
∑

k∈K

kd̄i,k =
∑

k∈K

kd̄i,ke
−j2π Tg

Ts
k = 0

for m = 2,
∑

k∈K

k2d̄i,k =
∑

k∈K

k2d̄i,ke
−j2π Tg

Ts
k = 0

...

for m = N,
∑

k∈K

kN d̄i,k =
∑

k∈K

kN d̄i,ke
−j2π Tg

Ts
k = 0.

(3.7)

Using matrix notation, we can rewrite (3.7) as

B̃d̄i ,
[

ÃΦ̃

Ã

]
d̄i = 0, (3.8)

where

Ã ,




1 1 . . . 1
k0 k1 . . . kK−1
...

...
...

kN0 kN1 . . . kNK−1




is an (N + 1)×K matrix,

Φ̃ ,




ejφ̃k0 0 . . . 0

0 ejφ̃k1 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 . . . ejφ̃kK−1
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Figure 3.4: Spectrum of plain reference OFDM signal (s(t) versus the spectrum of 3-continuous
and 5-continuous OFDM signal (sp(t)). N -continuous OFDM signal has less OOB emission
than the reference signal. The suppression performance improves as the order of continuity
increases.

is a K ×K diagonal matrix and φ̃ = −2πTg
Ts

. Geometrically, for sp(t) to be N -continuous,

d̄i should reside in the null space N (B̃) of B̃. As (3.8) shows, B̃ is a (2N+2)×K matrix.
The order of continuity N is always less than the number of subcarriers K. Therefore,
B̃ always has a rank R = 2N + 2.

Figure 3.4 shows the spectrum of 3-continuous and 5-continuous OFDM signals, sp(t),
compared with the spectrum of the plain reference OFDM signal, s(t). The spectrum
of sp(t) has lower OOB emission than that of s(t). The OOB emission suppression level
increases as the order of continuity N (and consequently, the rank of B̃) increases.

3.1.2 Frequency Nulling precoding

If we consider the OOB emission in the frequency domain, then the OOB emission appears
as a slow decay of the Sinc functions2. As previously mentioned, the windowed sinusoids
are Sinc functions in the frequency domain that decay as a factor of 1/f ; thus, we can
design a precoded data vector that modulates the Sinc functions so that the spectrum
decays faster than 1/f 2 in average [32, 63].

2As for the N -continuous precoder, the original frequency nulling precoder assumes only the reference
model of the OFDM signal. Therefore, the continuous-windowed sinusoidal subcarriers become Sinc
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Figure 3.5: Spectrum of plain reference OFDM signal, s(t) versus the spectrum of 8-nulls
OFDM signal, sp(t). The system has 4 pairs of nulls ( i.e. 8 nulls in total) at fm ∈
{±6500,±6501,±5000,±5001} kHz.

Frequency nulling precoding involves a precoder that introduces nulls at well-chosen
frequencies in the OFDM spectrum. Nulling the spectrum at the chosen frequencies forces
it to decay faster than 1/f 2. Mathematically, we collect the values of the K subcarriers
at different frequency nulls fm ∈ {f0, f1, . . . , fR} in an R×K matrix B̃ such that

B̃ ,




ãk0(f0) ãk1(f0) . . . ãkK−1
(f0)

ãk0(f1) ãk1(f1) . . . ãkK−1
(f1)

...
...

. . .
...

ãk0(fR−1) ãk1(fR−1) . . . ãkK−1
(fR−1)


 , (3.9)

where R = rank(B̃) is the number of frequency nulls. We design the precoder to linearly
transform di into d̄i, which resides in the null space N (B̃) of B̃. Figure 3.5 shows the
spectrum of a frequency nulling precoded OFDM signal, sp(t), versus the spectrum of a
plain OFDM signal s(t).

One beneficial feature of frequency nulling precoding is the ability to deepen the in-
band spectral gap of opportunistic OFDM systems. In cognitive radio, to allow other
opportunistic secondary OFDM systems to operate within the dedicated band of other
primary systems, the OFDM system can switch off a set of subcarriers to create a spectral

functions in the frequency domain.
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Figure 3.6: Spectrum of plain reference opportunistic OFDM signal, s(t) versus the spectrum
of 8-nulls opportunistic OFDM signal, sp(t). The system has 4 pairs of nulls ( i.e. 8 nulls in
total) at fm ∈ {±600,±601,±800,±801} kHz.

gap within the OFDM system’s spectrum [64]. This spectral gap is then used for trans-
mission by the primary system. If we design the frequency nulling precoder to introduce
frequency nulls within this spectral gap, then these nulls will deepen the gap and decrease
the OFDM system interference on the primary system operating within the spectral gap
[38]. Figure 3.6 shows how frequency nulling precoding can deepen the in-band gap.

We must address two open research observations regarding nulling precoding. The
first observation is the choice of the number and frequencies of the nulls. The second
observation is that introducing a single null at a specific frequency is not sufficient to
suppress the OOB emission. We require a pair of nulls placed at very close frequencies
to force the spectrum to decay faster than 1/f 2.

3.2 Classification Based on the Mathematical Trans-

formation.

Another classification of spectral precoders is based on the manner in which we linearly
transform the original data vector di into the precoded data vector d̄i, regardless of which
precoding subspace (either 3.1.1 or 3.1.2) d̄i resides in. In principle, an infinite number
of linear transformations can transform di onto N (B̃). However, we are interested in the
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Figure 3.7: Geometric representation of the projection precoding. d̄i falls on N (B̃) and wi is
the least square error vector.

optimal transformation, i.e., the transformation that brings d̄i as close as possible to di.

3.2.1 Projection precoding

In the projection precoding, we select the precoder that minimizes the least-square error
between di and d̄i such that [65]

min||di − d̄i||22, subject to B̃d̄i = 0, (3.10)

The solution of (3.10) gives the precoder G̃p, which becomes simply the projection matrix
that projects the original data vector di onto the null space of the constraint matrix
N (B̃). Mathematically, [66]

G̃p = I− B̃H(B̃B̃
H

)−1B̃. (3.11)

We can conclude an important point from (3.11): the precoder is independent of di.
The precoder is dependent on only the set of subcarriers and the constraint matrix rank
(which in turn is dependent on either the number of nulls or the order of continuity).
Figure 3.7 shows the geometric representation of the projection precoding approach. As
the figure shows, d̄i is also related to di through [66]

d̄i = di −wi. (3.12)

where wi, of size K × 1, is the error vector. Substituting (3.1) into (3.12) yields

G̃pdi = di −wi

⇒ wi = di − G̃pdi

⇒ wi = (I− G̃p)di

(3.13)

Notably, the absolute value of the error weights is small compared to the original data
symbols because the order of continuity (or equivalently, the number of nulls) is much
smaller than the total number of subcarriers, i.e., R� K. Therefore, the new subspace
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has slightly smaller dimensionality than the original space; thus, d̄i ≈ di, but they are
not equal. This fact is important because it means that we can receive the transmitted
precoded data vector without knowledge of the precoding, although some degradation in
performance will occur, which we will discuss in detail in the next chapter.

Knowing that G̃p is a projection matrix, we can derive an analytic expression of the
precoded OFDM spectrum. Equivalent to (2.5), the precoded OFDM spectrum is [32]

P̃ p(f) =
1

T
E

{∣∣∣∣ãT (f)d̄i

∣∣∣∣
2

2

}
=

1

T
ãT (f)E{d̄id̄Hi }ã∗(f). (3.14)

Substituting (3.14) into (3.1) yields

P̃ p(f) =
1

T
ãT (f)E{G̃pdid

H
i G̃H

p }ã∗(f) =
1

T
ãT (f)G̃pE{didHi }G̃H

p ã∗(f). (3.15)

Assuming E{didHi } = I, (3.15) becomes

P̃ p(f) =
1

T
ãT (f)G̃pG̃

H
p ã∗(f), (3.16)

and based on the fact that G̃p is a projection matrix, which means that G̃pG̃
H
p = G̃p

[67], then (3.16) collapses to

P̃ p(f) =
1

T
ãT (f)G̃pã

∗(f). (3.17)

3.2.2 Orthogonal precoding

Since projection is not an invertible operation [68], the OFDM system’s receiver (as-
suming it has knowledge about the precoding) will not be able to reverse the precoding.
Therefore, the receiver cannot obtain the original data vector di from the precoded data
vector d̄i. Consequently, deterioration in the bit error rate (BER) is inevitable.

The orthogonal precoder is an alternative to the projection precoder [34, 69, 70] that
does not result in BER degradation. In the orthogonal precoding approach, we design the
precoder such that the precoded data vector d̄i also has uncorrelated entries. To achieve
this goal, the column vectors of the orthogonal precoder G̃o must be orthogonal. On
the basis of their orthogonality, the precoding process becomes revertible at the receiver;
consequently, the receiver can retrieve the original data vector from the precoded data
vector. The question is then how to obtain the orthogonal precoder.

To obtain the orthogonal precoder, we must satisfy two requirements: first, the pre-
coded data vector should reside in the null space N (B̃) of B̃; second, the entries of d̄i
must be uncorrelated. Since d̄i is a linear combination of the basis vectors that span
N (B̃), then for d̄i entries to be uncorrelated, the basis vectors must be orthogonal. Fur-
thermore, in linear algebra, if B̃ is an R ×K matrix of rank R, then N (B̃) is spanned
by K −R orthogonal basis vectors only [34, 67]. This fact means that to obtain a K × 1
precoded data vector, we can have only (K −R)× 1 original data vector. Therefore, our
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Figure 3.8: Geometric representation of the orthogonal precoding. For a toy example of K = 3
and rank(B̃) = 1, a precoder, G̃o, of two column vectors precode two data symbols into a vector
d̄i of three precoded data symbols that modulate the three subcarriers.

orthogonal precoder becomes a matrix that collects K−R orthogonal basis vectors, each
of K × 1 dimensions, i.e., G̃o is a K × (K − R) matrix [66, 67]. Figure 3.8 provides an
example that illustrates the geometric basis of orthogonal precoding.

Since the choice of orthogonal basis vectors that span N (B̃) is not unique, G̃o is
not unique. One way to obtain G̃o is through singular value decomposition of B̃, which
factorizes B̃ as [67]

B̃ = UΣVH , (3.18)

where U is an R × R matrix, Σ is a diagonal R ×K matrix and V is a K ×K matrix.
The last K−R columns of V constitute an orthogonal basis of N (B̃) and, consequently,
the column vectors of G̃o.

Similar to (3.16), the spectrum of the orthogonally precoded OFDM signal is

P̃ p(f) =
1

T
ãT (f)G̃oG̃

H
o ã∗(f). (3.19)

From linear algebra, G̃p in section 3.2.1 is related to G̃o such that [67]

G̃p = G̃oG̃
H
o . (3.20)

Substituting (3.20) into (3.19) yields

P̃ p(f) =
1

T
ãT (f)G̃oG̃

H
o ã∗(f) =

1

T
ãT (f)G̃pã

∗(f), (3.21)

which is the same as (3.17). Therefore, the two precoders (projection and orthogonal
precoders) give the same spectral characteristics to the precoded OFDM signal.
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Chapter 4

Challenges and Solutions

“Difficulties exist to be surmounted.”

Ralph Waldo Emerson

As we have seen in the previous chapter, spectrally precoded OFDM is indeed able
to suppress the OOB emission in OFDM systems and improve their spectral efficiency.
Spectral precoding has beneficial properties that give it advantages over classic LP fil-
tering and windowing approaches. For example, spectral precoding is independent of the
behavior of the channel; therefore, regardless of the channel, in contrast to the classic
approaches, spectral precoding does not need to adapt to meet the constraint.

Moreover, spectral precoding does not physically deform the orthogonal subcarriers
of the OFDM signal; therefore, it does not result in ISI and ICI [36]. Consequently, the
system does not have to extend the CP length, in contrast to the classic approaches,
which avoids the additional waste of resources and time latency. Additionally, spectral
precoding may be superior to classic approaches in cognitive radio scenarios because it
rapidly adapts to spectral changes and requirements. Precoding does not process the
physical pulses but rather performs a relatively fast mathematical operation (multiplica-
tion with the precoding matrix) over successive data symbols. Moreover, precoding is not
dependent on the generated data symbols. It is only dependent on the set of subcarriers
and the number of constraints (either the continuity order in N -continuous OFDM or
the number of nulls in frequency-nulled OFDM).

On the other hand, an important requirement must be satisfied by spectral precoding
to ensure its advantage over classic algorithms: spectral precoding feasibility with existing
OFDM systems. The classic approaches have proved their practicality with existing
OFDM systems, which is why they have withstood challenges for many years. This
section discuses whether spectral precoding is feasible with OFDM systems.

Here, we consider four feasibility challenges that spectral precoding faces: precoding
self-interference, which directly affects the rate and BER performances; implementation
and computational complexity of spectrally precoded OFDM systems; compliance of
spectral precoding algorithms with practical OFDM transmitters ; and extensibility of
spectral precoding from SISO systems to MIMO systems.

37
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Figure 4.1: Self-interference of 5-continuous OFDM and 12-nulls frequency-nulled OFDM, i.e.,
B has the same rank=12 in both systems. For frequency nulling precoding, the self-interference
over each subcarrier changes based on the locations of the nulls. Despite that fact, in both
N -continuous and frequency-nulled OFDM systems, subcarriers closer to the edge of the band
suffer higher interference than subcarriers closer to the carrier frequency.

4.1 Self-Interference

The original data symbols gathered in di are selected from some constellation set C,
and we consider them to be uncorrelated. However, as (3.1) shows, precoding linearly
combines the original data symbols, thereby introducing correlation between the output
precoded data symbols [30]. This correlation produces self-interference in spectrally
precoded OFDM systems. We emphasize that the interference is different in physical
nature than ISI and ICI. Whereas ISI and ICI appear due to the deformation of the Sinc
subcarriers, self-interference is not related to the physical shapes of the subcarriers. This
fact is important to note because it means that self-interference is independent of the
communications channel, as mentioned previously.

While orthogonal precoders mitigate self-interference by designing d̄i to have uncor-
related entries1, as we noted in section 3.2.2, self-interference has a degrading effect on
the performance of the projection precoders [36, 71, 72]. The mathematical analysis of
the self-interference in projection precoders starts with the solution of the least-squares

1The new precoded data vector is still a linear combination of the original data vector, but its
orthogonality is preserved. To retrieve the original data vector, we need to revert the precoding process
at the receiver.
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problem (3.10). In [36], we prove that the self-interference is related to the error weights
(3.12). The normalized self-interference is collected in diag(Θ), where

Θ = E{wiw
H
i }. (4.1)

Substituting (3.13) into (4.1) yields

Θ = (I− G̃p)E{didHi }(I− G̃p)
H

= (I− G̃p)(I− G̃p)
H

= (I− G̃p)

= B̃H(B̃B̃
H

)−1B̃.

(4.2)

The normalized self-interference added to each of the K precoded data symbols becomes

D(k) = [Θ]kk, (4.3)

and the normalized total self-interference is

Dtotal = Trace{Θ} = Trace{(I− G̃p)} = rank(B̃) = R. (4.4)

From (4.4), we conclude that the normalized average self-interference over each subcarrier
of N -continuous OFDM systems and frequency-nulled OFDM systems is R/K. Figure
4.4 shows the normalized self-interference of a 5-continuous OFDM system and the self-
interference of a 12-nulls precoded OFDM system. As the figure shows, self-interference
is not equally distributed over the subcarriers: subcarriers closer to the edges of the
dedicated bandwidth suffer more self-interference than subcarriers closer to the carrier
frequency.

Similar to ISI and ICI in classic OOB suppression systems, self-interference degrades
the BER and capacity performance. In [36], we present an analytic comparative study
of the effect of self-interference on the performance of OFDM systems.

We can introduce a quantifying measure for the self-interference similar to the EVM
measure used by LTE defined in (2.19). We call this measure precoding EVM [37, 39].
Assuming an ideal front-end transmitter and receiver (i.e. ďi = di), precoding EVM
becomes

EVMp =

√
E||di − d̄i||2
E||di||2

=

√
E||di − d̄i||2

K
. (4.5)

We can relate self-interference to EVMp by inserting (4.1) into (4.5) such that

EVMp =

√
E{wH

i wi}
K

=

√
Trace{Θ}

K
=

√
Dtotal

K
. (4.6)

In general, since the front ends of the transmitter and receiver are not ideal, then

EVM > EVMp. (4.7)
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For spectral precoding to be feasible with 3GPP requirements, the EVM measure
should be less than the allowed EVM level specified by the standards. Therefore, we
must mitigate the self-interference as much as possible so that the EVM does not exceed
the specified level. Here, we introduce two main ways to suppress the self-interference in
N -continuous OFDM: block precoding and CP precoding.

4.1.1 Block precoding

Block precoding jointly precodes a block of L OFDM symbols, thereby forcing them to
be N -continuous [37]. In block precoding, the beginning of the ith OFDM symbol is
forced to be N -continuous with the end of the (i− 1)th OFDM symbol such that

ÃΦ̃d̄i = Ãd̄i−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ L− 1, (4.8)

where Ã and Φ̃ is as defined in (3.8). The edges of the block and their N derivatives are
forced to zero such that

ÃΦ̃d̄0 = −Ãd̄L−1 = 0. (4.9)

Consequently, consecutive blocks are N -continuous. With conditions (4.8) and (4.9), the
whole OFDM signal becomes N -continuous. Figure 4.2 shows part of a block-precoded
N -continuous OFDM signal. Stacking the two conditions together yields the block con-
straint matrix

B̃b ,




ÃΦ̃ 0 0 0 . . . 0

−Ã ÃΦ̃ 0 0 . . . 0

0 −Ã ÃΦ̃ 0 . . . 0
...

. . . . . . . . . . . .
...

0 0 0 0 −Ã ÃΦ̃

0 0 0 0 0 −Ã




(4.10)

that should fulfill

B̃b ·




d̄0

d̄1
...

d̄L


 = 0. (4.11)

From (4.11), the block N -continuous precoder becomes

G̃b , I− B̃H
b (B̃bB̃

H
b )−1B̃b (4.12)

Since block precoding fulfills the same requirements as single-symbol precoding, block-
precoded N -continuous OFDM has a similar spectrum to that of single-symbol N -
continuous OFDM. Moreover, the normalized average self-interference over each sub-
carrier in block-precoded N -continuous OFDM is inversely proportional to the number
of OFDM symbols in the block. As in (4.4),

Dblock = Trace{(I− G̃b)} = rank(B̃b) = (N + 1)(L+ 1). (4.13)
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Figure 4.2: A section of a block-precoded N -continuous OFDM signal. Inner OFDM symbols
are forced to be N -continuous with each other while the edges and their N derivatives are forced
to zero.

and

Davg =
Dblock

LK
=

(N + 1)(L+ 1)

LK
. (4.14)

As the block size L increases, the self- interference decreases. The minimum self-interference
is achieved as L goes to infinity, such that

Dopt =
N + 1

K
=

1

2
Dtotal, (4.15)

which is one-half of the self-interference of traditional single-symbolN -continuous OFDM.

4.1.2 CP precoders

CP precoding is also a type of N -continuous precoding [73, 74, 75]. The main idea in
CP precoding is that we precode only the CP of the OFDM symbols and not the useful
part of the OFDM symbol. The CP precoder precodes the CP of the OFDM symbol to
be N -continuous with the current OFDM symbol from one side and N -continuous with
the previous OFDM symbol from the other side. Mathematically, the CP N -continuous
signal fulfills

dn

dtn
spi (t)

∣∣
t=−Tg

=
dn

dtn
si−1(t)

∣∣
t=Ts

,

dn

dtn
spi (t)

∣∣
t=0

=
dn

dtn
si(t)

∣∣
t=0
,

(4.16)

where, as in (3.2), spi (t) =
∑
k∈K

d̄i,ke
j2πk t

Ts
is the precoded OFDM symbol. Then, we keep

si(t) as is and extend it with the CP of spi (t). The two conditions in (4.16) ensure that the
CP is N -continuous with si(t) and si−1(t). Figure 4.3 illustrates the CP N -continuous
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Figure 4.3: Architecture of CP N -continuous precoding. The two symbols are generated at a
time, one modulated with the original data symbols and the other with the precoded data symbols.
The CP extension is extended from the precoded symbol.

precoding procedure. Due to precoding, the CP is no longer an exact copy of the prefix
of the OFDM symbol.

In vector notation, (4.16) becomes

ÃΦ̃d̄i = Ãdi−1,

Ãd̄i = Ãdi
(4.17)

or equivalently,

B̃d̄i =

[
ÃΦ̃

Ã

]
d̄i =

[
0N×k

Ã

]
di +

[
Ã

0N×K

]
di−1. (4.18)

We obtain d̄i by multiplying both sides of (4.18) with the pseudoinverse B̃†. Then,

d̄i = G̃1di + G̃2di−1, (4.19)

where G̃1 = B̃†
[

0N×k
Ã

]
and G̃2 = B̃†

[
Ã

0N×K

]
.

Since the CP precoder fulfills the same constraint conditions as the original N -
continuous precoder, CP-precoded N -continuous OFDM signals have the same spec-
tral performance as traditional N -continuous signals. Moreover, CP precoders mitigate
self-interference since only the CP (which is discarded at the receiver) is distorted by
precoding. However, since the guard interval is no longer an exact CP extension, the
OFDM system may suffer from ICI in multipath channels.

4.2 Computational Complexity

Complexity is another important factor affecting the feasibility of spectral precoding. If
spectral precoding is very complex to implement and requires substantial computational
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processing, then it is less worthwhile to implement. In this section, we examine the
complexity of spectral precoding. We begin by differentiating between two types of
complexity: implementation complexity and computational complexity [39]. These two
complexities are added to the modulation complexity required (by the IFFT block) to
modulate the OFDM symbol.

Implementation complexity is the complexity of the precoder design (G̃p or G̃o) it-
self, i.e., computing the precoding matrix. As discussed in the previous chapter, the
precoder is dependent on only the subcarrier set K and the constraint requirements R.2

Consequently, since these factors are setup requirements that are predetermined off-line,
we can implement the spectral precoder itself off-line. This fact is always true unless we
are considering an adaptive communications system. Even with such systems, the setup
changes infrequently; thus, on-line redesign of the precoder is also infrequent. There-
fore, the implementation complexity of spectral precoding is not concerning since it is
conducted off-line.

Computational complexity is the complexity related to performing precoding (i.e.,
the complexity required to multiply di with matrix G̃, as in (3.1)), as well as modulating
the subcarriers with the precoded data symbols (IFFT process). The computational
complexity varies based on the structure of the precoder. In the following, we analyze
the computational complexity of the spectral precoding approaches mentioned above.

4.2.1 Projection precoders

The various projection precoders (N -continuous precoder, frequency-nulling precoder,
block precoder and CP precoder) have one thing in common: G̃p is a projection matrix.
The projection matrix is a K×K matrix; thus, the initial insight assumes that projection
precoding requires K2 complex multiplication processes per OFDM symbol, which in turn
means that the computational complexity grows on the order O(K2). However, a clever
implementation of the spectral precoder shows that the computational complexity grows
only linearly with K [32, 37, 39]. To prove that result, we rewrite (3.11) as

G̃p = I−VB̃, (4.20)

where V = B̃H(B̃B̃H)−1 is a K × R matrix. Based on (4.20), we perform precoding by
means of two computation steps. First, we multiply di with B̃. This step requires RK
complex multiplications. The output of the first computation step is an R × 1 vector
d̄′i = B̃di. In the second computation step, we multiply d̄′i with V and subtract the
result from I to obtain d̄i. This second step also requires RK multiplications. Therefore,
precoding one OFDM symbol requires

complexity = 2RK (4.21)

2Additionally, the precoder depends on the system requirements, specifically the symbol length Ts
and CP length Tg. However, we assume that these requirements are constant or change only if the setup
of the system changes.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the computational complexity of the projection precoder. Each of the
two steps requires RK multiplications per OFDM symbol.

complex multiplications rather than K2 complex multiplications. Figure 4.4 illustrates
the two spectral precoding steps.

If we assume practical precoded OFDM system (3.3), the total computational com-
plexity required to generate a precoded OFDM symbol includes the precoding compu-
tational complexity and the modulation computational complexity represented by the
IFFT process. IFFT requires (assuming the butterfly algorithm) Nslog2(Ns) complex
multiplications, where Ns, as defined in (2.7), is the number of samples in the discrete
OFDM symbol. In total, an N -continuous OFDM symbol requires

system complexity = 2RK +Nslog2(Ns) (4.22)

multiplications.
From (4.22), the single N -continuous precoder requires

symbol complexity = 2(2N + 2)K (4.23)

multiplications. Block precoding is more computationally complex than single-symbol
N -continuous precoding because the constraint matrix B̃b is of rank((N + 1)(L + 1)).
Thus, to precode a block of L OFDM symbols, the system requires 2(N + 1)(L+ 1)LK
complex multiplications, which is equivalent to

block complexity =
2(N + 1)(L+ 1)LK

L
= 2(N + 1)(L+ 1)K (4.24)

complex multiplications for each OFDM symbol. Note that if L = 1, the block precoder
collapses into the traditional N -continuous precoder;therefore, (4.24) becomes equivalent
to (4.23).
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For the CP precoders, the computational complexity is the sum of the computational
complexity required to precode di and the computational complexity required to precode
di−1. To simplify the complexity, we can precode di with G̃1 in two steps: in the first
step, we multiply di with Ã to obtain d̄′i, which requires (N + 1)K multiplications; in
the second step, we multiply d̄′i with B̃†, which requires (2N + 2)K multiplications.
Therefore, multiplying di with G̃1 requires (3N + 3)K multiplications. Equivalently,
precoding di−1 with G̃2 also requires (3N+3)K multiplications; therefore, CP precoding
requires

CP complexity = 6(N + 1)K (4.25)

complex multiplications to precode one OFDM symbol. This complexity is 3/2 that of
the computational complexity of the traditional N -continuous precoding [73]. Moreover,
the modulator must modulate two copies of the OFDM symbol, one with the precoded
data symbols and one with the original data symbols; thus, the modulation complexity
is 2Nslog2(Ns) double that of the traditional OFDM.

4.2.2 Orthogonal precoders

As we have seen, the computational complexity of all projection precoders can be sim-
plified to grow only linearly with the number of subcarriers K. This is not the case with
orthogonal precoders [34]. The orthogonal precoder G̃o is a K × (K − R) matrix that
does not have the same mathematical form as that of the projection precoder G̃p. Since

R� K, precoding di with G̃o requires K · (K −R) ≈ K2 complex multiplications, i.e.,
the computational complexity of the orthogonal precoding grows in the order O(K2).

The conclusion above is the main drawback that hindered the practicality of orthog-
onal precoders for a long time. Fortunately,[76] and [70] recently proved that, similar to
projection precoders, we can redesign the orthogonal precoders such that the precoding
computational complexity grows in the order O(K) rather than O(K2).

As mentioned in section 3.2.2, the orthogonal basis that spans N (B̃) is not unique.
Consequently, G̃o is not unique [76, 70, 77]. One way to find the orthogonal basis that
spans N (B̃) other than the SVD approach defined in (3.18) is to use the Householder
block reflection [78, 79, 80]. Similar to the SVD approach, the Householder reflection
maintains two requirements: it transforms the original data vector onto N (B) subspace
ant it guarantees that the entries of the precoded data vector are uncorrelated.

We start by defining
G̃′ = I− G̃rG̃

H
r , (4.26)

where (4.26) is a K × R matrix and G̃′ is a K ×K matrix such that G̃′ = [ǦK×R G̃o].
To obtain G̃o from G̃′, we discard the first R columns of G̃′.

Based on (4.26), precoding occurs via two steps. In the first step, we multiply the last
K−R columns of G̃H

r with di. This operation requires R(K−R) complex multiplications,
and the output is the R×1 vector d̄′i. In the second step, we multiply G̃r with d̄′i, which
requires RK multiplications. Overall, the orthogonal precoder requires

orthogonal complexity = RK +R(K −R) ≈ 2RK (4.27)
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the computational complexity of the orthogonal precoder. An elegant
implementation of the precoder using the Householder block reflector reduces the complexity
order to be linear in K.

complex multiplications. Figure 4.5 shows the two steps of low-complexity orthogonal
precoding. The remaining question is how to obtain G̃r. G̃r is calculated using the
Householder block reflection as follows:

1. We perform QR factorization on B̃H such that B̃H = Z̃Z̃′.

2. We define Y such that Y =

[
IR

0(K−R)×R

]
.

3. We take the first R columns of Z̃ to construct matrix Z.

4. We take U′Σ′V′H = SVD(YHZ).

5. Finally, G̃r = (YU′ − ZV′)(I−Σ)−
1
2 .

4.3 Reliability with Practical OFDM Transmitters

Spectral precoding has been studied for more than ten years. As we have seen, various
types of spectral precoding have been developed to improve its reliability and practical-
ity. Although, until now, no serious attempts have been made to examine its real-time
performance. Spectral precoding, as with any other algorithm, may have a very effi-
cient theoretical and analytical performance, but in practice, several factors may limit
its efficiency.
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Most of these factors are related to the hardware setup with which spectral precoding
must interface. These hardware components include the practical OFDM modulators
introduced in section 2.1 and the front-end electronics.

4.3.1 Reliability with front-end electronics

Front-end impairments of a communications system will degrade the performance of the
spectral precoding, as is the case with any other theoretical algorithm. The worse the
front-end setup is, the poorer the spectral precoding performance will be. Some of the
hardware impairments that may limit the performance of the spectral precoding include
the following.

• Quantization: Quantization occurs within the digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
[81]. Quantization deforms the original OFDM signal according to the resolution
efficiency of the DAC. This process generates a quantization residual error which
will appear as additional OOB emission of the precoded OFDM spectrum.

• DAC clipping effect: The DAC clips the output signal if the input signal exceeds
the input voltage range of the DAC [82]. OFDM has a high peak-to-average-power
ratio (PAPR) in nature; thus, the DAC may clip parts of the OFDM signal. There-
fore, clipping will decrease the efficiency of the suppression of the OOB emission of
the precoded OFDM.

• Power amplifier nonlinearities: [83] Due to the high dynamic range of the
precoded signal, a power amplifier (PA) may operate on this signal in the nonlinear
region. The nonlinearity of the PA will introduce intermodulation between the
subcarriers of the precoded OFDM signal. This intermodulation has a negative
impact on the suppression of the OOB emission of the precoded OFDM spectrum.

• I-Q imbalance: [84] This impairment appears when the sine wave generated by the
local oscillator, which is required to modulate the quadrature phase of the signal,
is not exactly 90◦phase shifted from the cosine wave required to modulate the in-
phase component of the signal. In the analog domain, the phase delay between the
sine wave and the cosine wave is never exactly 90◦. This imbalance degrades the
performance of the spectral precoder.

Despite these hardware impairments that degrade the performance of the precoders,
spectral precoding is capable of suppressing the OOB emission in OFDM by tens of
decibels. To investigate the practical performance, in [38], we setup the first proof-of-
concept prototype of spectrally precoded OFDM. We verify that spectrally precoded
OFDM systems emit tens of decibels less interference than plain OFDM systems.

The experiment uses an off-the-shelf software-defined radio (SDR): N210 universal
serial radio peripherals (USRP) from Ettus research [85]. Two of the three USRPs are
used to run the real-time single-carrier communications link (one USRP as transmitter
and one as receiver). The communications link operates on the neighboring spectrum of
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Figure 4.6: Image of the setup of the real-time practical experiment of the performance of a
spectrally precoded OFDM system. The experiment is the first proof-of-concept prototype for
spectral precoding.

Figure 4.7: The spectra of the single carrier signal (left), Plain OFDM signal (right-yellow)
and spectrally precoded OFDM signal (right-blue) captured by a spectrum analyzer at the output
of the transmitting USRPs. The green spectrum represents the noise floor. As the figure shows,
spectrally precoded OFDM causes tens of Decibels less OOB interference than plain OFDM.
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an interfering OFDM signal. The OFDM signal is emitted using the third USRP. The
software signal processing blocks in the experiment are designed (coded) using Gnuradio,
an open-source software for designing, simulating and interfacing signal processing blocks
with SDRs [86]. Figure 4.6 shows an image of the setup.

Figure 4.7 shows the spectra captured at the output of the two transmitter USRPs.
The spectrum on the left is the spectrum of the transmitted single-carrier signal that
suffers from OFDM OOB interference. The spectrum on the right is the spectrum of the
OFDM signal. We toggle between a plain nonprecoded OFDM signal (shown in yellow)
and a spectrally precoded OFDM signal3 (shown in blue). The level of OOB interference
of the precoded OFDM signal affecting the single-carrier system is tens of decibels lower
than that of the plain OFDM signal.

4.3.2 Reliability with practical OFDM modulators

One impractical consideration accompanied the design of the spectrally precoded signal
used in the above experiment: we needed to extremely oversample the OFDM signal
before sending it to the DAC of the USRP. We oversampled the signal by choosing a
very large IFFT size4 [49]. The reason for oversampling is to mimic the continuous time
reference OFDM signal (2.1). We need to mimic the reference signal because most of the
literature on spectral precoding uses the reference model of the OFDM signal.

Practical modulators do not use a large IFFT size to design the discrete-time OFDM
signal [23]; thus, the existing spectral precoding algorithms mismatch the practical modu-
lators used in practical OFDM systems. Trying to generate a spectrally precoded OFDM
signal using the digital setup is impractical and will deteriorate the spectral performance.
Therefore, we need to design practical alternatives to the existing OFDM spectral pre-
coders.

In [39] and [40], we introduce a practical alternative to frequency-nulling precoders
and N -continuous precoders, respectively. For the frequency-nulling precoder, we need to
consider the spectrum of the discrete OFDM signal P (ω) defined in (2.12). Therefore, to
match the frequency-nulling precoder with the practical OFDM modulators, we introduce
the nulls over the spectrum, P (ω), of the discrete OFDM signal. As (2.9) and (2.10)
state, the subcarriers of the discrete OFDM signal in the frequency domain are Dirichlet
functions rather than Sinc functions. Consequently, the entries of the practical precoder
constraint matrix B should reflect this fact. Analogous to (3.9), the entries of B become

B ,




ak0(ω0) ak1(ω0) . . . akK−1
(ω0)

ak0(ω1) ak1(ω1) . . . akK−1
(ω1)

...
...

. . .
...

ak0(ωR−1) ak1(ωR−1) . . . akK−1
(ωR−1)


 (4.28)

3Here, we transmit a 14-nulls frequency-nulled OFDM signal, and the communications link uses a
differential QPSK single-carrier signal.

4In Figure 4.7, we used a 16384 point IFFT block to obtain an OFDM signal with only 300 subcarriers.
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Figure 4.8: Spectrum, P (f), of a plain practical OFDM signal (s(t) versus the spectrum, P p(f),
of a precoded practical OFDM signal. The DAC is operating at a clock frequency, fcl = 1024

Ts

with a Chebyshev II LPF of the 7th order. The precoder nulls the spectrum at fm ∈ S =
{±7.515,±7.530± 4.85,±4.86} MHz.

and the practical frequency-nulling precoder is

G = I−BH(BBH)−1B. (4.29)

We emphasize that G in (4.29) is designed to introduce nulls over the spectrum of the
discrete OFDM signal such that

P p(ω) =
1

N
aT (ω)Ga∗(ω), (4.30)

and analogous to (2.14)

P p
x (f) =

1

T
aT (f)Ga∗(f), (4.31)

and from (4.31), analogous to (2.17)

P p(f) = |H(f)|2P p
x (f). (4.32)

Figure 4.8 shows P p(f) at the output of a DAC compared with P (f). The DAC is
operating at a clock frequency, fcl = 1024

Ts
, with a Chebyshev II LPF of the 7th order. The

precoder nulls the spectrum at fm ∈ S = {±7.515,±7.530±4.85,±4.86}MHz. The figure
shows, as expected, the high suppression of the OOB emission within spectrally precoded
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Figure 4.9: Spectrum, P (f), of a plain practical OFDM signal (s(t)) versus the spectrum,
P p(f), of a 3-smooth OFDM signal. The DAC is operating at a clock frequency, fcl = 2048

Ts
,

with a Chebyshev II LPF of the 7th order.

OFDM signals. This high spectral containment means that the spectral precoder relaxes
the analog LPF requirements in suppressing the OOB emission, which simplifies the
design of the analog LPF (filter order, cutoff frequency, transition band, etc.) of the
DAC and therefore decreases the complexity of the electronic design.

For N -continuous OFDM, we also need to redesign the precoder to match the practical
modulators and, therefore, change the entries of B̃ . Thus, we must address the OFDM
signal in its discrete-time model. The concept of N -continuity itself is not defined for
discrete-time signals. Differentiation operations (3.4), (3.5), which force the OFDM signal
to be N -continuous, do not hold for discrete-time signals [87, 88]. To overcome this
mathematical dilemma, we use the finite central difference concept, which approximates
the differentiation operations by means of difference operations [89].

The N th order of the finite central difference of the discrete-time OFDM symbol is

∆msi[n] = ∆
(
∆m−1si[n]

)

=
∆m−1si[(nmodNs)+1]−∆m−1si[(nmodNs)−1]

2

(4.33)

for ∀ 1 ≤ m ≤ N and ∆0si[n] = si[n] for m = 0, where mod is the modulo operator and
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∆ is the central difference operator. By substituting (5) into (4.33), we obtain

∆msi[n] =
∑

k∈K

dk,ie
j2π k

Ns
n

(
ej2π

k
Ns − e−j2π k

Ns

2

)m

=
∑

k∈K

dk,ie
j2π k

Ns
n

(
jsin(

2πk

Ns

)

)m
.

(4.34)

Using the finite central difference of the discrete-time OFDM symbol, we define the N -
smooth OFDM signal that mimics the N -continuous OFDM signal for the discrete-time
model such that

∆msi[n]
∣∣∣
n=−Ng

= ∆msi−1[n]
∣∣∣
n=Ns

, (4.35)

for 0 ≤ m ≤ N . Similar to (3.5), one way to fulfill (4.35) is

∆msi[n]
∣∣∣
n=−Ng

= ∆msi[n]
∣∣∣
n=Ns

= 0. (4.36)

By substituting (4.34) into (4.36), we obtain the entries of A such that

A ,




1 1 . . . 1(
jsin( 2π

Ns
k0)
) (

jsin( 2π
Ns
k1)
)

. . .
(
jsin( 2π

Ns
kK−1)

)
...

...
...(

jsin( 2π
Ns
k0)
)N (

jsin( 2π
Ns
k1)
)N

. . .
(
jsin( 2π

Ns
kK−1)

)N


 , (4.37)

and the constraint matrix B becomes B ,
[

AΦ
A

]
, where

Φ ,




ejφk0 0 . . . 0
0 ejφk1 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . ejφkK−1




is a K ×K diagonal matrix and φ = −2πNg
Ns

.
Similar to practical frequency-nulling precoders, N -smooth precoders help to relax

the DAC analog LPF requirements while efficiently suppressing OOB emission. Figure
4.9 compares P p(f) of a 3-smooth OFDM signal with P (f). In Figure 4.9, the DAC has
a Chebyshev II LPF of order 7.

4.4 Extensibility Towards Massive MIMO Systems

MIMO technology is a cornerstone of the upcoming 5G [10, 90, 91]. Therefore, whatever
approach is used to suppress OOB emission, it should be reliable for MIMO systems.
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Consequently, proof that spectral precoding in OFDM is appropriate for MIMO systems
is necessary5.

The simplest interface between MIMO and spectral precoding is a disjoint precoder
that performs consecutive spatial and spectral precoding, as shown in Figure 4.10 [93].
The transmitter sends different data symbols to different receivers simultaneously. To
accomplish this task, the spatial precoder precodes the transmitted data symbols based
on the channel characteristics, and the spectral precoder suppresses the OOB emission
at each of the transmitting antennas.

We start by considering a downlink MIMO system with a base station of M antennas
transmitting to U receivers. Considering a K subcarrier OFDM system, we transmit UK
data symbols over each transmission. In vector notation, we define

dX ,




d
(1)
X

d
(2)
X
...

d
(K)
X




as a UK × 1 vector stacking all the transmitted data symbols. Each U × 1 subvector
d

(k)
X stacks the U data symbols transmitted simultaneously at the kth subcarrier to U

different receivers. Each subvector d
(k)
X is precoded using an M × K spatial precoder

G
(k)
X . The output of each precoder is an M × 1 spatially precoded data vector d′

(k)
X .

There are various suggestions for the spatial subprecoder6 G
(k)
X in the literature. For

example, G
(k)
X can be a linear maximum ratio transmitter (MRT) precoder, a linear zero

forcing (ZF) precoder, a nonlinear minimum mean square error (MMSE) precoder, etc.

The K spatially precoded subvectors d′
(k)
X are then stacked into one spatially precoded

KM × 1 vector d′X , and the system permutes the entries of d′X

d′F = Πd′X , (4.38)

where Π is a KM×KM structured permutation matrix where entries of an input vector
are row-wise written and column-wise read. Thus, the permutation matrix reorders the
entries of data vector d′X [94]. Then, the system splits d′F into M K × 1 spatially

precoded subvectors d′
(µ)
F , and each data subvector d′

(µ)
F is introduced into one of the M

spectral subprecoders G7. The output of a spectral subprecoder is a K × 1 spatially–
spectrally precoded subvector d̄

(µ)
F that will be transmitted over the µth antenna.

5In this thesis, we focus on massive MIMO systems [92], which are expected to make an important
contribution to 5G. However, the methodology followed here can be generalized to classic MIMO and
multiuser MIMO systems.

6In this thesis, regardless of the spatial precoders, we assume perfect knowledge of the channel at the
transmitter.

7Note that the different spectral subprecoders are the same, in contrast to the spatial subprecoders,
which vary based on the communications channel.
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Figure 4.10: The architecture of a disjoint spatial–spectral precoder. G
(k)
X can be an MMSE

subprecoder, ZF subprecoder, MRT subprecoder, etc. For MRT subprecoders, GX = HH .

Since the spectral precoder spectrally precodes the spatially precoded data symbols in
d′X , projection spectral subprecoders Gp will distort the spatially precoded data symbols.
The distortion will affect the performance of the spatial precoders, but the spectral
distortion over the spatially precoded vector d′X is limited because R� K.

Although the distortion over the spatially precoded data vector d′X is limited, the
distortion does exist and will affect the performance of the system. Therefore, we must
mitigate the distorting effect of the spectral precoders. One way to accomplish this goal
is to design a joint spatial–spectral precoder that considers the spatial requirements and
the OOB emission suppression requirements simultaneously [41]. Mathematically, these
requirements are

(B̃⊗ I)d̄F = 0

HXd̄X = dX
(4.39)

where ⊗ is the Kronecker multiplication operator, B̃ is the spectral constraint matrix,
d̄X = ΠT d̄F and HX is the KU×KM spectral–spatial communications channel. Equiv-
alently, we can rewrite (4.39) as

(B̃⊗ I)Πd̄X = 0

HXd̄X = dX

⇒
[

(B̃⊗ I)Π
HX

]
d̄X =

[
0

dX

] (4.40)

To find the joint spatial–spectral precoder, we solve (4.40). The least-square solution of
(4.40)

(ZF) min
d̄X

||d̄X ||2 s.t.

[
(B̃⊗ I)Π

HX

]
d̄X =

[
0

dX

]
(4.41)
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Figure 4.11: Plain OFDM spectrum versus 5-continuous OFDM spectrum precoded with an
MRT precoder and a zero-forcing precoder. We used M = 50 transmitting antennas serving
U = 5 users. The OFDM system consists of K = 600 subcarriers. We note that the MRT
precoder has the same spectral suppression as the zero-forcing precoder.

gives the linear ZF precoder

GZF
X = ΠH(G⊗ I)ΠHH

(
HΠH(G⊗ I)ΠHH

)−1
(4.42)

where G = Gp in the case of projection spectral precoding. We emphasize that the
solution in (4.42) is the joint spatial–spectral ZF precoder. The solution of (4.42) gives

d̄X = GZF
X dX . (4.43)

From (4.42), we can obtain the joint MRT precoder such that

GMRT
X = ΠH(G⊗ I)ΠHH . (4.44)

Therefore, using the MRT precoder, equivalent to (4.43), we obtain

d̄X = GMRT
X dX . (4.45)
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If we restack the jointly precoded data symbols into d̄F such that

d̄F = Πd̄X = ΠGMRT
X dX , (4.46)

then by substituting (4.44) into (4.46), we obtain

d̄F = (G⊗ I)ΠHHdX . (4.47)

Noting that the MRT spatial precoder in Figure 4.10 has the form GX = HH , then
(4.47) has a structure equivalent to that represented in Figure 4.10. Thus, the joint
MRT spectral–spatial precoder GMRT

X is equivalent to a disjoint MRT spatial–spectral
precoder.

In [41], we show that the spectra of the joint precoded OFDM signals transmitted
at each of the M antennas are similar. Moreover, we show, as in Figure 4.11, that the
joint precoded OFDM signal at each transmitting antenna has a spectrum equivalent to
a precoded OFDM signal with single-input single-output (SISO) transmission.

Moreover, an increase in the number of transmitting antennas can compensate for
the efficiency loss resulting from spectral precoding, i.e., as the number of transmitting
antennas increases, the rate performance at each user increases. In Figure 4.12, we show
the variation in the normalized rate loss with the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) when increasing the number of transmitting antennas. We define the normalized
rate loss as

∆C =
Cspatial − Cjoint

Cspatial

. (4.48)

∆C is the difference in rate between a joint spectrally–spatially precoded OFDM system
and a spatially precoded OFDM system (without spectral precoding) normalized to the
spatially precoded OFDM system rate.
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Figure 4.12: Variation of the capacity loss due to spectral precoding versus the signal to in-
terference and noise ratio. We serve U = 5 users using a 5-continuous OFDM system with
K = 600 subcarriers. As the number of transmitting antennas M increases the capacity loss
decreases.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

“Ghost of the Future, I fear you more than any
spectre I have seen. But as I know your purpose is

to do me good, I am prepared to bear you company.”

Ebenezer Scrooge

5.1 Conclusions

After ten years of theoretical study on spectral precoding for the suppression of OOB
emission in OFDM systems, this thesis analyzes the feasibility of spectral precoding,
the competency of spectral precoding with traditional suppression approaches, and the
implementability of spectral precoding in real-time systems. After a brief description of
spectral precoding, the thesis considers four practical challenges faced by the promising
approach and discusses some of the designs to mitigate them. The challenges include:

5.1.1 Self interference

Since spectral precoding focuses on manipulating the correlation of the modulating data
symbols, the orthogonality between the precoded data symbols is destroyed. The de-
struction of orthogonality appears in the form of self interference within the spectrally
precoded OFDM signal. If left untreated, the interference will deteriorate the capacity
and BER performance of communications systems. We introduce methods and precoding
algorithms that limit and mitigate this self interference.

5.1.2 Increased computational complexity

Spectral precoding adds computational complexity to the OFDM transmitter structure
(as well as to the receiver’s structure if the receiver has knowledge of the precoding).
Most previous research assumes that the computational complexity grows in the order
O(K2) with the number of subcarriers K. In this thesis, we prove that, generally, the
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complexity grows linearly with the number of subcarriers. We discuss approaches to
simplify the complexity.

5.1.3 Implementability and reliability with practical OFDM trans-
mitters

To assess the real-time performance, in this thesis, we setup the first proof-of-concept
prototype of spectrally precoded OFDM. We show that even with an off-the-shelf hard-
ware setup, spectral precoding can suppress the OOB emission by tens of decibels, despite
hardware impairments.

Moreover, we design practical spectral precoders that match with the practical OFDM
transmitters that use the discrete-time model of the OFDM signal. We introduce the
concept of N -smooth OFDM as a practical substitute for N -continuous OFDM.

5.1.4 Extensibility towards MIMO systems

We show that spectrally precoded OFDM is appropriate for MIMO (as well as massive
MIMO) systems. This is a necessary requirement for any suppression approach since
MIMO technology is required in most of the upcoming communications technology. We
show that a joint spatial–spectral precoder can be used to both suppress the OOB emis-
sions in OFDM and exploit the spatial dimension to increase the communication data
rate. We also show that joint spectral–spatial precoding can help to compensate for the
efficiency loss resulting from spectral precoding.

5.2 What’s Next?

This is not the end of the story. The challenges mentioned above are not the only
challenges that need to be investigated and mitigated to make spectrally precoded OFDM
competitive and compatible with the upcoming communications technology. Several
studies and examinations remain to be performed.

Although the proof-of-concept prototype we introduced shows that spectrally pre-
coded OFDM is efficient even with a poor hardware setup, there remains room for inves-
tigating how to mitigate the hardware impairments. For example, there is a possibility of
including an operational amplifier nonlinearity effects within the precoder design. This
can help to mitigate the skirting effect of the operational amplifier. Moreover, a joint
spectral peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) precoder is possible and could help spectral
precoding mitigate the effect of hardware impairments.

More real-time tests are required. Examination and classification of the different
spectral precoding approaches based on the real-time efficiency is important. Theoreti-
cally, some spectral precoding approaches are superior to other approaches on a specific
challenge, but during actual implementation, the results may change. This characteris-
tic needs to be tested. The tests should examine not only the spectral efficiency of the
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different spectral precoding approaches but also the efficiency of spectral precoding to
integrate with full communications systems (LTE links, for example).

In this work, we focused on the structure of the transmitter of spectrally precoded
OFDM. The receiver of spectrally precoded OFDM systems is left for future work. Sim-
plification of the complexity of the receivers can also be examined.

The behavior of the frequency-nulled OFDM spectrum remains a mystery. Why
does the introduction of some nulls suppress the whole spectrum? Why do those nulls
need to be paired? How can the nulls (both number and locations) be selected in the
optimal way? These are open questions, and knowing their answers will both increase
the understanding of spectral precoding concepts and improve the spectral precoding
performance.

Finally, considerable research remains in terms of the extensibility of spectrally pre-
coded OFDM towards MIMO. Can we simplify the design of the joint precoders? Can
we improve their implementation complexity? Do we need to perform OOB emission
suppression over all the transmitting antennas?

Many questions remain open; yet, despite all these open research problems, spectral
precoding appears to be a promising substitute for classic OOB emission suppression
techniques and is becoming increasingly promising every day.
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Abstract

In this paper we present analytical expressions for the out-of-band (OOB) emission and
in-band interference of two different OOB suppressed OFDM-systems; classical low-pass
filtered and precoded. Then, we analytically compare their performance in terms of
OOB emission suppression and introduced level of in-band interference. We analyze the
fact that the in-band interference introduced by the filter depends on the length of the
cyclic prefix as well as the behavior of the channel while that of the precoded OFDM
does not. The analysis confirms that edged subcarriers suffer higher in-band interference
than central subcarriers. Moreover, frequency precoders, for a specific choice of notching
frequencies, can outperform time precoders.

1 Introduction

One of the few drawbacks with traditional OFDM is its relative high levels of out-of-
band (OOB) emission which results in strong interference into neighbouring frequency
bands. This plays a crucial role in the legitimacy of OFDM in the coming communication
systems and standards especially with the cognitive radio where many different radio-
systems must be able to co-reside politely in densely packed spectrum bands.

One track is to replace the whole OFDM system with lower OOB emission sys-
tems such as the filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) or the universal filtered multicarrier
(UFMC)[1, 2, 3]. Although those techniques show impressive results at the level of su-
pression of OOB emission, yet their drawbacks appear in implementation complexity
issues as well as their degraded performance in MIMO channels.

On the other track, suppression of the OOB emission can be done by processing the
plain OFDM signal. This is done by either treating the OFDM signal after modula-
tion (low pass filtering and windowing) or before modulation (carrier cancellation and
precoding)[4].

While any of these approaches can be efficient in suppressing the OOB emission, all of
them inevitably comes with a certain price. Carrier cancellation is spectrally inefficient
due to sacrificing of subcarriers. Filtering and windowing introduce in-band interference
by smearing the OFDM signal to suppress the OOB emission. Precoding introduces ICI
by linearly combining the independent data symbols.
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Many precoding schemes are presented in the literature. In [5], OOB emission are
suppressed by modulating the subcarriers with well-chosen precoded data symbols. In [6]
the main goal is to push the OFDM signal continuous in time, as well as its N -derivatives
by forcing the edges of the OFDM symbol to zero. In [5], the main goal is to introduce
nulls at well chosen frequencies in the OFDM spectrum. In [7] the constraints on the
precoding matrix suggested in [5] are relaxed. In [8], the precoder is designed to limit
the OOB emission suppressed below a particular power mask.

A comparison between the different schemes regarding the OOB emission suppression
is carried out [4]. Yet, to our knowledge, no comparison at the level of the in-band
interference introduced by the different schemes has been carried out.

In this paper, we focus on the two precoding approaches presented in [6] and [7]
respectively and compare them with the classical OFDM (we refer to the low pass filtered
OFDM as classical OFDM). We present analytical expressions for the introduced in-band
interference at different subcarriers in both cases. Then, we make a comparative analysis
of the OOB emission suppression performance and the amount of in-band interference.
We investigate the effect of the channel behaviour as well as the length of the cyclic
prefix on the in-band interference level. We also discuss the fact that in both cases edge
subcarriers are more affected by interference than centrally located subcarriers. and
finally, we support our analytical results with simulations of the bit error rate (BER).

In Section 2, we describe the two different OOB suppression approaches: classical and
precoded OFDM. In section 3, we derive analytical expressions of the in-band interference
for the two approaches. We check the effect of cyclic prefix length on the level of in-band
interference introduced. In section 4, we analyse and compare the OOB suppression
performance and in-band interference effect for both precoded and classical OFDM under
different channels behaviour. Finally, we summarize our work in Section 5.

2 Out-of-Band Emission Suppression

We will investigate the baseband OFDM transmitted signal, given by

s(t) =
∞∑

i=−∞

si(t− i(Ts + Tg)), (1)

where Ts is the symbol duration, Tg is the duration of the cyclic prefix and si(t) is the

ith OFDM transmitted symbol represented by si(t) =
K−1∑

k=0

dk,ie
−j2π k

Ts
t, −Tg ≤ t ≤ Ts.

Here, dk,i represents an information symbol taken from some symbol constellation C
where k ∈ [0, 1, ..., K − 1] represents the subcarrier index.

The power spectrum of the OFDM signal (1) is [7]

S(f) =
1

T
||a(f)||22, (2)
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FilterIFFT

Precoder

di

d̄idi

si(t)

spi (t)

sfi (t)

IFFT

Figure 1: OFDM system model with a filter (top) or a precoder (bottom) used for the suppression
of out-of-band emission.

where a(f) is a vector collecting the modulated subcarriers in the frequency domain such
that

a(f) = [a0(f), a1(f) . . . aK−1(f)]T , (3)

and ak(f) is the kth modulated subcarrier given by

ak(f) = Te−jπ(Ts−Tg)(f− k
Ts

)sinc(πT (f − k

Ts
)), (4)

where T = Ts + Tg. As is well known, the spectrum (2) decays with 1/f 2.
In what follows, we study the suppression of OOB emission of signal (1) by a classical

approach and a precoding approach.

2.1 Classical approach

The first approach we study applies a low pass filter to (1) to suppress the OOB emission
as shown in Figure 1 (top). Assuming that the filter has impulse response h(t) with
length Th and support on [0, Th], then after introducing symbol si(t) into the filter, the
ith classical filtered output symbol is

sfi (t) = si(t) ∗ h(t), (5)

and the power spectrum of the classical signal becomes

Sf (f) = |H(f)|2S(f), (6)

where H(f) is the frequency response of the filter (the Fourier transform of the impulse
response of the filter). The spectrum of a classical OFDM system is reperesented in
Figure 3.

The classical baseband transmitted signal sf (t) will be longer than the baseband
transmitted signal s(t) since the filtering process extends the length of the output signal.
If the length of the cyclic prefix is not long enough to mitigate the joint dispersion caused
by the filter and the channel impulse response, the following OFDM symbol is affected
by ISI. Figure 2 illustrates this situation. It shows the tail of the impulse response from
symbol si−1 that is not absorbed by the cyclic prefix, thus causing interference with the
following OFDM symbol si. In section 3 we show how much ISI will affect the OFDM
symbols subcarriers.
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Tg

si(t)si−1(t)

Tg

Th

Figure 2: ISI of symbol si−1(t) on symbol si(t). The cyclic prefix of length Tg mitigates part of
the filter’s impulse response of length Th but the remaining part will interfere with the following
OFDM symbol.

2.2 Precoding approach

A second recent approach for suppressing the OOB emission is through precoding of the
symbols that modulate the subcarriers. Controlled weights are added to our data symbols
before modulating the subcarriers. This is illustrated in Figure 1 (bottom). Naturally,
those weights will cause distortion in the OFDM system.

The ith precoded OFDM symbol is

spi (t) =
K−1∑

k=0

d̄k,ie
−j2π k

Ts
t, −Tg ≤ t ≤ Ts, (7)

where d̄i = [d̄1,i, d̄2,i, . . . , d̄K−1,i]
T is the linearly precoded data symbol vector such that

d̄i = Gdi, (8)

where di = [d1,i, d2,i, . . . , dK−1,i]
T and G is the precoding matrix given by [6, 7]

G , I−BH(BBH)
−1

B. (9)

The precoding matrix G, then, is the projection onto the nullspace N (B) of B. The
choice of B depends on the precoding technique followed. We recall two choices from the
literature here.

In the time precoding approach proposed in [6], the OOB emission are treated by
managing the discontinuity property of the OFDM signal. In [6], the OOB emission
are suppressed by rendering the OFDM signal represented by (1) as well as its first N
derivatives continuous by pushing the beginning and the end of the OFDM symbol to
the origin, i.e.

dn

dtn
spi (t)

∣∣∣∣
t=−Tg

=
dn

dtn
spi (t)

∣∣∣∣
t=Ts

= 0. (10)

This is accomplished by choosing B in (9) as

B ,
[

AΦ
A

]
, (11)
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Figure 3: Power spectral densities of (plain, 8th ordered Chebyshev II classical filtered, frequency
precoded with 8 notching frequencies, and 6-continuous time precoded) OFDM systems. The
out-of-band emission are suppressed below the spectral mask.

where A is an (N + 1)×K matrix with entries [A]ij = kj
i , i = 0 . . . N , j = 0 . . . K − 1

and Φ = diag(ej2πk0 , ej2πk1 . . . ej2πkK−1) [6].
In the frequency precoding approach proposed in [7], the core idea falls in nulling the

spectrum of s(t) , S(f), at certain set of frequencies,M = {f0 . . . fm . . . fM−1}, such that
S(fm) = 0. Here, the frequency precoder, B is an M ×K matrix collecting the notching
vectors at different notching frequencies.

B = [a(f0) . . . a(fm) . . . a(fM−1)]T , (12)

where a(fm) is the subcarriers vector at frequency fm as defined in (4).
For both the time precoder and the frequency precoder, the precoded OFDM spectrum

is given by [7]

Sp(f) =
1

T
||GTa(f)||22, (13)

where G is defined either through (11) or (12). Figure 3 shows a precoded OFDM
spectrum for both N -continuous time precoder and frequency precoder.

3 In-Band Interference Analysis

Both the classical and the precoding approaches cause a loss of orthogonality between
subcarriers, and hence in-band interference. Since this interference will affect the bit
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error rate (BER) at the receiver side, we analyse interference here. While [6] and [7]
show the total interference power introduced by time and frequency precoders, here we
extend these results by analysing the interference in each particular subcarrier and study
the interference introduced by filtering.

3.1 Classical interference

To estimate the classical filtering interference, the approach used in [9] is useful. While [9]
analyses the interference introduced into OFDM system due to the excess of the length
of the channel over that of the cyclic prefix, here, we use the fact that the nature of
the interference produced by the filter is similar to that of the channel. We derive the
interference for the continuous-time model represented in (5).

The ISI from symbol sfi−1(t) that affects symbol sfi (t) is

qi(t) =

∫ Th

τ=Tg+t

h(τ)si−1(t− τ)dτ, 0 ≤ t ≤ Th − Tg, (14)

provided that the classical filtered OFDM symbol affects only the immediately succeeding
OFDM symbol, Th ≤ Ts.

Since the amount of interference the ISI causes on each subcarrier is the subject of
study of this paper, we evaluate the power spectral density of the ISI (see also [9]). The
ISI on the system’s subcarriers is given by the Fourier transform of (14) evaluated at the
frequencies f = k

Ts
,

Qi(k) =

∫ Ts

0

qi(t)e
−j2π k

Ts
tdt,

=

∫ Ts

0

∫ Th

τ=Tg+t

h(τ)si−1(t− τ)e−j2π
k
Ts
tdτdt,

(15)

for k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1.
Assuming that the data symbols are uncorrelated, the power spectral density of the

interference then becomes

DISI(k) , E{Qi(k)Q∗i (k)} = σ2

∫ Th

Tg

|Hk(t)|2dt, (16)

where Hk(t) is the Fourier transform of the tail of the filter’s impulse response defined as

Hk(t) ,
∫ Th

τ=t

h(τ)e−j2π
k
Ts
τdτ, (17)

and σ2 is the average power of the modulated data symbols dk.
In [9], it has been also proven that the spectral density of the inter-carrier interference

(ICI) is the same as that of the ISI. Therefore, the total spectral interference on the kth

subcarrier due to filtering is

Df
total(k) = 2DISI(k). (18)
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Figure 4: Classical filtering interference (18) (relative to the subcarriers power) with different
lengths of the cyclic prefix (number of subcarriers = 600).

To examine the distortion level introduced due to classical filtering, We adopt an
OFDM system complying with 3GPP E-UTRA/LTE specifications [10] of sampling time
Ts = 1

15
ms, 9 MHz bandwidth, 600 subcarriers (i.e. 15 kHz spacing between the adjacent

subcarriers) and a guard time interval Tg = 3
640

ms ≈ 4.7µs.
We adopt a Chebyshev type II filter in our discussion and analysis. In [11] it was

concluded that this filter outperforms other types of filters, generating the least ISI energy
under identical complexity constraints compared with other filter types. Yet, the analysis
here can be generalized for any other types of filters.

In Figure 4, we plot the distortion level introduced due to classical filtering of the
OFDM system defined above but with different lengths of the OFDM symbol cyclic prefix.
The system is operating in 1-tap channel. Figure 4 shows that the relative interference
increases as the length of the cyclic prefix decreases especially at central subcarriers.

3.2 Precoding interference

The total interference power for the time precoder is 2N+2 and for the frequency precoder
is M (see [6] and [7] respectively). These results show that the interference power of the
frequency precoder and the time precoder is directly related to the number of constraints
on B matrix. For the time precoder, increasing the degree of continuity (i.e. increase
the derivative order) will suppress more OOB emission at the cost of increasing total
interference as well as the interference per each subcarrier. For the frequency precoder
increasing the number of notching frequencies will also reduce the OOB emission at the
cost of increasing the interference. But how much is the in-band interference at each
subcarrier?
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For the precoder we define the in-band interference vector

wi , di − d̄i = BH(BBH)−1Bdi = Pdi, (19)

where P = BH(BBH)−1B is the projection matrix of d̄i onto the orthogonal complement
of the nullspace N (B) of B.

The power of the interference throughout the subcarriers is collected in [Θ]kk where
Θ is defined as

Θ , E{wiwi
H} = PE{didi

H}PH . (20)

Under the assumption that symbols di are uncorrelated, E{didi
H} = I, (20) becomes

Θ = PPH = P. (21)

From (21) we find the interference power at each subcarrier on the diagonal of P, i.e.

Dp
total(k) = [P]kk. (22)

From (22), we can see that the in-band interference introduced due to precoding is
indpendent on the length of the cyclic prefix.

It is noteworthy to mention that for the frequency precoder, the choice of the notching
frequencies set, M, plays a critical rule on the amount of emission suppressed, on the
shape of the precoded OFDM spectrum, as well as the amount of interference introduced
at each subcarrier (yet, the total amount of interference in OFDM symbol is only related
to the number of the notching frequencies but not their location). The choice of the
optimal notching frequencies M is still subject of research and beyond the scope of this
paper.

4 Comparative Analysis of In-Band Interferences

In this section, we compare the in-band interferences (18) and (22) by revisiting the
OFDM system adopted in Figures 3 and 4. We concentrate our study regarding three
aspects: distortion level, capacity performance and BER.

Since for cognitive radio technology we need a very low OOB emission, our require-
ment then is to suppress the OOB emission more than 77 dB at 150% of the bandwidth
(i.e. 35 dB lower than the spectral mask specified by LTE) . This is represented by the
spectral mask shown in Figure 3. To achieve that at least an 8th order Chebyshev II filter,
a 6-continuous time precoder (N = 6) or a frequency precoder of 8 notching frequencies
(M = 8) is required. For the frequency precoder, the spectrum is notched at −10001
kHz, −10000 kHz,−7001 kHz, −7000 kHz, 7000 kHz, 7001 kHz, 10000 kHz and 10001
kHz. Under these conditions, we can make a fair investigation of the level of interference
each system presents.

As described in Figure 2 and analysed in Figure 4 (for 1-tap channel), if the length of
the channel impulse response is shorter than the length of the cyclic prefix, the cyclic pre-
fix will absorb part of the interference introduced by the filter. Therefore, the behaviour
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Figure 5: In-band intereference (18) ( relative to the subcarriers power) for the OFDM signals
in Figure 3 due to 8th order Chebyshev II filter (2-taps channel) , and (22) due to precoding
with 8 notching frequencies-frequency precoder, and 6-continuous time precoder.

of the channel plays a crucial rule on the level of in-band interference. Notice that for
ideal 1-tap channel, a small cyclic prefix length is enough to mitigate the distortion effect
of the filter.

On the other hand, we analyse two equal taps channel separated by 4.7µs i.e. the full
cyclic prefix specified by LTE standards is dedicated to mitigate the ISI of the channel.
Figure 5 shows the in-band interferences (18) and (22). The interference introduced by the
filter dramatically changes under the influence of the channel’s behaviour. Contrary to
1-tap channel where the interference of the filter is lower than those of the two precoders,
Figure 5 shows that for the 2-taps channel the precoders performance is superior over
that of the classical filtering. On the other hand, the length of the channel has no effect
on the precoding distortion level. Also we notice that the interference of the frequency
precoder is approximately 3 dB better than that of the time precoder.

Both in-band interferences (18) and (22) are higher at the edges (especially (22)) and
decreases toward the center. Since OOB power leaking from edged subcarriers is higher
than that of central subcarriers, edge subcarriers will face higher emission suppression
and therefore, will get higher in-band interference.

Figure 6 shows the average capacity performance per OFDM subcarrier for classi-
cal (in 1-tap and 2-taps channel scenarios) and precoded OFDM systems compared to
original plain OFDM system. The capacity performance for the classical and precoded
systems is near that for the plain OFDM system at signal to noise ratio (SNR) less than 3
dB. The performance of the precoded as well as the (2-taps channel) classical system start
to degrade away from that of the plain system as the SNR starts to increase. Yet, for the
1-tap channel, the capacity performance stays very similar to that of the plain OFDM.
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Figure 6: Capacity performance of 8 notches frequency precoded, 6-continuous time precoded
and 8th-order Chebyshev II classical filtered (with 1-tap and 2-taps channel) OFDM system with
600 subcarriers compared to plain OFDM system.

For the precoders, although, both frequency and time precoded systems appear to have
very close capacity performance but still the frequency precoded system supercedes that
of the time precoded system.

Finally, we support our analytical results with BER curves simulations presented in
Figure 7. We choose a QPSK mapped symbols to be modulated over the OFDM system
defined above. We assume no knowledge of the precoding (or filtering) at the receiver
side.

The results show that for the 1-tap channel (when the cyclic prefix is compensating
most of the in-band interference effect of the filter), the BER performance of the classical
OFDM is very similar to that of plain OFDM. The result degrades extensively with the
2-taps channel (when the full length of the cyclic prefix is dedicated to get rid of the
channel ISI) where the curve drift away from the typical system after 6 dB SNR. On the
other hand, we can see that the performance of the precoding techniques falls between
the two classical cases. We can also notice that for this particular choice of notching
frequencies, the frequency precoder performance of this OFDM setup is superior over
that of the time precoder performance.

5 Conclusion

We hold analytical comparison between two OFDM OOB emission suppresion approaches:
classical low pass filtering and precoding. We provide closed form expressions of the sup-
pressed spectrum as well as the in-band interference introduced by the two approaches.
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For the classical case, we prove the dependency of the in-band interference on the cyclic
prefix length as well as the behaviour of the channel. This can dramatically increase or
decrease the in-band interference level. Precoders’ interference on the other hand is inde-
pendent on the length of the cyclic prefix and channel behaviour. Our analysis shows that
for this introduced spectrum and special choice of notching frequencies, frequency notch-
ing precoder appears to outperform the N -continuity time precoder. We also confirm the
claim that the interference is larger at the edged subcarriers and decreases towards the
central subcarriers.
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Minimum-EVM N-continuous OFDM

Medhat Mohamad, Rickard Nilsson and Jaap van de Beek

Abstract

The N -continuous precoder for the suppression of OOB emission in OFDM systems that
minimizes the EVM is introduced. We show that the minimum in-band interference due
to the introduced precoding approach is 3 dB less than the in-band interference of existing
N -continuous precoders. Moreover, we introduce a novel practical block precoder that
approaches the performance of the suggested optimal precoder. We analyze the spectrum
of the OFDM signal after block precoding, the in-band interference due to block precoding
and the effect of block precoding on the BER. The price to pay for block precoding is
the computational complexity that grows linearly with the block size.

1 Introduction

Efficient spectral containment is an important requirement for the reliability of any mod-
ulation scheme. The efficiency of the spectral containment requires that the large guard
bands between neighboring systems in the frequency spectrum is minimized. Therefore,
the interference leaking from the out of band emission (OOB) has to be under a tight
control. OFDM possesses high OOB emission due to the discontinuous nature of the
OFDM signal.

Any signal s(t) is said to be N -continuous if for all t, dn

dtn
s(t) is continuous over all

n = 0, 1, . . . , N but not continuous over N + 1 [1].
To force s(t) N -continuous, one approach is to linearly precode the information sym-

bols that modulate the subcarriers. Different precoders are defined in the literature to
achieve this continuity property. In [1], continuity is achieved by forcing the current
OFDM symbol N -continuous with the previous OFDM symbol. In [2], the edges of the
OFDM symbol (and their N derivatives) are forced to zero. In [3], the OFDM signal is
processed in time domain to achieve N -continuity and in [4], precoding is performed over
the cyclic prefix extension after generating the OFDM symbol.

Precoding linearly combines the information symbols. Thus precoded symbols could
lose orthogonality. The loss of orthogonality between the precoded symbols appears in the
form of in-band interference [5]. This in-band interference will increase the receiver’s bit
error rate (BER). To quantify the transmitted signal’s quality, one performance measure
used is the error vector magnitude (EVM). EVM is the normalized square root of the
mean square error between the original data symbols and the precoded data symbols.
The average in-band interference power is the square of the EVM.

The above mentioned precoders operate in a symbol-wise manner. They try to min-
imize the instantaneous EVM (or equivalently the instantaneous in-band interference
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power) by precoding one OFDM symbol at a time assuming that past OFDM symbols
have been already transmitted and future OFDM symbols are not available yet.

In this paper we introduce the optimal precoder that performs precoding jointly over
a number of subsequent OFDM symbols. We show that the existing precoding causes in-
band interference power double the in-band interference power caused by our new optimal
precoding. Moreover, we introduce a practical precoder that approaches in performance
the optimal precoder. In this practical implementation, we precode a block of OFDM
symbols jointly such that the in-band interference in the OFDM block is minimized.

In section 2, we explain the continuity property in OFDM. In section 3 we introduce
the optimal N -continuous precoder. We study the in-band interference that appears as
a consequence of optimal precoding. We compare the in-band interference power due
to symbol wise precoders defined in the literature with that due to optimal precoder we
introduce here. We discuss the block precoder in section 4 and we analyze it in section
5. Section 6 concludes our work.

2 N-Continuity Signal Model

An OFDM signal in the baseband is of the form

s(t) =
+∞∑

i=−∞

si(t− i(T )), (1)

where T = Ts + Tg , Ts is the symbol duration, Tg is the guard time and

si(t) =
∑

k∈K

d̄k,ie
−j2π k

Ts
tI(t), (2)

is the ith OFDM transmitted symbol, d̄k,i ∈ C is the symbol modulating the kth subcarrier,
k ∈ K = {k0, k1, . . . , kK−1} and the indicator function I(t) = 1 for −Tg ≤ t ≤ Ts and
I(t) = 0 elsewhere. We can rewrite (1) in vector notation as

s(t) =
+∞∑

i=−∞

pT (t− iT )d̄i, (3)

where p(t) , [e−j2π
k0
Ts
t, . . . , e−j2π

kK−1
Ts

t]T I(t) and d̄i , [d̄k0,i, d̄k1,i, . . . , d̄kK−1,i]
T .

If the symbol modulating the kth subcarrier is an information symbol, dk,i, chosen
from constellation C, then d̄k,i = dk,i and therefore d̄i = di , [dk0,i, dk1,i, . . . , dkK−1,i]

T .
In this case s(t) is discontinuous. This discontinuity appears because the modulated

subcarriers are base pulses represented by finite length exponentials e−j2π
k
Ts
tI(t). The

power spectrum of those finite length exponentials decays with a factor of 1
f2 which causes

high OOB emission in OFDM systems.
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Treating this discontinuity will suppress the OOB emission. For s(t) to be N -
continuous we would need [1]

∀i :
dn

dtn
si(t)

∣∣∣
t=−Tg

=
dn

dtn
si−1(t)

∣∣∣
t=Ts

, (4)

for all n = 0, 1, . . . , N .
Substituting (2) in (4) and using vector notation gives the equivalent requirement [1]

∀i : AΦd̄i = Ad̄i−1 (5)

where A is a matrix of size (N + 1) × K with entries [A]i,j = ki−1
j , i = 0 . . . N and

j = 0 . . . K − 1, Φ , diag(ejφk0 , ejφk1 , . . . , ejφkK−1) and φ , −2πTg
Ts

.
We now rewrite (5) into a form that will facilitate the derivation of a joint precoder.

In particular, we can write (3) more compactly as

s(t) = p̃T (t)d̄, (6)

where we define p̃(t) , [pT (t −M1T ), . . . ,pT (t −M2T )]T as M1 and M2 grow without
bound. In words, p̃(t) is a vector collecting the same set of K subcarriers to be modulated
repetitively over the M = M2−M1+1 OFDM symbols and d̄ , [d̄TM1

. . . d̄TM2
]T as a vector

stacking the precoded data vectors modulating the subcarriers of M OFDM symbols.
Again, if the data symbols modulating the subcarriers are the original data symbols then
d̄ = d where d , [dTM1

. . .dTM2
]T . Note that we drop the subscript i to indicate that d̄

and d reflect a large number of consecutive OFDM symbols in contrast to the per-symbol
model (3).

Moreover, we define

B ,



−A AΦ 0 0 . . . 0

...
. . . . . . . . . . . .

...
0 0 . . . 0 −A AΦ




︸ ︷︷ ︸
M blocks

}
M − 1
blocks (7)

as (N + 1)(M − 1) × KM matrix. Each block of N + 1 rows reflects the continuity
requirements (4) between one pair of consecutive OFDM symbols. From here, we, with
slight abuse of notations, can write (5) as

lim
M→∞

Bd̄ = 0. (8)

Thus, (8) describes The N -continuity property of the whole precoded OFDM signal (1)
. To determine d̄ we linearly precode d to fulfill (8) as

d̄ = Gd, (9)

where G is a linear precoder such that (8) is fulfilled.
Since precoding is a linear combination of the original data symbols, a distortion in the

form of in-band interference in the OFDM symbols is introduced [5]. So, we will choose
the optimal precoder, Gopt, in the sense that we minimize this in-band interference.
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3 Minimum EVM Precoder for N-Continuous OFDM

One measure for the in-band interference introduced due to precoding is the EVM defined
as [6]

EVM =

√
E{||d− d̄||22}
E{||d||22}

=

√
E{||d− d̄||22}

KM
. (10)

In [1] and [2], the precoders suggested seek to minimize the instantaneous EVM since
they perform precoding in a symbol wise manner. Here, we minimize the EVM over the
whole N-continuous OFDM signal to fulfill (8). Equivalently we minimize the average
in-band interference power by solving

min
d̄
||d− d̄||22 subject to Bd̄ = 0, (11)

as M grows without bounds.
By solving (11), the optimal precoder, Gopt, is the orthogonal projection of d onto

the nullspace of B, N (B), as M grows to infinity

Gopt = I−BH(BBH)−1B. (12)

Now, what is the average minimum in-band interference power over the whole OFDM
signal introduced by Gopt? The average minimum in-band interference power

D(M)
avg =

E{||d− d̄||22}
KM

=
E{||(I−Gopt)d||22}

KM

=
E{Tr{(I−Gopt)ddH(I−Gopt)}}

KM
=

rank{I−Gopt}
KM

=
rank{B}
KM

=
(N + 1)(M − 1)

KM

(13)

where we use the assumption that the data symbols are uncorrelated. As M grows to
infinity

Davg = lim
M→∞

(N + 1)(M − 1)

KM
=
N + 1

K
. (14)

On the other hand, the average in-band interference power over each subcarrier due
to the single-symbol precoding schemes is given by [1]

D̃avg =
2N + 2

K
= 2Davg. (15)

So, the average in-band interference power due to the single symbol precoding schemes
is twice that of the optimal precoding scheme.

The optimal precoding analyzed here is not practical since Gopt is of infinite dimen-
sions (M → ∞). In section 4 we introduce a practical block precoder that approaches
the performance of Gopt.
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Block of M
OFDM symbols

Inner symbols
forced continuous

Edges forced
to zero

Figure 1: A block of precoded OFDM symbols. Inner symbols are forced N -continuous while
edges and their N derivatives are forced to zero.

4 A Novel Practical Block Precoder

We now present a practical block precoder for the suppression of the OOB emission.
In the suggested scheme, we precode a block of M (1 < M < ∞) OFDM symbols
jointly. Since in most of OFDM standards, OFDM symbols are processed blockwise
before transmission (see for instance [7]), the suggested precoding scheme is convenient.

In the practical block-precoding approach, we adopt (7) with two extra requirements.
As in (5), we force the inner symbols inside each of the OFDM blocks N -continuous i.e.
AΦdi = Adi−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ M − 1. Moreover, we force the edges of the blocks (the
beginning of the first symbol and the end of the last symbol inside the block) and their
N derivatives to zero i.e. AΦd0 = −AdM−1 = 0. We require this step to make the
OFDM blocks continuous with each other and thus, the whole OFDM signal continuous.
This is illustrated in Figure 1.

Then the block precoder becomes

Gb , I−BH
b (BbB

H
b )−1Bb (16)

and Bb ,




AΦ 0 0 0 . . . 0
−A AΦ 0 0 . . . 0
0 −A AΦ 0 . . . 0
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
0 0 0 0 −A AΦ
0 0 0 0 0 −A




is an (N + 1)(M + 1) × KM matrix, where Bbd̄ = 0 defines the N -continuity that
block precoded OFDM fulfills.

Note that for the special case where M = 1, i.e. when the size of the block is one
OFDM symbol, (16) reduces to the symbol-wise precoding approach defined in [2]. Then,
Bb becomes

Bb ,
[

AΦ
−A

]
. (17)
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5 Block Precoder Analysis

In this section we study the performance of the block precoder. We analyze the OOB
emissions suppression (section 5.1) and the EVM (section 5.2) as well as its effect on the
receiver’s BER (section 5.3). We also study the complexity performance due to precoding
(section 5.4).

In our analysis we adopt an OFDM system compliant with 3GPP E-UTRA/LTE
specifications [7] i.e. the system is of Ts = 1

15
ms, 9 MHz bandwidth, k = 600 subcarriers

where K = {−300, . . . ,−1, 1, . . . , 300} and cyclic prefix of length Tg = 4.7µs. Moreover,
to stick with LTE standards we choose the size of OFDM block equal to the size of the
subframe defined by LTE. Thus in our analysis an OFDM block consists of M = 14
OFDM symbols.

5.1 Spectrum

The lth block of OFDM signal, (1), composed of M OFDM symbols is

sl(t) =





M−1∑

i=0

si(t− iT ), (l − 1) ≤ t+ Tg
MT

≤ l

0, elsewhere

(18)

The frequency domain representation of the lth block is

Sl(f) = F{sl(t)} = F
{M−1∑

i=0

si(t− iT )

}

= F
{M−1∑

i=0

∑

k∈K

d̄k,ie
−j2πk (t−iT )

Ts I(t− iT )

}

=
M−1∑

i=0

∑

k∈K

d̄k,iF{e−j2πk
(t−iT )
Ts I(t− iT )}

(19)

where F{} is the Fourier transform operator. Since the delay shift in time domain is
phase shift in frequency domain, (19) becomes [8]

Sl(f) =
M−1∑

i=0

∑

k∈K

d̄k,iak(f)e−j2π
iT
Ts , (20)

where ak(f) is the kth subcarrier represented in the frequency domain. In vector notation,
we can represent (20) as

Sl(f) =
M−1∑

i=0

aT (f)Ψid̄i (21)
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Block precoder N=7

Figure 2: Spectra of 4-continuous and 7-continuous single-symbol vs block precoded OFDM
compared to plain OFDM. The plots represent the spectra of an OFDM system which complies
with the LTE standard. The spectra shows the similarity of OOB suppression efficiency between
the block and single-symbol precoder.

where Ψi , e−j2π
(i−1)T
Ts IK is a K ×K diagonal matrix and a(f) , [ak0(f) . . . akK−1

(f)] or
finally,

Sl(f) = aT (f)Ψbd̄ = aT (f)ΨbGbd, (22)

and Ψb , [Ψ0,Ψ1, . . . ,ΨM−1].

The power spectrum of signal (1) is given by

P (f) =
1

TM
E{|Sl(f)|22}

=
1

TM
[aT (f)ΨbGbE{ddH}GT

b ΨH
b a∗(f)]

=
1

TM
[aT (f)ΨbGbG

T
b ΨH

b a∗(f)].

=
1

TM
|GT

b ΨT
b a(f)|22,

(23)

where we assumed that the information data symbols d are uncorrelated.

Figure 2 shows the block precoded OFDM spectrum compared to the single-symbol
precoded OFDM spectrum and the plain OFDM spectrum. The figure shows the spec-
trum of 4-continuous and 7-continuous precoded OFDM systems. Surprisingly, the two
precoders (single-symbol and block precoders) give very similar (yet not identical) spec-
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tra, i.e. similar OOB emission suppression (yet not identical). Although, the two pre-
coders are different.

5.2 In-band interference

The average in-band interference power introduced due to block precoding is (see (13))

D
(M)
b =

rank{Bb}
MK

=
(N + 1)(M + 1)

MK
. (24)

Hence, Db depends on the block size and naturally decreases to (14) as the block size
tends to infinity where the block precoder becomes optimal precoder.

In (24), we show the in-band interference power average over the whole block of OFDM
symbols, but what is the in-band interference power affecting each single subcarrier of
the whole OFDM block? For the single symbol precoders defined in [1] and [2], [5] shows
that the in-band interference power over the kth subcarrier of the OFDM symbol is given
by

D̃k = [I−G]kk, (25)

where G is the single-symbol precoder as defined in [5] and 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1. Similarly,
for the block precoder the in-band interference power over the kth subcarrier of the mth

OFDM symbol in the OFDM block is given by

Dk,m = [I−Gopt](Km+k)(Km+k), (26)

where 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 and 0 ≤ m ≤M − 1.
Figure 3 confirms the fact that the block precoder has lower in-band interference

power than single symbol precoders. Moreover, for the single symbol precoders, since the
same precoding is repeated over successive OFDM symbols, the ensemble average of the
in-band interference power of each subcarrier repeats over successive OFDM symbols.
In contrast, the case is not the same for block precoders where precoding is carried out
jointly. Figure 3 shows that outer OFDM symbols of the M -size block suffer higher
in-band interference power than inner OFDM symbols. Forcing the outer symbols to
zero causes in-band interference that spreads over those outer symbols only. In contrast,
forcing the inner symbols continuous causes in-band interference that spreads over those
two adjacent symbols.

We can also see that similar to single-symbol precoders edge subcarriers of each
OFDM symbol suffers higher in-band interference power than central subcarriers.

5.3 Bit error rate

The in-band interference will affect the BER at the receiver side especially when the
receiver has no knowledge of precoding done at the transmitter side. Figure 4 shows the
BER of 4-continuous block precoded versus single symbol precoded OFDM systems for
three constellations (QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM). The simulations show that block
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Figure 3: In-band interference over the subcarriers of the OFDM system defined by LTE stan-
dards due to 4-continuous single-symbol precoder and block precoder. The figure shows that the
level of distortion in block precoded is less than that of single-symbol precoded OFDM. Moreover,
edge symbols in the OFDM block suffer higher distortion than inner OFDM symbols.
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Figure 4: BER for 4-continuous single-symbol and block precoded OFDM with three constel-
lations: QPSK (dashed), 16-QAM (solid) and 64-QAM (dashed-dotted). The plots show that
block precoders have lower BER than single-symbol precoders.
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Figure 5: Coded BER for 4-continuous single-symbol and block precoded OFDM with three
constellations: QPSK (dashed), 16-QAM (solid) and 64-QAM (dashed-dotted).The code we use
is the LTE turbo code with rate 1/2.

precoding has lower BER than single symbol precoding. The error floor for the three
constellations is lower in the block precoding than that of the single-symbol precoding.
We can notice that the block precoded OFDM in the 64-QAM constellation has error
floor similar to that of single-symbol precoded OFDM in 16-QAM constellation. Figure
5 shows the coded BER for the three constellations with a 1/2 code rate. The code we
choose is that specified in the LTE standard. We show that with the block precoder the
price paid for the OOB reduction reduces to 0.2 dB for the QPSK, less than 0.5 dB for
16-QAM and 1 dB for 64-QAM for error rates down to 10−6.

5.4 Complexity

Finally, it has mistakingly been reported in the literature that the single-symbol pre-
coder’s complexity grows with the square of K because the size of G grows linearly with
K [3, 9, 10]. Although, [8] shows that the complexity grows linearly with K.

Here, we extend the complexity analysis in [8] for the block precoding. We can
rewrite the matrix Gb as Gb = I − VBb, where V = BH

b (BbB
H
b )−1 is an MK ×

(N + 1)(M + 1) matrix. Hence, we can perform the precoding in two computational
steps. In the first step, we compute d̄′ = Bbd. Since Bb is an (N + 1)(M + 1) ×MK
matrix, this requires (N + 1)(M + 1) multiplications for each data symbol. In the second
step we compute d̄ = d − Vd̄

′
. Since V is an MK × (N + 1)(M + 1) matrix, this

also requires (N + 1)(M + 1) multiplications for each data symbol. Then, in total, the
precoder requires 2(N + 1)(M + 1) multiplications for each data symbol contrary to the
square implementation that requires MK multiplications for each data symbol. Figure 6
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Figure 6: Illustration of the computation complexity of the block precoder. Each of the two steps
requires (N + 1)(M + 1) multiplications per subcarrier.

illustrates the two steps. For example, in LTE standards with k = 600 subcarriers and a
subframe of M = 14 OFDM symbols, then to achieve 4-continuous OFDM, the precoder
requires 150 complex multiplications per data symbol. As we can see, the implementation
complexity of the block precoder grows linearly with the block size M as well as K.

6 Conclusion

We present the OFDM precoder that minimizes the EVM and renders the signal N -
continuous. The average in-band interference power due to this optimal precoder is
half that of single symbol precoders. A practical block-precoder that approaches the
performance of the optimal precoder is introduced. The block-precoder shows similar
OOB emission suppression to single-symbol precoders while its EVM approaches the
minimum EVM. As a consequence, the block-precoder has lower BER than single-symbol
precoders. Furthermore, we show that the computational complexity linearly grows with
the number of subcarriers as well as the block size.
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An SDR-based Prototype of Spectrally Precoded

OFDM

Medhat Mohamad, Rickard Nilsson and Jaap van de Beek

Abstract

Spectrally precoded OFDM is a recent approach that aims for the suppression of the
OOB, as well as the in-band gap, emissions in OFDM systems. Theoretically, the tech-
nique shows High suppression of the OOB and the in-band gap emissions. Although, prac-
tically hardware impairments may limit the precoder’s performance. Yet, this demon-
stration shows that despite the hardware impairments, implemented spectrally precoded
OFDM generates emissions tens of decibels less than that of plain OFDM. Therefore,
the demonstration proves that communications links are less vulnerable to interference
coming from spectrally precoded OFDM signals than to interference coming from plain
OFDM signals.

1 Introduction and Motivation

One of the important characteristics that qualify a communications system is the strict-
ness of the spectral containment. Each communications system should reside tightly in its
dedicated spectral band and thus avoid interfering with the neighboring systems. This
feature becomes more prominent with cognitive radio where different communications
systems would opportunistically use the available spectral resources.

OFDM in its plain untreated form generates high out-of-band (OOB) emission as a
result of its discontinuous nature. OFDM is discontinuous because an OFDM symbol
consists of a set of data-modulated rectangularly windowed complex exponentials. The
Fourier transform of these windowed complex exponentials gives sinc functions in the
frequency domain that decay as a factor of only 1/f 2 causing high OOB emission. The
high out of band emission would cause out of band interference on other communications
systems working on neighboring bands. The OOB interference on its turn will degrade
the bit error rate of the cognitive system. Thus, high OOB emission degrades the chances
of OFDM as a modulation scheme candidate of some 5G regimes.

This performance limitation is one of the reasons that encouraged some researchers
to completely disregard OFDM and look for other multi-carrier modulation approaches.
These approaches include generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) [1], fil-
tered bank multi-carrier (FBMC) [2] and universal filtered multi-carrier (UFMC)[2].

Another researchers focus on methods that treat the OFDM signal in the time do-
main so that the OOB emission is suppressed. These methods mitigate the discontinuity
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Figure 1: Plain versus precoded OFDM. Precoding of the data symbols carried before modulating
the subcarriers.

between the OFDM symbols by modifying the nature of the OFDM signal. The modi-
fication shapes the rectangularly windowed sinusoids so that the OFDM signal becomes
continuous. The methods include classical low pass filtering of the baseband OFDM
signal and windowing [3].

In 2009 a novel approach was suggested to suppress the OOB emission in OFDM
systems[4]. The approach focuses on the correlation property between the data symbols
modulating the OFDM system subcarriers. Therefore, it linearly precode the data sym-
bols modulating the subcarriers in the frequency domain before generating the OFDM
signal. Figure 1 shows this operation.

The literature defines various precoding approaches. Precoding in [4] addresses the
discontinuous nature of OFDM and forces the OFDM signal N -continuous. A signal s(t)
is said to be N -continuous if ∀t, dn

dtn
s(t) is continuous for all n = 0, 1, . . . , N but not

continuous for N + 1.

Precoding in [5], introduces nulls at well-chosen frequencies. The nulls force the
spectrum to decay faster than 1/f 2 and thus, suppress the OOB emission.

The superiority of the precoding approach in [5] over other suppression approaches lies
in its ability to introduce nulls even within the in-band spectrum of the OFDM signal.
This capability is useful for cognitive radio. The OFDM system from cognitive radio
perspective should be capable of creating gaps within the OFDM band so that other
cognitive systems can operate within these gaps. The OFDM system creates these gaps
by adaptively switching off a set of the subcarriers. The precoding approach suggested
in [5] can deepen these gaps throughout the in-band nulls and therefore decrease the
interference of the OFDM system onto the cognitive system working in the gap. Figure
2 illustrates this superiority.

Theoretically, the precoder can suppress the OOB emission and deepen the spectral
gap by tens of decibels. But when it comes to practical performance, hardware impair-
ments can limit the performance of the spectral precoder making its implementation
more challenging.

To our knowledge, no one has investigated the practical performance of spectral pre-
coding yet. So, in this paper we implement the first proof of concept prototype that
shows the practical performance of spectrally precoded OFDM. We show that the hard-
ware implementation of the spectral precoder, despite the impairments, can still deepen
the spectral gap as well as suppress the OOB emission by tens of decibels lower than
that of the plain OFDM.
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Figure 2: Theoretical representation of plain OFDM and spectrally precoded OFDM spectra.
The precoder deepens the spectral gap and suppresses the OOB emission by tens of decibels
lower than the plain OFDM spectrum.

In section 2 we discuss the theory of spectral precoding approach we mentioned above.
In section 3 we discuss the practical performance of spectral precoding. We, as well,
give a general overview about the different hardware impairments that may hinder the
performance of the precoder. In section 4 we experiment the performance of the spectral
precoder in real time communications systems. We evaluate the level of interference
that spectrally precoded OFDM causes over cognitive systems compared to plain OFDM
interference. Finally, we conclude our work in section 5 .

2 Precoding Concept

We represent the ith OFDM symbol with symbol duration, Ts, and guard time interval,
Tg, of a baseband OFDM signal

s(t) =
+∞∑

i=−∞

si(t− i(Ts + Tg)) (1)

as
si(t) =

∑

k∈K

d̄k,ie
−j2π k

Ts
tI(t), (2)

where, d̄k,i is a data symbol modulating the kth subcarrier of the ith OFDM symbol,
k ∈ K = {k0, k1, . . . kK−1} and the indicator function I(t) = 1 for −Tg ≤ t ≤ Ts and
I(t) = 0 elsewhere [6]. Note that for plain OFDM, d̄k,i = dk,i the original information
data symbol chosen from some constellation C.
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Figure 3: Precoder geometry. d̄i is the projection of di onto N (A).

For precoded OFDM, (check [6] and the references therein)

d̄i = Gdi, (3)

where d̄i , [d̄k0,i, d̄k1,i, . . . , d̄kK−1,i]
T . Here, d̄k,i is the precoded data symbol modulating

the kth subcarrier of the ith OFDM symbol. di , [dk0,i, dk1,i, . . . , dkK−1,i]
T , where dk,i is

the original data symbol precoded into d̄k,i and

G = I−AH(AAH)−1A (4)

is the linear precoder. From (4), d̄i is the orthogonal projection of di onto the null space,
N (A), of A and the precoder G is the complement of the orthogonal projection matrix.
Figure 3 shows the geometry of (4). The choice of A in (4) depends on the particular
spectral precoding approach.

The precoder in [4], suppresses the OOB emission in OFDM by taking care of the
discontinuity of the OFDM signal. It renders the OFDM signal N -continuous. One way
to render the OFDM signal, s(t), N -continuous is by forcing the edges of the OFDM
symbol to zero[4]:

∀i :
dn

dtn
si(t)

∣∣∣
t=−Tg

=
dn

dtn
si(t)

∣∣∣
t=Ts

= 0, (5)

for all n = 0, 1, . . . , N . Substituting (2) in (5) and using vector notation gives the
equivalent requirement [6]

∀i : AΦd̄i = Ad̄i = 0 (6)

where A is a matrix of size (N + 1) × K with entries [A]l,j = kl−1
j , l = 0 . . . N and

j = 0 . . . K − 1, Φ , diag(ejφk0 , ejφk1 , . . . , ejφkK−1) and φ , −2πTg
Ts

.
On the other hand, the precoding approach suggested in [5] deals with the high OOB

emissions by directly treating the OFDM spectrum. It introduces a set of nulls at well
chosen frequencies. Nulling these frequencies will force the spectrum to decay faster than
1/f 2. Consequently, [5] requires

Ad̄i = 0 (7)

and defines A as an M ×K matrix such that A = [a(f0), . . . a(fm), . . . a(fM)]T . a(fm)]
is a vector representing the magnitude of the K subcarriers at the nulling frequency fm
and M is the total number of nulls. For the suppression of OOB emission scenario fm ≤
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Figure 4: Practical implementation of plain OFDM and spectrally precoded OFDM spectra.
Despite hardware impairments, the precoder deepens the spectral gap and suppresses the OOB
emission by tens of decibels lower than the plain OFDM spectrum.

−B/2, fm ≥ B/2 where B is the spectral bandwidth dedicated to the communications
system.

If we choose the M frequency nulls (or some of them) to be within the dedicated
OFDM bandwidth then, we can also use the precoder to deepen the spectral gaps used
by other opportunistic communications systems. Mathematically, we choose L ≤M such
that −B/2 ≤ fl ≤ B/2 where l ∈ {0, . . . , l, . . . , L− 1}.

In this paper we will focus on the frequency nulling precoder due to its superiority
over N -continuous precoder regarding the gap deepening feature.

To examine the performance of spectrally precoded OFDM, we set up an OFDM sys-
tem. The system consists of 300 subcarriers, symbol length Ts = 0.2048 ms, cyclic prefix
length of Tg = 4.7µs, and 1.465 MHz bandwidth (leaving approximately 4.9 kHz spectral
spacing between the different subcarriers). Note that for LTE system the bandwidth is
4.5 MHz [7]. This means that we scaled the LTE system by approximately 1/3. This was
unavoidable step to meet the limitations of the communications equipments we would use
for the hardware implementation. We nulled 45 subcarriers from k = 1 to k = 45, where
k is the subcarrier index. For the spectral precoder we introduced 16 spectral notches
(12 outside the spectrum to suppress the OOB emission and 4 inside the spectrum to
deepen the spectral gap).

As Figure 2 shows, the precoding approach is theoretically able to suppress the OOB
emission at least 80 decibels below the OOB emission in plain OFDM systems. Moreover,
the precoder theoretically deepens the in-band gap by approximately 60 decibels deeper
than the gap of plain OFDM system. But how about its practical performance?

As any other communications regime practical obstacles can limit the theoretical
performance. Therefore, in the coming section we examine the practical performance of
spectral precoding as well as we give an overview of the implementation limitations that
spectral precoding may face.
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3 Practicality and Implementation Impairments

The hardware setup of the system affects the spectral precoding. A lousy hardware
equipment may noticeably degrades the precoding performance. The main hardware
impairments that may limit the performance of the spectral precoding approach include:

• Quantization: that takes place within the digital to analog converter (DAC).
Quantization deforms the original OFDM signal according to the resolution ef-
ficiency of the DAC. This would generate a quantization residual error through
which its spectrum will appear as extra OOB emission of the precoded OFDM
spectrum.

• DAC clipping effect: DAC would also clip the output signal if the input signal
exceeds the input voltage range of the DAC. OFDM has high peak to average power
ratio (PAPR) in its nature and thus the DAC may clip parts of the OFDM signal.
Therefore, clipping will also decrease the efficiency of the suppression of the OOB
emission of precoded OFDM.

• Power amplifier non-linearities: Due to the high dynamic range of the precoded
signal the power amplifier (PA) may operate on this signal in the non linear region.
The non linearity of the PA will introduce inter-modulation between the subcarriers
of the precoded OFDM signal. This inter-modulation has negative impact on the
suppression of the OOB emission of the precoded OFDM spectrum as well.

• I-Q imbalance: This impairment appears when the sine wave generated by the
local oscillator and required to modulate the quadrature phase of the signal is not
exactly 90◦phase shifted from the cosine wave required to modulate the in-phase
part of the signal. In the analog domain, the phase delay between the sine wave
and the cosine wave is never exactly 90◦. This imbalance between the two phases
degrades the performance of the spectral precoder.

To spotlight the influence of these hardware impairments on spectral precoding, we
practically implement the OFDM system we defined in the previous section. We base our
hardware on software designed radio (SDR) technology. The SDRs we use are universal
software radio peripheral (USRP) of type N210 from Ettus research [8]. For this model
of USRPs, we use the SBX transceiver daughterboard from Ettus research as well. The
setup uses Gnuradio companion as a software tool to generate the signals. Gnuradio
companion is an open source graphical tool that allows the users to set up and configure
signal processing blocks to be interfaced with SDRs[9].

To measure the OFDM spectrum, we connect the output of the N210 USRP directly
to a spectrum analyzer and toggle our Gnuradio setup between plain versus precoded
OFDM systems. We plot the output spectra in Figure 4. The Figure also shows the
thermal noise floor. While the precoded OFDM OOB emission decays fast to reach the
thermal noise floor, we see that the plain OFDM OOB emission decays slower. Moreover,
plain OFDM spectrum keeps 23 dBs OOB emission higher than the thermal noise floor.
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Figure 5: setup of a single carrier D-QPSK communications link suffers from interference
generated by neighboring OFDM communications system.

This means that despite hardware impairments, the practical implementation of the
precoder has the ability to suppress the OOB emission of plain OFDM spectrum by at
least 23 dBs. Likewise, as Figure 4 shows, the practical precoder is able to null the
in-band gap by 17 dBs lower than that of plain OFDM systems.

As the precoded spectrum reveals, spectral precoding can indeed overcome the hard-
ware impairments. Yet, the figure doesn’t show how effective is the performance of
spectral precoding on real time operating communications systems.

4 Real Time Communications System

4.1 Experiments setup

To examine the performance of spectral precoding in real time communications sys-
tems, we need to compare the influence of precoded OFDM interference on neighboring
communications systems versus the influence of plain OFDM interference on neighbor-
ing communications systems. Hence, we set up a real time communications link. The
communications link uses single carrier D-QPSK modulation scheme. We expose the
communications link to interference coming from one of two OFDM-based communica-
tions system. One of the two OFDM systems uses plain OFDM modulation scheme,
while the other OFDM system uses precoded OFDM modulation scheme.

Figure 5 shows a schematic of the setup and Figure 6 shows the testbed of the exper-
iment. The setup consists of three PCs each of which connects to a USRP. On one PC
we generate a D-QPSK modulated signal. We use the USRP interfaced with that PC as
a transmitter of the generated signal. Another USRP works as a receiver for this signal.
The interfaced PC processes the received signal and tries to recreate the transmitted
data. Meanwhile, we generate an interfering OFDM signal using the third PC and the
associated USRP transmits this interfering signal.

As Figure 5 and Figure 6 show, the real time communications system should run over
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Figure 6: testbed of the setup. The testbed consists of a transmitter, a receiver and an interferer.

Figure 7: An OFDM communications systems works in adjacent frequency band to a single
carrier D-QPSK communications system.

air. Yet, under this setup the communications channel will affect our measurements.
The communications channel will degrade the signal power and may cause fading, inter-
symbol interference (ISI), inter-carrier interference (ICI) and co-channel interference. As
a consequence, we will not be able to accurately evaluate the absolute OFDM system
interference. To avoid the channel effects, we wire our setup rather than transmit over
air. At the transmitter side, we couple the transmitter’s USRP of the single carrier D-
QPSK system with the OFDM interferer USRP. At the receiver side, we split the received
signal between the receiver’s USRP input and a spectrum analyzer input. This wired
setup avoids the communications channel drawbacks.
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Figure 8: An opportunistic single carrier D-QPSK communications system works within the
frequency gap of an OFDM communications system.

4.2 Interference evaluation

The setup performs two experiments. In the first experiment, the single carrier D-QPSK
system works in a frequency band adjacent to the frequency band of the OFDM system.
Therefore, the setup examines the interference due to the OOB emission of precoded
versus plain OFDM systems. Figure 7 shows how the two systems reside in the frequency
band. We capture the figure using a spectrum analyzer connected directly before the
D-QPSK system receiver. We separated the carrier frequencies of the two systems by
1.5 MHz. In Figure 7, the transmitted D-QPSK single carrier signal has a power of
-63 dBm. We choose the OFDM interferer signal power to be higher by 26 dB. The
higher the interferer power the clearer the comparison between the plain versus precoded
OFDM interference levels at the single carrier receiver. As Figure 7 shows, the signal
to interference and noise ratio (SINR) of the D-QPSK single carrier system with a plain
OFDM interferer is 10.6 dB. While the SINR of the D-QPSK single carrier system with
a precoded OFDM interferer is 31 dB.

Our next step is to evaluate the SINR at the receiver of the D-QPSK single carrier
system. To measure the SINR, we feed the transmitter of the single carrier D-QPSK
system with a well known data sequence. If we subtract the known transmitted data
sequence from the received data sequence, we get the sequence of combined interference
and thermal noise. The inverse of the variance of this sequence represents the SINR.

In Figure 9, we measure the SINR of plain versus precoded OFDM systems operating
at different carrier frequencies. We shift the carrier frequency of the OFDM signal by
∆f MHz from the carrier frequency of the single carrier D-QPSK system.

The figure shows that the SINR of the single carrier system converges toward the
SNR at high ∆f when we expose the system to a precoded OFDM interferer. Contrarily,
the SINR of the single carrier system at its best is 10 dB lower than the SNR when
we expose the system to a plain OFDM interferer. This implies that at high ∆f , the
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Figure 9: Normalized interference level due to plain versus precoded OFDM. We evaluate the
interference while the OFDM system operates at different carrier frequencies adjacent to the
carrier frequency of the single carrier system.

received SINR of the single carrier system is improved by 10 dB when we expose it to a
precoded OFDM interferer instead of a plain OFDM interferer.

Furthermore, we notice that the SINR of precoded OFDM improves faster than that of
plain OFDM as we increase ∆f . To get SINR of 7 dB with precoded OFDM interferer,
∆f should be 0.73 MHz. To get the same SINR with a plain OFDM interferer, ∆f
should be 0.8 MHz. This observation means that precoded OFDM improves the spectral
efficiency at that SINR by 0.8−0.73

1.465
× 100 = 4.78%.

If we compare the spectra of Figure 7 to the results of Figure 9 at ∆f = 1.5 MHz,
we notice that the spectra before the reception process show higher SINRs of the single
carrier system. Moreover, we notice that the SNR degrades at the receiver side compared
to the SNR before the reception process. This degradation in performance is related to
the receiver’s impairments. The receiver’s impairments include low-pass filter’s charac-
teristics (cutoff frequency and transition BW), DC impairments, clock synchronization...
etc.

In the second experiment, the single carrier D-QPSK system opportunistically works
within the spectral gap of the OFDM system. Therefore, the setup examines the inter-
ference due to the in-band gap emission of precoded versus plain OFDM system. Figure
8 shows how the two systems reside in the frequency band. Similar to Figure 7, We cap-
ture Figure 8 using a spectrum analyzer connected directly before the D-QPSK system
receiver. Similar to Figure 2, we made the in-band gap of the OFDM system by nulling
45 subcarriers (from k = 0 to k = 45). In Figure 8 the D-QPSK single carrier system has
a power of -50 dBm. As Figure 8 shows, the signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR)
of the D-QPSK single carrier system with a plain OFDM interferer is 12 dB. While the
SINR of the D-QPSK single carrier system with a precoded OFDM interferer is 28 dB.

In Figure 10, we measure the interference level at the receiver side of plain versus
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Figure 10: Normalized interference level due to plain versus precoded OFDM. The single car-
rier D-QPSK system operates within the in-band gap of the OFDM system. We evaluate the
interference with different numbers of nulled subcarriers.

precoded OFDM systems with different widths of the in-band gap. We change the width
of the in-band gap by nulling different numbers of consecutive subcarriers.

Figure 10 shows that as the number of nulled subcarriers increases, the SINR of the
single carrier system approaches the SNR when we expose the system to a precoded
OFDM interferer. The SINR due to precoded OFDM interferer is only 2 dB lower than
the SNR. Contrarily, the SINR of the single carrier system due to plain OFDM interferer
is, at its best, 10 dB lower than the SNR. This implies that at wide in-band gap the
SINR of the single carrier system is improved at the receiver by at least 8 dB due to
spectral precoding.

Furthermore, we notice that the SINR of precoded OFDM improves faster than that
of plain OFDM as we increase the number of nulled subcarriers. To get SINR of 7 dB
with precoded OFDM interferer, we should null 15 subcarriers. To get the same SINR
with a plain OFDM interferer, We should null 40 subcarriers. This means that precoded
OFDM improves the spectral efficiency at that SINR by (40−15)×4.9

1.465×103 × 100 = 8.36%.

Again, the receiver degrades the SINR and SNR of the single carrier system. We can
see that if we compare the spectrum of Figure 8 to the results of Figure 10 when we null
45 subcarriers.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we introduce the first proof of concept prototype of spectrally precoded
OFDM. We compare the practical versus the theoretical capabilities of the precoder. We
overview the main hardware impairments that may affect the precoder’s performance.
The prototype shows that spectral precoding can suppress the OOB emission of OFDM
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systems as well as deepen the in-band gap by tens of decibels. This capability overcomes
the hardware impairments.

Furthermore, we set up a real time communications link and quantify the level of
interference caused by spectrally precoded OFDM systems compared to plain OFDM
systems. We verify that spectrally precoded OFDM systems emit tens of decibels less
interference than plain OFDM systems.
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A Novel Transmitter Architecture for

Spectrally-Precoded OFDM

Medhat Mohamad, Rickard Nilsson and Jaap van de Beek

Abstract

Frequency nulling spectral precoding is an approach that suppresses the out-of-band
emission in OFDM systems. In this paper, we discuss the transmitter architecture of
the spectrally precoded OFDM systems. We design a novel precoder that matches the
practical implementation of the OFDM modulator. We show that spectral precoding
can relax the analog low pass filtering requirements of the OFDM system transmitter.
We examine the effect of spectral precoding on the PAPR as well as the effect of the
PA on the spectral precoding suppression performance. We also study the compliance
of the spectrally precoded OFDM transmitter with the 3GPP standardization measures
and analyze its computation complexity. At the receiver side, we analyze the in-band
interference and BER performance of the suggested precoding approach.

1 Introduction

The 3GPP group has recently decided that the Cyclic Prefix Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (CP-OFDM) will serve as the base waveform for the upcoming 5G
systems operating in the sub-6 GHz band [1]. The attractive features of OFDM favored
this decision as they have favored previously similar decisions for 4G [2]. Yet, OFDM
has a couple of drawbacks that may limit its legitimation for some of the 5G systems.

Besides the high peak to average Power ratio (PAPR) another big drawback of OFDM
is that the waveform exhibits high out-of-band (OOB) emission [3]. The OOB emission
from the OFDM signal will cause interference on systems operating in neighboring bands.
This OOB interference will degrade the bit error rate (BER) performance of neighboring
systems. In 4G, 3GPP standards address the OOB emission problem by, firstly, reserving
a guard interval between the different operators’ frequency channels. The guard interval
in 4G is 10% of the total dedicated bandwidth [4]. This waste of resources is not affordable
for the spectral efficiency requirements of some of 5G systems operating within the sub-6
GHz band.

Secondly, the 3GPP standards specify a measure, adjacent carrier leakage ratio (ACLR),
as the ratio of the power transmitted within the OFDM channel bandwidth assigned to
the vendor and the OOB emission power leaking into the adjacent channel [4]. Conse-
quently, the LTE standards force the equipments to treat the OFDM signals so that the
OOB emissions are suppressed below a certain ACLR.

117
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The standards give vendors a freedom on the techniques they can use to suppress
the OOB emission in OFDM systems. To assure that the practical OFDM signal is
as close as possible to the reference OFDM signal, the LTE standards define another
measure, the error vector magnitude (EVM), and require vendors to stick with specific
EVM requirements [4]. EVM measures how close a practically implemented OFDM signal
(measured directly after the front-end of the transmitter) is to the reference OFDM signal
specified by the standards. Figure 1 shows the EVM measurement procedure.

Spectral precoding is a recent approach that suppresses the OOB emission in OFDM
by manipulating the correlation property between the data symbols modulating the
OFDM subcarriers. The spectral precoding approach introduced in [5], develops new
basis signals that achieve high spectral compactness. The new basis signals are designed
from the rectangular basis set by manipulating the correlation property of the modulat-
ing data symbols. The designed basis set has continuous phase characteristics. In other
words, the new basis signals have zero interval edges. Consequently, the whole OFDM
symbol constructed from these basis subcarriers decays to zero at the edges.

Another approach that focuses on smoothing the OFDM signal to improve the spectral
compactness is introduced in [6, 7, 8]. While [5] focus on designing new basis signals,
[6, 7, 8] directly deal with the discontinuity property of the OFDM signal and force the
successive OFDM symbols continuous by precoding the data symbols.

The precoding approaches discussed above improve the OFDM spectral efficiency by
changing the OFDM signal’s characteristics in the time domain (precode the OFDM sig-
nal to become smooth and continuous). Another approach that shows high flexibility and
efficiency in suppressing the OOB emission is the frequency nulling approach discussed
in [9]. Contrary to the spectral precoding approaches we discussed above, the frequency
nulling approach improves the OFDM spectral efficiency by looking at the OFDM signal
in the frequency domain rather than in the time domain. In the frequency nulling ap-
proach, the OOB emission in OFDM is suppressed by introducing a set of nulls at well
chosen frequencies in the spectrum. The frequency nulls make the whole spectrum decays
faster than 1

f2 . The number of nulls, as well as the frequencies of these nulls, controls the
level of the OOB emission suppression. This approach outperforms the other precoding
approaches in its spectral flexibility which is controlled by the choice of the nulls. This
spectral flexibility is favorable in cognitive radio systems where communications systems
need to adaptively change their spectral characteristics.

The different spectral precoders introduced in [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and others assume
that the original plain OFDM signal to be precoded is the reference OFDM signal specified
by the LTE standards [4] as well as DVB, DAB, WiFi, ...etc. This reference OFDM signal
resembles the historical OFDM signal presented in the famous paper of 1966 [13]. Yet,
we can only implement the reference OFDM signal using analog setup. However, without
exception, practical systems, nowadays, construct the continuous OFDM signal with a
digital setup [14]. Although the exception precoding approaches in [15] and [16] assume
that the original OFDM signal is the discrete signal, yet the papers don’t study the
precoded OFDM transmitter architecture. So far, no contributions have addressed the
transmitter implementation architecture of the spectrally precoded OFDM systems.
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Figure 1: Reference versus practical implementation of the OFDM system. EVM is tested
directly at the output of the transmitter. EVM measures how close the practical signal resembles
the reference signal.

As a consequence of the practical implementation, the OFDM modulator mismatches
the different spectral precoders suggested in [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Incidentally, [6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12] mimic the analog reference OFDM signal by extreme interpolation of
the discrete-time OFDM signal. We can interpolate the discrete-time signal by choos-
ing a large inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) size compared to the number of
subcarriers. Yet, exaggerating the IDFT block size is impractical for real time OFDM
implementation.

Here, rather than interpolating the discrete-time OFDM signal to mimic the con-
tinuous OFDM reference signal, we, in this paper, implement a practical discrete-time
precoder that fits the typical discrete-time implementations of the OFDM signal. A new
precoder and transmitter architecture emerges whose performance we study with the
LTE measures introduced above. In this paper, in contrast to precoded OFDM signals,
we will refer to a signal without spectral precoding as a plain OFDM signal. Similarly,
we will refer to the continuous time standardized OFDM signal as a reference signal in
contrast to vendor specific signals which we refer to as practical signals. In Section 2
we introduce the practical model of the plain OFDM signal and compare it with the
reference model of the plain OFDM signal. Then, in Section 3, we discuss frequency
nulling spectral precoding techniques. In 3.1 We discuss the spectral precoding for the
reference signal. In 3.2 we introduce a precoder matched to the practical OFDM model
and we analyze its OOB emission suppression. Furthermore, we study the influence of
the anti-aliasing LPF of the frontend electronics on the precoded OFDM spectra. In
Section 4 we study the influence of the spectral precoding on the PAPR of the OFDM
signals. We also examine the effect of the power amplifier (PA) signal’s nonlinearities on
the OOB emission suppression performance. In Section 5, we analyze the performance of
the precoded OFDM system at the transmitter side of the communications link as well
as at the receiver side and we examine the compliance of spectral precoding with LTE
requirements. Finally, we conclude our work in section 6. For clarity, Table 4 at the end
of this paper collects the different symbols used in the paper.
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Figure 2: A scheme of a continuous OFDM symbol versus a discrete OFDM symbol.

2 Ideal Versus Practical Model of OFDM

In essence, LTE defines the reference OFDM signal, s(t), by [2]

s(t) =
+∞∑

i=−∞

si(t− iT ), (1)

where T = Ts+Tg , Tg is the length of the cyclic prefix and Ts is the length of the OFDM
symbol and

si(t) =
∑

k∈K

d̄k,ie
−j2π k

Ts
tI(t), (2)

where d̄k,i is the kth data symbol modulating the kth subcarrier and k ∈ K = {k0, k1, . . . , kK−1}.
If d̄k,i = dk,i, then s(t) is a plain OFDM signal (without spectral precoding) and dk,i be-
longs to some constellation set C. The indicator function I(t) = 1 for −Tg ≤ t ≤ Ts and
I(t) = 0 elsewhere. Figure 2 (Top) shows a scheme of a continuous OFDM symbol.

The Fourier transform of the symbol, si(t), is

S̃i(f) = F{si(t)} = F
{∑

k∈K

d̄k,ie
−j2π k

Ts
tI(t)

}

=
∑

k∈K

d̄k,iF
{
e
−j2πkt
Ts I(t)

}
=
∑

k∈K

d̄k,iãk(f),

(3)

where ãk(f) is a shifted version of the sinc function that represents the Fourier transform
of the kth rectangularly windowed continuous complex exponential subcarrier,

ãk(f) = Te−jπ(Ts−Tg)(f− k
Ts

)sinc

(
πT (f − k

Ts
)

)
, (4)

where sinc(x) = sin(x)
x

is the cardinal sine. Using vector notation we rewrite S̃i(f) as

S̃i(f) = ãT (f)d̄i, (5)
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For the reference plain OFDM signal, s(t), ã(f) , [ãk0(f), ãk1(f), . . . , ãkK−1
(f)]T and

d̄i = di such that d̄i , [d̄k0 , d̄k1 , . . . , d̄kK−1
]T and di , [dk0 , dk1 , . . . , dkK−1

]T where [.]T

stands for the Matrix (or vector) transpose.
From (5), and assuming that the original data symbols are uncorrelated, we can

compute the power spectrum of the reference OFDM signal as [9]

P̃ (f) =
1

T
E

{
|S̃i(f)|2

}
=

1

T
ãT (f)E{didiH}ã∗(f)

=
1

T
ãT (f)ã∗(f),

(6)

where ∗ is the complex conjugate.
Clearly we can distinctly implement s(t) in (1) using the analog circuit as presented

in Figure 1. In the analog modulator each data symbol modulates a continuous time
rectangularly windowed complex sinusoid with finite duration, Ts, and center frequency
fk = k

Ts
. We would generate the continuous OFDM symbol by adding the modulated

sinusoids together. Notably, the LTE reference signal (1), was the OFDM embodiment
as described in the landmark paper [13] in 1966 when digital circuitry was still in its
infancy.

However, the analog implementation of the reference OFDM signal, s(t), is impracti-
cally costly as we would require K electronic mixers to modulate K subcarriers with K
data symbols. Moreover, the mixing process of each modulation branch would need to
operate accurately at fk. Otherwise, the orthogonality between the different subcarriers
is violated. This operating accuracy means that we require higher cost mixers.

These drawbacks of the analog implementation of the OFDM system kept OFDM
under the shadow for years. It is not until the maturity of the digital electronics tech-
nologies in 1990s when [14] proposed to move toward the discrete-time implementation
of the OFDM signal. The proposal in [14] used the discrete Fourier transform process
(DFT) for the implementation of the practical OFDM system.

Today’s state-of-art transmitters are better modeled with a practical discrete-time
OFDM signal [17]

s[n] =
+∞∑

i=−∞

si[n− iN ], (7)

where si[n] is the ith discrete-time OFDM symbol of length N = Ns + Ng samples. Ng

is the number of samples required by the CP extension and Ns is the number of samples
in the OFDM symbol. Generation of si[n], is simply an IDFT process such that

si[n] =
∑

k∈K

d̄k,ie
−2jπ k

Ns
nI[n], (8)

Where in (31), Ns also represents the size of the IDFT block and the indicator function,
I[n] = 1 for −Ng ≤ n ≤ Ns and I[n] = 0 elsewhere. Figure 2 (bottom) shows a scheme
of a discrete OFDM symbol.
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The discrete-time Fourier transform of si[n] is

Si(ω) = F{si[n]} = F
{∑

k∈K

d̄k,ie
−j2πk
Ns

nI[n]

}

=
∑

k∈K

d̄k,iF
{
e
−j2πk
Ns

nI[n]

}
=
∑

k∈K

d̄k,iak(ω).

(9)

where

ak(ω) = e−j
Ns−Ng

2
(ω− 2πk

Ns
)
sin
(
(N + 0.5)(ω − 2πk

Ns
)
)

sin
(ω− 2πk

Ns

2

) , (10)

and ω ∈ [0, 2π] is the normalized frequency and ak(ω) is a time shifted version of the
Dirichlet function. Similar to (5),

Si(ω) = a(ω)T d̄i (11)

where, here, a(ω) , [ak0(ω), ak1(ω), . . . , akK−1
(ω)]. From (11), the power spectrum P (ω)

of the discrete-time OFDM signal becomes

P (ω) =
1

N
E

{
|Si(ω)|2

}
=

1

N
aT (ω)E{didiH}a∗(ω). (12)

Assuming that the original data symbols are uncorrelated, this implies that

P (ω) =
1

N
aT (ω)a∗(ω). (13)

Practical communications transmitters convert the discrete OFDM signal to a con-
tinuous signal, by using a dual DAC followed by an anti-imaging filter [18]. The DAC
can be either a pulse width modulation (PWM) DAC, or ∆Σ DAC.

Figure 4 shows the DAC followed by the anti-imaging LPF. We can mathematically
model the DAC conversion into two stages [19]. Of course those two mathematical stages
are implicit in the practical implementation of the DAC (i.e. they take place jointly
through the electronic components of the DAC). In the first stage, the DAC multiplies
the discrete-time OFDM signal sequence, s[n], with an impulse train such that

x(t) =
+∞∑

n=−∞

s[n]δ(t− n

fcl

), (14)

where δ(t) denotes delta dirac and fcl is the construction clock frequency of the DAC
such that fcl = Ns

Ts
.

The power spectrum of the continuous-time OFDM signal, x(t), constructed from the
discrete-time signal is

P x(f) =
1

T
aT (f)a∗(f), (15)
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Figure 3: Spectra of three continuous time plain OFDM signals. We constructed the three
signals from three discrete-time signals with construction clock frequencies: fcl = 1024

Ts
Hz (top),

fcl = 2048
Ts

Hz (middle) and fcl = 4096
Ts

Hz. We compare the three spectra to the spectrum of
the reference OFDM signal (black dashed). As the DAC construction clock frequency increases
the practical signal spectrum approaches the reference signal spectrum.The trapezoidal solid line
represents the frequency response of the analog anti-imaging LPF.

where the frequency index, f , is related to the normalized frequency ω by

f =
ωL

2π
.fcl, (16)

and L ∈ Z − {0}. Note that, P x(f) is constituted of copies of the spectrum in the
[0, fcl] band. This means that the construction clock frequency controls how close the
spectrum aliases are to each other. Figure 3 shows the spectrum P x(f) for three different
construction clock frequencies: fcl = 1024

Ts
= 15.36 MHz, fcl = 2048

Ts
= 30.72 MHz and

fcl = 4096
Ts

= 61.44 MHz. Here we choose Ts = 1
15

ms equal to the OFDM symbol time
used in LTE systems. We compare the three spectra at those three construction clock
frequencies with the spectrum of the reference OFDM signal, P̃ (f). As the construction
clock frequency increases, the spectrum, P x(f), becomes closer to the spectrum, P̃ (f),
of the reference OFDM signal, s(t). As fcl goes to infinity P x(f) matches exactly P̃ (f).
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Figure 4: A mathematical model of the DAC followed by an anti-imaging LPF. The model shows
the behavior of the processed signal in time domain (upper figure) as well as the spectrum of the
signal (lower figure).

The second conceptual stage of the DAC constructs the continuous signal from the
pulse train. This stage is mathematically equivalent to filtering the pulse train with
a reconstruction LPF. The reconstruction stage of the DAC is typically too weak to
completely filter out the aliases as Figure 4 shows. Therefore, an anti aliasing filter
usually follows the DAC [18]. The signal output of the anti-imaging filter becomes

sc(t) = x(t) ∗ h(t), (17)

where h(t) is the joint impulse response of the DAC filter and the anti-imaging LPF. The
power spectrum of the practical filtered continuous OFDM signal, sc(t), is

P (f) = |H(f)|2P x(f), (18)

where H(f) is the joint frequency response of the DAC reconstruction filter and the
anti-imaging LPF.

3 Frequency Nulling Spectral Precoding

Figure 3 shows that the spectrum of the plain OFDM signal possesses high OOB emission.
At its best, the plain OFDM spectrum decays as a factor of 1

f2 . Classical practical OFDM
systems suppress the OOB emission in OFDM by digital low pass filtering of the plain
OFDM signal. A digital LPF filters the baseband discrete-time OFDM signal before
the DAC process [20], [21]. The use of a digital LPF for suppressing the OOB emission
typically relaxes the design requirements of the anti-imaging LPF. Alternatively, the
frequency nulling precoder suggested in [9], can suppress OOB emission and, therefore,
replaces the digital LPF [22].
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3.1 Reference spectrally precoded OFDM

Frequency nulling spectral precoding nulls the spectrum at a set of M adequately chosen
frequencies, {f0, f1, . . . , fM−1}. Nulling the spectrum at these frequencies forces the whole
spectrum to decay faster than 1

f2 , see [9]. To generate the nulls in the spectrum, the

precoder, G̃, linearly combines the original data symbols collected in di such that

d̄i = G̃di. (19)

As a consequence, the OFDM system modulates the subcarriers with d̄i rather than di.
The precoder generates d̄i so that the spectrum is notched at the specified frequencies.
This means that d̄i satisfies

ãT (fm)d̄i = 0, (20)

where ã(fm) , [ãk0(fm), ãk1(fm), . . . ãkK−1
(fm)]T is a vector collecting the values of

the subcarriers at the nulling frequency fm. If we define the constraint matrix Ã ,
[ã(f0), ã(f1), . . . , ã(fM−1)]T as an M ×K matrix that collects the values of the K sub-
carriers at the M nulling frequencies, then the precoder, G̃, requires that

Ãd̄i = 0. (21)

In words d̄i should fall in the null space N (Ã) of Ã and therefore, the precoder G̃, is
the complimentary projection matrix such that

G̃ = I− ÃH(ÃÃ
H

)−1Ã. (22)

Strictly speaking, the fundamental concept of the precoder is to confine the original
data vector di into a specific subspace before the DFT modulation of the OFDM trans-
mitter. The subspace is determined a priori to guarantee a set of nulls in the OFDM
spectrum. The introduced nulls force the whole spectrum to decay fast.

Then, similar to (6), the spectrum of the reference precoded OFDM signal becomes

P̃p(f) =
1

T
E

{
|S̃i(f)|2

}
=

1

T
ãT (f)E{d̄id̄Hi }ã∗(f)

=
1

T
ãT (f)G̃E{didHi }G̃H ã∗(f).

=
1

T
ãT (f)G̃ã

∗
(f).

(23)

Under the consideration that the original data symbols in di are uncorrelated i.e. E{didHi } =
I, (23) collapses to

P̃p(f) =
1

T
ãT (f)G̃G̃

H
ã∗(f). (24)

Using the Idempotency and the Hermitian properties of the projection matrix, G̃, we
can rewrite (24) as

P̃p(f) =
1

T
ãT (f)G̃ã∗(f). (25)
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Figure 5: Spectra of two reference OFDM signals precoded by G̃, defined in (22). The figure
shows the dependency of the OOB emission suppression on the location of the nulls.

Note that the capability of the precoder to suppress the OOB emission is dependent on
the number of nulling frequencies, fm, the precoder introduces as well as their locations.
As the number of nulls increases the suppression performance improves. On the other
hand, the location of the nulls in spectral precoding is still a matter of research. Two
important observations regarding the location of the nulls are relevant here: Firstly,
for the nulls to be able to suppress the whole spectrum we should pair at least two
nulls adjacent to each other [9]. Secondly the suppression of the emissions decays as
we move the pair of nulls away from each other. This means that the spectral band
between the pairs of nulls suffers less OOB emission as we bring the pairs closer to each
other. Figure 5 illustrates those two observations. The figure shows the spectra of two
reference OFDM signals precoded with G̃. In the first precoded spectrum we designed
G̃ to introduce eight nulls at fm ∈ S1 = {±7.515,±7.530 ± 4.85,±4.86} MHz. While
in the second precoded spectrum, we designed G̃ to introduce eight nulls at fm ∈ S2 =
{±12.515,±12.350± 4.85,±4.86} MHz.

3.2 Practical spectrally precoded OFDM

Since [9] designs the precoder based on the reference model of the OFDM system, G̃ only
matches OFDM systems implemented using the analog setup. Yet, as we mentioned in
Section 2 that the analog implementation of the OFDM system is irrelevant in today’s
transmitters. Applying the precoder, G̃, presented in [9] over practical OFDM systems
needs a careful and critical assessment as it will cause a mismatch: The precoder in [9]
is not designed to operate in conjunction with practical OFDM modulators.

The spectrum of the mismatched precoded OFDM signal becomes

P x
h (f) =

1

T
aT (f)G̃a

∗
(f). (26)
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Table 1: Spectra of plain, matched precoded, mismatched precoded reference versus practical
OFDM signals.

Reference OFDM stage I output LPF output

Plain
P̃ (f) =

1
T
ãT (f)ã∗(f)

P x(f) =
1
T
aT (f)a∗(f)

P (f) =
1
T
|H(f)|2aT (f)a∗(f)

[9]
P̃p(f) =

1
T
ãT (f)G̃ã∗(f)

P x
h (f) =

1
T
aT (f)G̃a∗(f)

Ph(f) =
1
T
|H(f)|2aT (f)G̃a∗(f)

practical
precoder

N.A.
P x
p (f) =

1
T
aT (f)Ga∗(f)

Pp(f) =
1
T
|H(f)|2aT (f)Ga∗(f)
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Figure 6: Spectra of three precoded practical OFDM signals with construction clock frequencies:
1024
Ts

= 15.36 MHz, 2048
Ts

= 30.72 MHz and 4096
Ts

= 61.44 MHz. The nulls are at fm ∈ S1. We
compare the three spectra to the spectrum of a precoded reference OFDM signal (black dashed).
As the construction clock frequency decreases the spectrum of the precoded practical OFDM
signal drifts away from the spectrum of the precoded reference OFDM signal. Consequently, the
OOB emission suppression capability of the mismatched precoder decreases.

In (26), P x
h (f) is the precoded spectrum at the output of the first stage of the DAC.

We can say that P x
h (f) is the mismatched precoded version of P x(f). The assumption

in [9] holds if the construction clock frequency is high enough so that the spectrum of
the discrete-time OFDM signal is close enough to the spectrum of the reference OFDM
signal. Although for the practical OFDM signals the construction clock is limited by the
complexity and the implementation requirements of the system. Therefore the spectrum
of the practical implemented OFDM signal (both plain or precoded) can never match the
spectrum of the reference OFDM signal. As a consequence, the precoder suggested in
[9], mismatches the OFDM system. Although, similar to our discussion in Section 2, the
practical precoded spectrum P x

h (f) in (26) approaches the precoded reference spectrum
P̃p(f) in (25) as the construction clock frequency increases.

Figure 6 shows the spectra of precoded practical OFDM signals analyzed just before
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the reconstruction LPF of the DAC. The OFDM system uses clock frequencies similar to
those in Figure 3. The figure compares the practical precoded OFDM signal spectrum
to the spectrum of a precoded reference OFDM signal. We precode the two signals with
G̃ which introduces 8 nulls at fm ∈ S1.

From the analysis in Figure 6 we conclude that as the clock frequency decreases, the
mismatch increases and, therefore, the OOB emission suppression performance deterio-
rates.

To overcome this problem, rather than using high construction frequency in the prac-
tical OFDM signal to match the reference model precoder, in this paper, we redesign a
discrete-time precoder

G = I−AH(AAH)−1A. (27)

The precoder, G, introduces the nulls in the spectrum of the discrete-time signal model
contrary to G̃ that introduces the nulls upon the spectrum of the continuous time signal
model (1), i.e. G focuses on the spectrum of the OFDM signal before being constructed
by the DAC. For this discrete-time precoder we define the constraint matrix A of size
M×K as A , [a(ω0), a(ω1), . . . , a(ωM−1)]. Where a(ωm) is a vector collecting the values
of the K subcarriers at the normalized nulling frequency ωm i.e. for the discrete-time
precoder we substitute ω in (10) with ωm such that

ak(ωm) = e−j
Ns−Ng

2
(ωm− 2πk

Ns
).

sin
(
(N + 0.5)(ωm − 2πk

Ns
)
)

sin
(ωm− 2πk

Ns

2

) . (28)

In words we evaluate the Dirichlet subcarriers of the discrete OFDM signal at the nor-
malized nulling frequency ωm. Then, as in (27), the spectrum of the discrete OFDM
signal precoded by G becomes

Pp(ω) =
1

N
E

{
|Si(ω)|2

}
=

1

N
aT (ω)E{d̄id̄Hi }a∗(ω)

=
1

N
aT (ω)Ga∗(ω),

(29)

where
d̄i = Gdi. (30)

With this precoder, the first processing stage of the DAC constructs the continuous
time precoded signal that has the spectrum

P x
p (f) =

1

T
aT (f)Ga∗(f), (31)

where f is related to ω as in (16) (in contrast to the spectrum of the mismatched precoder
P x
h (f) in (26)).

Figure 7 compares P x
p (f) with P x

h (f). The figure also shows the spectrum P̃p(f). The
figure shows how much more suppression we can accomplish if we match the spectral
precoder to the discrete-time modulator. The suppression performance of a properly
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Figure 7: Spectrum of a practical OFDM signal precoded with a mismatched precoder, P xh (f),
versus the spectrum of a practical OFDM signal precoded with a matched precoder, P xp (f),

compared to the spectrum of a precoded reference OFDM signal, P̃p(f). the DAC operates at a
construction clock frequency fcl = 1024

Ts .

matched precoder is better than the suppression performance of the precoder designed
for the reference signal. In Figure 7, the DAC operates at a construction clock frequency
fcl = 1024

Ts
.

After the DAC constructs the precoded OFDM signal, the anti-imaging LPF filters
the precoded practical OFDM signal so that

Ph(f) = |H(f)|2P x
h (f) (32)

and
Pp(f) = |H(f)|2P x

p (f), (33)

where Ph(f) and Pp(f) are the spectra of the filtered OFDM signal when we use a

mismatched precoder, G̃ in (32), versus a matched precoder, G in (33), respectively.
Figure 8 shows the two filtered spectra, Ph(f) and Pp(f), compared to the spectrum of
a filtered plain practical OFDM signal, P (f). The figure uses the same DAC used to
evaluate Figure 7.

The anti-imaging filter we used in Figure 8 is a Chebyshev type II filter 1. We
choose the Chebyshev II filter due to its performance superiority in OFDM systems over
the other types of filters [21]. The filter is of 10th order and has a cutoff frequency

1To plot Figures 8 and 9, we mimic the analog Chebyshev II LPF with a digital Chebyshev II LPF
using Matlab signal processing toolbox. Matlab transforms the analog LPF into digital LPF using the
bilinear transformation. Check Matlab documentation and [19] page 538 for details.
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Figure 8: Spectra of matched precoded, mismatched precoded and plain practical OFDM signals
at the output of the anti-imaging LPF. The anti-imaging LPF is a 10th order Chebyshev II
filter.
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Figure 9: Spectra of matched precoded, mismatched precoded and plain practical OFDM signals
at the output of the anti-imaging LPF. The anti-imaging LPF is a 7th order Chebyshev II filter.
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Figure 10: CCDF characterization of discrete matched precoded, mismatched precoded and plain
OFDM PAPR.

fc = 450 · 15 · 103 = 6.75 MHz (i.e. we design the filter with a cutoff frequency equal to
the bandwidth of an LTE based OFDM system with 900 subcarriers operating mode) and
-80 dB stop band ripples. These design characteristics of the anti-imaging LPF controls
its complexity. The higher the filter order and the deeper the bandstop ripples are the
more efficient the LPF but, on the other hand, the more complex to implement. Figure
9 shows the spectra, Ph(f) and Pp(f), compared to the spectrum P (f). The figure uses
the same DAC used in figures 7 and 8 but a Chebyshev type II filter with a filter order
of 7 rather than 10. In section 5 we show that Spectral precoding (especially using the
matched precoder) can noticeably relax the requirements of the analog anti-aliasing LPF
which consequently decreases the LPF design complexity.

Table 1 summarizes the different spectra of the two OFDM signal models we discuss
in this paper.

4 Dynamic Range Characteristics of Plain Versus

Precoded OFDM Transmitters

Generally, the OFDM signal (both plain and precoded) is extremely sensitive to the
analog front-end electronics [23]. The front-end setup may cause a severe deformation in
the shape of the anti-imaging filtered OFDM signal. For the precoded OFDM systems,
any deformation in the signal will result in a deterioration of the spectral quality. One
of the most critical characteristics of the OFDM signal that is affected by the front-end
electronics is the dynamic range.

The OFDM signal (both plain and precoded) exhibits high dynamic range due to its
white-Gaussian-noise-like nature. The subcarriers of the OFDM signal will add together
constructively (rather than destructively) most of the time due to their independent
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Figure 11: CCDF characterization of continuous matched precoded, mismatched precoded and
plain OFDM PAPR.
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Figure 12: The spectra of plain mismatched precoded and matched precoded OFDM signals at
the output of a Rapp PA. The PA is of order 4 and back-off gain of 10 dB.
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phase property. The constructive addition of the subcarriers will result on a high PAPR.
We define the PAPR of one discrete OFDM symbol by

PAPRdisc =
max|s[n]|2

1
N

Ns∑

n=−Ng

|s[n]|2
. (34)

One practical visualization of the PAPR ratio is the complementary cumulative distribu-
tion function (CCDF). The CCDF curve shows the variation of the probabilities that the
OFDM signal being higher than the average power with different power ratios. As the
power ratio increases the probability that the OFDM signal is higher than its average
power by that ratio decreases. Figure 10 shows the CCDF plots of plain versus matched
and mismatched precoded discrete OFDM signals 2. The figure shows that the PAPR
characteristics of plain OFDM are very similar to those of precoded OFDM. For example
at CCDF = 8.25 · 10−5 the PAPR difference between plain and precoded (both matched
and mismatched) OFDM is less than 0.04 dB only.

The PAPR of the discrete OFDM symbol is not necessarily the same as the PAPR of
the continuous OFDM symbol. We define the PAPR of the continuous OFDM symbol
as

PAPRcont =
max|s(t)|2

1
T

∫
Ts

t=−Tg
|s(t)|2 dt

. (35)

In fact, the PAPR of the continuous OFDM symbol may be higher than that of the
discrete OFDM symbol as the comparison between Figure 10 and 11 shows. The regrowth
[24] of the PAPR ratio comes as a result of the discrete to continuous conversion of the
OFDM signal. Therefore, the regrowth depends on the choice of the construction and
anti-imaging filters at the DAC level. Figure 11 illustrates that the CCDF increases in
the case of continuous OFDM signal3 compared to that of discrete OFDM signal. As an
example, at PAPR of 10 dB the discrete OFDM systems have CCDF of almost 5.10−5

while at the same PAPR continuous OFDM systems have CCDF of almost 10−3.
Moreover, the analog conversion of the discrete OFDM symbol does not cause a

significant change between the CCDF of the continuous precoded (both matched and
mismatched) OFDM signal and the CCDF of the continuous plain OFDM signal as Figure
11 shows. Although, the figure reveals that for continuous OFDM signals the mismatched
precoded signal has slightly closer PAPR to the plain OFDM than the matched precoded
OFDM signal.

The high dynamic range requires high cost front-end electronics especially at the PA
level. PAs that support high dynamic range are more expensive than PAs that operate

2To get the CCDF of the PAPR shown in Figure 10, we generated random OFDM symbols that fulfill
the LTE standards[4]. We measured the PAPR per OFDM symbol according to (34) then we averaged
the PAPR of 10000 OFDM symbols. The OFDM system operates at 600 subcarriers mode.

3To get Figure 11 we used the same procedure used to generate Figure 10 and fulfilled (35). We
converted the Discrete OFDM signal continuous using DAC of clock rate fcl = 1024

Ts and anti-imaging
filter used to generate Figure 9.
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at lower dynamic range. Moreover, high dynamic range PAs consume more power than
low dynamic range PAs and high power consumption means shorter battery life.

In practical OFDM systems, PAs neglect the high dynamic range requirements of
the OFDM system. As a result, the PA will non-linearly operate over the parts of the
OFDM signal with power levels higher than the linear operating region of the PA. Thus,
the output amplified OFDM signal will be a distorted version of the input OFDM signal.
The distortion over the OFDM signal will degrade its spectral characteristics.

To examine the influence of the PA on the spectral characteristics of the OFDM
signal (both precoded and plain), we evaluated a Rapp model PA [25] with order 4 and
back-off gain of 10 dB. Using the PA we amplified a plain, mismatched precoded and
matched precoded OFDM signals. Figure 12 shows the three practical spectra 4 at the
output of the PA. As the figure shows, the PA degrades the spectral performance of the
three OFDM signals especially that of the mismatched precoded signal. On the other
hand, the amplified matched precoded OFDM signal keeps a spectral improvement of
at least 30 dB from the plain amplified OFDM. It is noteworthy to emphasize that this
suppression is a result for this specific setup and it can change (improve or deteriorate)
due to different design characteristics like the precoder characteristics (location of nulls),
the anti-imaging filter characteristics and the PA characteristics.

5 Performance Measures of the Practical Precoder

As we have seen from the spectral analysis of the precoded OFDM systems, the frequency
nulling precoder (especially the matched precoder) is indeed able to suppress the OOB
emission. But how to check the adequacy of spectral precoding with the communications
systems performance measures? In this section, we study the compliance of the matched
precoding approach with different performance measures. We examine the performance
of the spectral precoder at the transmitter’s side of the communications link as well as
at the receiver side.

At the receiver side we consider one of two regimes. In a first regime we assume that
the receiver is not aware of the spectral precoding done by the transmitter. Therefore,
the receiver designed is similar to the one designed for plain OFDM systems.

In a second regime we assume that the receiver is aware of the spectral precoding
performed by the transmitter. Such awareness can be accomplished through a standard-
ization of the precoding or through higher layer signaling. In this case, the receiver knows
the precoder, G, and can use an iterative algorithm to recover the original data vector
di from the received precoded data vector [6]

ri = Hid̄i + ni, (36)

where Hi is a K ×K diagonal matrix with entries representing the channel attenuation

4To estimate the practical spectrum, we ran a Welch periodogram over infinitely long OFDM signal.
We generate the signal using the same setup used in Figure 11 followed by a Rapp model PA. The
periodogram is Hanning windowed and uses a DFT size of 1024 and 1/8 overlapping ratio.
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Figure 13: Spectrally precoded OFDM iterative receiver from [6].

and ni is a K × 1 vector of AWGN with zero mean and variance σ2. The receiver is
represented in Figure 13.

Equalization of the received precoded data vector ri of the ith received OFDM symbol
gives the estimated precoded data vector r̂i. r̂i is the estimate vector of d̄i. From (30),
we can redefine d̄i as

d̄i = Gdi = di −wi. (37)

where wi = (I −G)di, is the least square error vector between di and d̄i [7]. Since the
receiver is of knowledge of precoding, the receiver is able to generate estimates of the
errors wj−1

i and add the estimated error vector to the estimated precoded data vector,
r̂ji , to give the estimates, d̂ji , of the original data vector di. Then this process is iterated.
For the first iteration, i.e. j = 1, d̂1

i = r̂i and w0
i = 0.

Note that the other receiver’s operations such as equalization, frequency and time
synchronization and carrier frequency offset (CFO) estimation remain similar to that
of the conventional OFDM receiver. As we will see, the knowledge of precoding at the
receiver improves the reception performance.

At the transmitter side the performance measurements include: the ACLR, the EVM
and the precoder’s computational complexity. We discuss these measurements in the
following subsections.

5.1 ACLR

One way to quantify the performance of the frequency nulling precoder, is to examine its
compliance with the ACLR measurement. 3GPP introduces ACLR as a ratio measure of
the signal power within the assigned channel bandwidth of the communications system
to the OOB emission power leaking into the adjacent channels [20], [4]. For LTE, ACLR
is defined as

ACLR =

BW/2∫
f=−BW/2

ρ(f)df

−BW/2∫
f=−3BW/2

ρ(f)df +

3BW/2∫
f=BW/2

ρ(f)df

(38)
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where BW is the bandwidth dedicated for the communications system(including the
10% guard interval specified by LTE). In (38), ρ(f) can be P̃ (f), P̃p(f), P (f), Ph(f) or
Pp(f). LTE specifies that the ACLR for the different OFDM operating modes should be
greater than 45 dB[4]. The solid lines of Figure 14 show the ACLR for plain practical
OFDM systems, the ACLR for practical OFDM systems precoded with mismatched
precoder, and the ACLR for practical OFDM systems precoded with matched precoder.
We measure the ACLR at the input of the PA (i.e. right after the anti-imaging LPF).
The systems operate in different LTE bandwidth modes. We construct the three OFDM
systems using a DAC operating at a construction clock frequency fcl = 1024

Ts
. The analog

front-end filters the OFDM signal with the anti-imaging LPF we presented in Figure 9.

While the plain OFDM systems don’t satisfy the ACLR requirements, the two pre-
coded OFDM systems indeed satisfy the ACLR requirements.

Moreover, we notice that the ACLR improvement increases as the number of sub-
carriers in the OFDM system increases. We relate this observation to the LPF design
characteristics. Since the LPF keeps a fixed cutoff frequency for the different OFDM
modes, as the number of subcarriers occupied increases the BW dedicated for the OFDM
system increases which means that the numerator in (38) increases. Contrarily, the de-
nominator in (38) doesn’t change due to the LPF bandpass performance. As a result
the ACLR will improve as the number of subcarriers increases. We also notice that the
matched precoder outperforms the mismatched precoder especially in high subcarriers
number modes.

The dashed lines in Figure 14 represent the ACLR for plain, mismatched precoded
and matched precoded practical OFDM signals at the output of the PA. As expected from
Figure 12, the spectral skirt that appears due to the non linear amplification of the OFDM
signal will degrade the ACLR. While the ACLR of the plain and mismatched precoded
OFDM signals at the output of the PA do not satisfy the LTE ACLR requirement, the
matched precoded signal keeps satisfying the LTE requirement.

As a conclusion, an OFDM system precoded with a matched precoder and with a 7th

order Chebyshev II filter can fulfill the LTE requirements despite the PA nonlinearities.
This means that the matched spectral precoding relaxes the analog filter requirements
(since 7th order filter is enough to full the ACLR requirement) and consequently decreases
the complexity cost of the electronic design.

Figure 15 shows the ACLR performance at different construction clock rates. It shows
the ACLR for a practical OFDM system precoded with a matched precoder and the
ACLR for a practical OFDM system precoded with a mismatched precoder compared to
the ACLR for a plain practical OFDM system. The three OFDM systems are operating
in the LTE 600 subcarriers mode. In this figure the DAC constructs the OFDM signals
using construction frequency clocks fcl = 1024

Ts
, 2048

Ts
, 4096

Ts
. Again, the analog front-end

filters the OFDM signal with the anti-imaging LPFs we presented in Figure 9 and amplify
the OFDM signal using the PA designed for Figure 12. The solid lines show the ACLR
performance of the OFDM signals at the output of the anti-imaging filter. For the plain
filtered OFDM signal, the ACLR improves slightly as the construction clock frequency
increases. This is expected since the construction frequency will force the filtered images
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Figure 14: ACLR measure of three OFDM systems with different number of subcarriers. We
measure the ACLR of practical plain OFDM signal, practical mismatched precoded OFDM sig-
nal and practical matched precoded OFDM signal. The systems use a DAC that operates at
construction clock frequency f = 1024

Ts and the anti-imaging filters defined in Figure 9. The
horizontal dashed line represents the ACLR LTE requirement.

Figure 15: ACLR measure of three OFDM systems operating at 600 subcarriers LTE mode.
We measure the ACLR of practical plain OFDM signal, practical mismatched precoded OFDM
signal and practical matched precoded OFDM signal. The systems use a DAC that operates at
different DAC construction clock frequencies and the anti-imaging filter defined in Figure 9.
The horizontal dashed line represents the ACLR LTE requirement.
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Figure 16: Variation of the EVM performance with the number of subcarriers of practical
matched precoded, mismatched precoded and plain OFDM signals at the input of the PA. We
consider that spectral precoding is not included in the standards. Therefore, the receiver is not
aware of spectral precoding.

away from the adjacent channel. Counterintuitively, for the precoded filtered OFDM
systems we may improve the ACLR even when the DAC construction frequency decreases
as Figure 15 shows. Since for spectrally precoded systems, the amount of OOB emission
suppressed is more dependent on the locations of the nulling frequencies rather than
the construction clock rate, therefore, if we wisely choose the nulling frequencies of the
spectral precoder we can decrease the construction clock rate but still improve the ACLR!

The dashed-lines represent the ACLR of the three OFDM signals at the output of
the PA. As we have shown in Figure 14, the distortion results from the PA degrades
the ACLR of the three systems. Yet, regardless the PA distortion the matched precoder
keeps fulfilling the ACLR requirements of LTE.

5.2 EVM

The EVM is a percentage measure considered by 3GPP to quantify how much the im-
plemented OFDM signal is close to the reference OFDM signal. LTE defines the EVM
as

EVM =

√
E||ďi − di||2
E||di||2

. (39)

In (39), ďi is the data vector received by a receiver connected directly after the OFDM
transmitter (i.e. the OFDM signal transmitted doesn’t pass through any communications
channel). As [7] shows, for precoded reference OFDM system, ďi = d̄i. Consequently
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Figure 17: Variation of the EVM performance with the number of subcarriers of practical
matched precoded, mismatched precoded and plain OFDM signals at the output of the PA. We
consider that spectral precoding is not included in the standards. Therefore, the receiver is not
aware of spectral precoding.

(39) becomes

EVM =

√
M

K
, (40)

where M as we mentioned earlier is the number of frequency nulls. This means that
for precoded reference OFDM systems, the EVM increases with the number of nulls and
decreases with the number of subcarriers.

For practical OFDM systems, the EVM will degrade. While the anti-imaging LPF
(in our analysis we used the LPF also used in Figure 9) will slightly degrade the EVM
of the precoded OFDM systems, the PA will degrade the EVM significantly. Actually,

EVM >

√
M

K
. (41)

In Figure 16 we show the EVM for three practical OFDM signals: matched precoded,
mismatched precoded and plain at the output of the anti-imaging filter. The figure
shows the variation of the EVM performance with the number of subcarriers. The EVM
measures of the three systems are compared with the EVM of a precoded reference OFDM
system that fulfills (40). As expected from (40), for the precoded systems, increasing the
number of subcarriers will decrease the EVM.

The three solid lines in the figure represent the maximum EVM allowed by LTE for
QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM mapping schemes respectively. We notice for QPSK modu-
lation schemes precoding does not violate the EVM specifications. For 16QAM schemes
precoding violates the EVM specifications for OFDM modes with low number of subcar-
riers (K < 400). While for 64QAM schemes precoding violates the EVM specifications
for most of the OFDM modes.
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Figure 18: Variation of the EVM performance with the number of subcarriers of practical
matched precoded, mismatched precoded and plain OFDM signals at the input of the PA. We
consider that spectral precoding is included in the standards. Therefore, the receiver is aware of
spectral precoding.

The PA distortion will degrade the EVM performance even more. Figure 17 shows
the variation of the EVM with the number of subcarriers of the three signals used in
Figure 16 but at the output of the PA. One noteworthy observation is the fact that the
total output EVM shown in Figure 17 is not the result of addition of the EVMs measured
at the consequent stages of the OFDM transmitter. Unfortunately, It is clear that the
EVM levels of the precoded amplified output signals violate the LTE acceptable EVM
level.

Although, the spectral precoder noticeably degrades the EVM performance and vio-
lates the standards specifications, it is noteworthy to mention that these EVM specifi-
cations assume the use of the typical OFDM receiver which is not aware of the spectral
precoding process. If the spectral precoding becomes a part of the standards then the
EVM performance of the spectrally precoded systems will improve. In case of standard-
ization of spectral precoding the definition of the EVM becomes

EVM =

√
E||ďi − d̄i||2
E||d̄i||2

(42)

and therefore, the EVM performance improves as shown in Figure 18 and 19. While
Figure 18 shows the EVM of the OFDM signal at the input of the PA, Figure 19 shows
the EVM of the OFDM signal at the output of the PA. Although we notice a degradation
in the EVM of the OFDM signal at the output of the PA, yet despite the degradation, the
EVM fulfills the LTE requirement. This means that the standardization of the spectral
precoding saves the EVM performance from being violated.
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Figure 19: Variation of the EVM performance with the number of subcarriers of practical
matched precoded, mismatched precoded and plain OFDM signals at the output of the PA. We
consider that spectral precoding is included in the standards. Therefore, the receiver is aware of
spectral precoding.

5.3 Complexity

Besides ACLR and EVM, implementation complexity is another measurement that qual-
ifies the transmitter of the spectrally precoded OFDM. We can classify the complexity
into off-line and on-line complexity. In off-line complexity the system computes the pre-
coding matrix G and load it in the system’s memory. The off-line computations occur
once prior transmission (if K and M change adaptively) or even stored permanently in
the memory (if K and M don’t change adaptively). On the other hand, the on-line com-
plexity represents the number of computational processes required during transmission.
on-line, the transmitter precodes the original data vector di into d̄i by multiplying di
with G. Here, we focus on the on-line complexity.

At first look, the precoding matrices G and G̃ are K ×K matrices. This means that
the computational complexity of precoding will grow in order O(K2). However, elegant
implementation of the precoder will significantly decrease the computation complexity
[26]. If we redefine the matched precoder G as

G = I−VB, (43)

where V = BH(BBH)−1 is a K ×M matrix and B is an M × K matrix, then we can
perform the precoding operation in (19) in two steps as illustrated in Figure 20. Firstly,
we compute

d̄′i = Bdi, (44)

a step that costs the system MK complex multiplications for each OFDM symbol. Sec-
ondly, we compute

d̄i = di −Vd̄′i, (45)
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Table 2: Computational complexity comparison between plain and precoded OFDM transmitters

Number of
multiplications

per OFDM symbol

Increase in
computational

complexity
K = 600, M = 6, Ns = 1024

Plain OFDM Nslog2(Ns) 0 %
Precoded OFDM

original
K2 +Nslog2(Ns)

K2

Nslog2(Ns)
= 3516%

Precoded OFDM
according to

Figure 20
2MK +Nslog2(Ns)

2MK
Nslog2(Ns)

= 70%

which also costs the system MK complex multiplications for each OFDM symbol. Con-
sequently, if we store V and B in the system’s memory instead of G then precoding
will cost the system 2MK multiplications per OFDM symbol. On the other hand, the
IDFT process will cost the system Nslog2(Ns) complex multiplications assuming that
the system implements the IDFT block using fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm.
Therefore, the total multiplication complexity of the system will be 2MK +Nslog2(Ns).
Taking into consideration that M << K, the implementation of the precoder using the
discussed two stages significantly decreases the computational complexity. Table 2 sum-
marizes the comparison between the implementation complexities at the transmitter of
plain OFDM, precoded OFDM implemented according to the original way and precoded
OFDM implemented according to the technique introduced in Figure 20.

On the other hand, if we consider the iterative decoder at the receiver side then the
complexity will grow linearly with the number of iterations. As Figure 13 shows each
iteration within the iterative decoder requires multiplication of the iterated data vector
d̂j−1
i with I −G. As Figure 20 shows multiplying with I −G requires 2MK complex

multiplications. Therefore the computation complexity of the receiver will increase by
2JKM complex multiplications where J is the total number of iterations.

Besides complexity the performance measurements at the receiver include: the in-
band interference measure and the Bit Error Rate (BER) performance. We study these
measurements in the following subsection.

5.4 In-band Interference and BER performance

The frequency nulling spectral precoding comes with a price [22]. Since the precoder
linearly combines the original data symbols, di, the precoded data symbols become cor-
related, i.e. E{d̄id̄Hi } 6= I. This correlation between the precoded data symbols appears
in the form of in-band interference. We can derive this in-band interference in case the
communications link uses the first regime receiver. i.e. a receiver that is not aware of
spectral precoding.

Due to the mathematical similarity between the mismatched precoder, G̃ and the
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Figure 20: Illustration of the computational complexity of the spectral precoder. Each of the two
steps requires MK multiplications per OFDM symbol.

matched precoder, G, we naturally adopt the analysis in [22] for the matched precoding
technique. Similar to [22], the in-band interference due to the discrete-time spectral
precoding is not equally distributed over the different subcarriers of the OFDM symbol,

D = diag

(
E

{
(di − d̄i)(di − d̄i)

H

})

= diag

(
E

{
(Θdi)(Θdi)

H

})

= diag(ΘΘH) = diag(Θ),

(46)

where Θ = I −G = AH(AAH)−1A, is the projection matrix that projects di onto the
null space, N (A), of A.

From Θ we can say that the total in-band interference due to discrete-time precoding
over one OFDM symbol is

Dtotal = trace{Θ} = rank{A} = M = |S1|. (47)

In words, the total in-band interference (relative to the energy of the OFDM symbol)
due to spectral precoding is equal to the total number of nulls.

For the practical OFDM model, and due to the circularity of the constructed signal’s
spectrum around fcl, a null placed at fm = −fcl

2
is equivalent to a null placed at fm = fcl

2
.

This means that if we design the matched precoder to null the spectrum close tofcl

2
we can

save a pair of nulls (due to the fact that each two nulls are coupled together). Yet, we still
get the same amount of OOB emission suppression. For example we can obtain P x

p (f)as
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Figure 21: Spectrum of a practical OFDM signal precoded with a mismatched precoder (P xh (f))
versus the spectrum of a practical OFDM signal precoded with a matched precoder (P xp (f) com-

pared to the spectrum of a precoded reference OFDM signal (P̃p(f)). We used the same setup
as Figure 7 but the precoder introduces 6 nulls rather than 8 at fm ∈ Ŝ.
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Figure 22: The in-band interference over the subcarriers of two practical OFDM systems. One
system is precoded with a matched precoder of reduced number of nulls (Ŝ). The other system
is precoded with a mismatched precoder of regular number of nulls (S1). The system uses the
same setup as Figure 7.
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in Figure 7 if we define fm ∈ Ŝ = {+7.68,+7.67,±4.85,±4.86} i.e. the cardinality of Ŝ,
|Ŝ| = 6 rather than 8. Generally, we can say that |Ŝ| = |S1| − 2.

In contrast, we cannot decrease the number of nulls for the mismatched precoder
while maintaining the suppression level of the OOB emission. The mismatched precoder
assumes that the signal is originally continuous and therefore the spectrum is not circular.
If we discard one of the pairs in the mismatched precoder implementation the spectrum of
the OFDM signal will be asymmetric. We show that in Figure 21. Figure 22 compares the
in-band interference over the subcarriers of two OFDM systems precoded with matched
versus mismatched precoders.

It is noteworthy to mention that if the communications system uses the second regime
receiver (i.e. the iterative receiver described in Figure 13 then the in-band residual
interference is smaller than (46) and (47).

The in-band interference due to spectral precoding also affects the BER performance.
Figure 23 shows the BER performance of matched precoded versus mismatched precoded
OFDM compared to plain OFDM. The systems transmit the signals in an AWGN channel.
Again we use the precoders that generate the OFDM signals with spectra shown in Figure
7 (The system is operating at 600 subcarriers mode). The figure shows the performance
of three constellation-size communication systems (QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM). We
included a turbo coded BER performance specified by the LTE standards with code rate
1/2. Table 3 concludes the simulation setup required to generate Figure 23. While the
solid lines show the performance of the blind receiver that has no knowledge of spectral
precoding at the transmitter side. The dashed lines show the performance of the iterative
receiver we studied in section 5. The receiver we used is an 8-iteration receiver. As Figure
23 shows the iterative receiver has better BER than the blind receiver especially for the
high constellation sets.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the implementation architecture of the spectrally precoded
OFDM transmitter. We introduced a novel frequency nulling spectral precoder that
operates in conjunction with the practical OFDM modulators. We showed that spectral
precoding helps simplifying the design of the analog anti-imaging filters of the OFDM
transmitters. we also show that spectral precoding does not have a significant drawback
on the PAPR of the OFDM signal. Moreover, we discussed the influence of the PA on
the performance of the spectral precoding. We noticed that the inter-modulation caused
by the PA degrades the spectral precoding suppression performance of the mismatched
precoders. Furthermore, we compared the compliance of the spectrally precoded OFDM
systems with the 3GPP measures. We analyzed the computation complexity of the
precoder as well. At the receiver side we studied the in-band interference caused by
the spectral precoding and BER performances where we found that our novel spectral
precoder outperforms the traditional spectral precoder.
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Table 3: Simulation setup for Figure 23
Symbol length: Ts

1
15

ms
CP length: Tg ≈ 4.7µs

Number of subcarriers: K 600
DFT block size: Ns 1024

Number of nulls: M
6 for matched precoder

8 for mismatched precoder
Channel AWGN

LTE coding scheme
Turbo code
rate =1/2

Number of decoding iterations
(iterative receiver only)

8

Table 4: Summary of symbols
symbol description symbol description symbol description

Ts
OFDM symbol

length
N Ns +Ng M

Number of
nulls

Tg
CP

length
di

Original
data vector

j
Decoder

iteration index

T Ts + Tg d̄i
Precoded

data vector
J

Number of decoder
iterations

K
Number of
subcarriers

fcl
DAC
clock

wi
LSE

vector

Ns DFT size fc
Carrier

frequency
ďi

Estimated
data vector

Ng
Number of

samples in CP
fm

mth nulling
frequency

ri
Received precoded

data vector
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N-smooth OFDM

Medhat Mohamad, Rickard Nilsson and Jaap van de Beek

Abstract

This paper introduces a new digitized alternative for N -continuous OFDM: N -smooth
OFDM. In contrast to N -continuous OFDM, N -smooth OFDM complies with the dig-
ital OFDM transmitters. Similar to N -continuous OFDM, N -smooth OFDM improves
the spectral compactness of OFDM systems by suppressing OOB emission. The higher
spectral compactness of N -smooth OFDM allows the system to relax requirements of
the digital to analog converter (DAC) construction filter and decreases the signal’s self
interference.

1 Introduction

The crowdedness of the sub-6 GHz spectrum requires modulation schemes with high
spectral tightness. Multicarrier systems like filtered bank multicarrier (FBMC), univer-
sal filtered multicarrier (UFMC), filtered OFDM (FOFDM), etc. superceed OFDM in
their spectral tightness[1]. Yet, despite this fact, 3GPP recently decided to keep the
cyclic prefix orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (CP-OFDM) as the modulat-
ing waveform for most of the 5G sub-6 GHz communications systems [2]. One drawback
that encouraged 3GPP to disregard such multicarrier systems is the requirement by these
systems to change the structure of the communications receiver. Thus, the multicarrier
systems’ receivers are no more as simple as that of OFDM systems.

N -continuous OFDM is an alternative waveform based on the traditional CP-OFDM
and has significantly improved the spectral compactness characteristics compared to plain
OFDM [3], [4]. One favor of N -continuous OFDM over other multicarrier systems is that
it doesn’t require any change in the design of the traditional systems’ receiver. The idea
behind N -continuous OFDM is rather than modulating the K OFDM subcarriers with
the original data vector di , [dk0 , dk1 , . . . , dkK−1

]T taken from a symbol constellation set
C, N -continuous OFDM system modulates the subcarriers with a precoded data vector
d̄i , [d̄k0 , d̄k1 , . . . , d̄kK−1

]T such that

d̄i = Gcdi. (1)

Gc precodes di into d̄i in such a way that transitions between consecutive OFDM symbols
become continuous. N -continuous OFDM fits nicely with analog systems setup.

The analog OFDM model generates continuous time OFDM symbols. Although,
regardless that the generated OFDM symbols are continuous, the whole analog OFDM
signal is not necessarily continuous due to the discontinuity between the successive OFDM
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Figure 1: Analog OFDM transmitter versus digital OFDM transmitter.

symbols. To force the analog OFDM signal continuous, we can precode the OFDM signal
N -continuous as Figure 1 (top) shows. The continuity of the analog OFDM signal results
in the suppression of the OOB emission.

The analog setup requires a bunch of operational amplifiers, transistors, capacitors
and resistors. Moreover, to modulate the subcarriers, the setup requires K highly tuned
electronic mixers. Consequently, generating an OFDM signal using analog setup is ex-
pensive and space consuming (due to the occupancy of the many analog components).

Practical systems implement the OFDM transmitters using digital setup. Digitally,
the modulation of the OFDM symbols is simply an IDFT operation performed by a
microprocessor. Since N -continuous OFDM is theoretically derived using the analog
model of the OFDM signal, N -continuous OFDM mismatches the OFDM digital setup.
This mismatch will deteriorate the N -continuous OFDM spectral performance.

In this paper we present a digitized alternative of N -continuous OFDM, N -smooth
OFDM. In section 2, we discuss the models of the analog and the digital OFDM systems.
In section 3, we derive N -smooth OFDM. Since N -smooth OFDM signals have lower
OOB emission, N -smooth OFDM systems relax the anti-imaging LPF requirements and
decrease precoding self interference and implementation complexity as we will show in
section 4.

2 System Model

We define an analog OFDM signal

s(t) =
+∞∑

i=−∞

si(t− i(Ts+Tg)), (2)

where Tg is the length of the CP and Ts + Tg is the length of the OFDM symbol

si(t) =
∑

k∈K

d̄k,ie
j2π k

Ts
tI(t), (3)

where d̄k,i is the kth data symbol modulating the kth subcarrier of the ith OFDM symbol,
k ∈ K = {k0, k1, . . . , kK−1}, I(t) = 1 for −Tg ≤ t ≤ Ts and I(t) = 0 elsewhere. If d̄i = di
then the OFDM signal s(t) is discontinuous. On the other hand, if we precode di with
Gc as in (1), then s(t) becomes N -continuous OFDM signal.
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In contrast to (2), the digitized OFDM signal is implemented by digital-to-analog
conversion of the discrete-time OFDM signal

s[n] =
+∞∑

i=−∞

si[n− i(Ns+Ng+1)], (4)

where n ∈ Z and Z is the set of integer numbers, si[n] is the ith discrete time OFDM
symbol of length Ns +Ng + 1 samples and Ng is the number of samples required by the
CP extension. Generation of si[n], is an IDFT operation,

si[n] =
∑

k∈K

d̄k,ie
2jπ k

Ns
nI[n]. (5)

The indicator function, I[n] = 1 for −Ng ≤ n ≤ Ns and I[n] = 0 elsewhere. The IDFT
operation has a size Ns ≥ K.

Here, we mathematically model the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) by two stages
(practically, the two stages are implicit within the DAC design but we show them as
two stages for mathematical clarity) [5]. We model the first stage of the DAC as a
convolution of the discrete-time OFDM signal s[n] with a continuous pulse train sp(t) =∑+∞

n=−∞ s[n]δ(t− n
fcl

). The time interval separating two successive pulses in the pulse train
is inversely proportional to the DAC’s clock frequency, fcl. Equivalently, in the frequency
domain, the output of the first stage in the DAC represents spectral images that appear
repetitively each zfcl Hz where z ∈ Z− 0 . The second stage of the DAC represents an
analog anti-imaging LPF that filters the repeated images. The output digitized OFDM
signal sc(t) then resembles the analog OFDM signal s(t) albeit they are not strictly the
same. Figure 1 (bottom) shows the transmitter of a digitized OFDM signal. To suppress
the OOB emission of the digitized OFDM signal, we design a practical alternative for
N -continuous OFDM: N -smooth OFDM.

3 N-smooth OFDM

One way to make the analog OFDM signal N -continuous is to force the beginning and
the end of the OFDM symbol and its N derivatives to zero

dm

dtm
si(t)

∣∣∣
t=−Tg

=
dm

dtm
si(t)

∣∣∣
t=Ts

= 0. (6)

In [3], Gc is designed so that the precoded analog OFDM signal fulfills (6). We call Gc

an N th order precoder if it renders the OFDM signal N -continuous.
In digital systems, the notion of continuity bears no meaning for discrete time models

(the differentiation operation is not defined for a discrete function). As alternative, we
get inspired by the finite central difference concept that approximates the differentiation
operation by a difference operation [6]. The 1-point central difference is defined in [6] as

∆f(x)|xp =
f(xp+1)− f(xp−1)

2∆x
(7)
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Figure 2: Approximation of differentiation using central difference concept

where ∆x is the step size. This definition (7) holds regardless how f(x) is generated
from the samples f(xp), i.e. regardless the choice of the DAC. We illustrate the central
difference operation in Figure 2. Without any loss of generality by considering ∆x = 1
and using the fact that the OFDM symbol is circular, we define the finite central difference
of a discrete OFDM symbol by

∆si[n] , si[(nmodNs) + 1]− si[(nmodNs)− 1]

2
(8)

where mod is the modulo operator and ∆ is the central difference operator. We further
define the N th order finite central difference of the discrete OFDM symbol si[n] as

∆msi[n] = ∆
(
∆m−1si[n]

)

=
∆m−1si[(nmodNs)+1]−∆m−1si[(nmodNs)−1]

2

(9)

for ∀ 1 ≤ m ≤ N and ∆0si[n] = si[n] for m = 0.
By substituting (5) into (9), we get

∆msi[n] =
∑

k∈K

d̄k,ie
j2π k

Ns
n

(
ej2π

k
Ns − e−j2π k

Ns

2

)m

=
∑

k∈K

d̄k,ie
j2π k

Ns
n

(
jsin(

2πk

Ns

)

)m
.

(10)

We can use the N th order finite difference property to render the discrete time OFDM
signal N -smooth.
Definition: A discrete time OFDM signal s[n] is said to be N th order smooth or N -
smooth if

∆msi[n]
∣∣∣
n=−Ng

= ∆msi−1[n]
∣∣∣
n=Ns

, (11)
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for 0 ≤ m ≤ N . Similar to (6), one way to fulfill (11) is

∆msi[n]
∣∣∣
n=−Ng

= ∆msi[n]
∣∣∣
n=Ns

= 0. (12)

We now derive an N th order precoder Gs that will render the discrete time OFDM
signal N -smooth. Substituting (10) in (12) and using vector notation gives Bd̄i = 0,
where B is the constraint matrix defined as

B ,
[

AΦ
A

]
, Φ , diag(ej

2πNg
Ns

k0 , ej
2πNg
Ns

k1 , . . . , ej
2πNg
Ns

kK−1) and

[A]ml ,
(
jsin(

2π

Ns

kl)
)m
, (13)

for m = 0, 1, ..., N and l = 0, 1, ..., K − 1. The precoder

Gs = I−BH(BBH)−1B. (14)

is the solution to the constrained least squares problem

min||di − d̄i||22, subject to Bd̄i = 0, (15)

In words, the precoder Gs is the projection of di onto the null space N (B) of B [7].
As the entries of A and Φ show, the precoder Gs explicitly depends on Ns and Ng

and, as a consequence, on fcl, but does not depend on di.
The only design difference between Gc and Gs lies in the entries of matrix A. While

A in Gc is a Vandermonde matrix of entries from K [3], A in N -smooth OFDM is a
Vandermonde matrix of entries shown in (13). Therefore, the two systems have similar
linear characteristics (the two precoders are projection matrices). For instance, similar
to N -continuous OFDM, as N increases the smoothness order increases and OFDM has
less OOB emission. Yet, the two systems have different spectral characteristics.

As in [8] the spectrum of a discrete-time OFDM signal s[n] is

P (ω) =
1

Ns +Ng

aT (ω)Gsa
∗(ω), (16)

where −π ≤ ω ≤ π is the normalized frequency, a(ω) , [ak0(ω), ak1(ω), . . . , akK−1
(ω)]

and

ak(ω) = ej
Ns−Ng

2
(ω− 2πk

Ns
)
sin
(
(Ns+Ng+0.5)(ω−2πk

Ns
)
)

sin
(ω− 2πk

Ns

2

) (17)

is the Fourier transform of the kth subcarrier of the discrete-time OFDM symbol. In
words, ak(ω) is a shifted version of the Dirichlet kernel contrary to [8], where the sub-
carriers of the analog OFDM symbol are shifted versions of the cardinal sine.

We get the analytical expression of the N -smooth OFDM spectrum by converting the
discrete-time spectrum (16) into a continuous-time spectrum. The conversion involves a
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Figure 3: The spectrum of sp(t) with no precoding, precoded with Gc and precoded with Gs. We
design the precoders with two smoothness/continuity orders N = 4 (solid) and N = 3 (dashed).
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Figure 4: A comparison between the spectra of FOFDM, UFMC, 3-continuous OFDM and 3-
smooth OFDM. for FOFDM and UFMC we use Hann window and Dolph-Chebyshev window
respectively as in [1]. The 3-continuous and 3-smooth OFDM signals are filtered with Chebyshev
II filter of order 7.
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Figure 5: Spectrum of not-precoded sc(t) filtered with 7th order Chebyshev II LPF versus the
spectrum of sc(t) precoded with 4th order Gs and filtered with 5th order Chebyshev II LPF.

substitution of Ns + Ng and ω in (16) and (17) by Ts + Tg and f respectively. where f
is related to ω by f = ωz

2π
fcl [5]. Consequently, the spectrum of sp(t) at the output of the

first stage of the DAC is

P (f) =
1

Ts+Tg
aT (f)Gsa

∗(f). (18)

Since Gs fulfills smoothness to the discrete-time OFDM signal s[n] (before render-
ing it continuous with the DAC), the spectral performance of N -smooth OFDM is less
susceptible to the choice of the DAC clock frequency than N -continuous OFDM.

Figure 3 shows the spectra of sp(t) with no precoding, precoded with Gc and precoded
with Gs

1. The two precoded OFDM signals have better spectral characteristics than the
not precoded OFDM signal. Yet, for the same N , sp(t) has much lower OOB emission
when precoded with Gs than when precoded with Gc. For example, we notice in Figure 3
that sp(t) has lower OOB emission when precoded with 3rd order Gs than when precoded
with 4th order Gc!

After the construction of sp(t) by the DAC, an anti-imaging filter suppresses the spec-
tral images. The spectrum of the digitized OFDM signal sc(t) at the output of the LPF
is

PLPF(f) = |H(f)|2P (f). (19)

where H(f) is the frequency response of the anti-imaging LPF.

1We setup an OFDM system that meets the LTE standards [9] with DAC’s clock, fcl = Ts
2048 and 600

OFDM subcarriers operating mode.
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Figure 6: Self interference, Dkl = [I −G]ll, over the 600 subcarriers of one OFDM symbol of
sc(t) precoded with 3rd order Gs and 4th order Gc.

Figure 4 shows the spectra of sc(t) precoded with Gc and Gs of 3rd order continuity
and filtered with an analog Chebyshev II filter2 of order 7 and band stop ripples of -80
dB. Since the OFDM signal consists of 600 subcarriers, we choose a cutoff frequency
fc = 4.5 MHz. The two OFDM spectra are compared with the spectra of UFMC and
FOFDM systems. As the figure shows N -continuous and N -smooth OFDM give better
suppression of OOB than UFMC and FOFDM.

As the filter order increases its computation complexity increases and the digitized
OFDM signal becomes more time dispersive. Therefore, it is crucial for the OFDM
system to keep the anti-imaging filter’s order as low as possible. Luckily, N -smooth
OFDM relaxes the filter order requirements. Figure 5 shows the power spectrum of sc(t)
with no precoding at the output of a Chebyshev II LPF of order 7 along with the power
spectrum of sc(t) precoded with 4th order Gs at the output of a Chebyshev II LPF
of order 5. The figure shows that the lower order filtered N -smooth signal has better
spectral characteristics than the higher order filtered plain OFDM signal!

4 Self interference and complexity of N-smooth

OFDM

As (1) shows, precoding linearly combines the originally uncorrelated data symbols in di
into correlated data symbols in d̄i. The correlation appears in the form of self interference.
Since the OFDM receiver doesn’t know about precoding at the transmitter, the self
interference will degrade the Bit error rate (BER) [10]. It has been shown in [10] that
the total self interference over one OFDM symbol is Dtotal = rank(B) = 2N+2. However
it is not distributed equally over the different subcarriers. The subcarriers closer to the
carrier frequency suffer less interference than the outer subcarriers. The self interference

2We mimic the analog Chebyshev II filter with a digital Chebyshev II LPF using Matlab signal
processing toolbox.
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over the kth
l subcarrier is Dkl = [I−G]ll.

These conclusions extend naturally to N -smooth OFDM. Yet, since N th order Gs can
suppress more OOB emission in digitized OFDM systems than N th order Gc, we can
decrease the total self interference by choosing a lower order of Gs while keeping the
same (or even higher) OOB emission suppression performance as Gc. Figure 6 shows an
example of the variation of the self interference with the subcarriers of sc(t) precoded
with 3rd order Gs and sc(t) precoded with 4th order Gc. Since Gs in this case is one order
lower than Gc, the self interference over the subcarriers of sc(t) becomes lower as Figure
6 shows. Yet sc(t) precoded with 3rd order Gs still have lower OOB emission than sc(t)
precoded with 4th order Gc as Figure 3 shows. In general, sc(t) precoded with (N − 1)th

order Gs has less total self interference by a fraction

ρi =
2N+2− 2N

2N+2
=

1

N+1

than sc(t) precoded with N th order Gc. Yet sc(t) precoded with (N − 1)th order Gs may
still have lower (or at least similar) OOB emission as sc(t) precoded with N th order Gc.

This paper adopts the complexity analysis presented in [4]. Since Gs is independent
on the data symbols then the precoding complexity of Gs grows linearly with N and
K. For an N -smooth OFDM system of K subcarriers, the total precoding complexity is
2(N + 1)K multiplications for each OFDM symbol. Again, exploiting the high spectral
compactness of sc(t) precoded with Gs compared to the spectral compactness of sc(t)
precoded with Gc, we can decrease the smoothness order to reduce the computation
complexity of the precoder. Clearly (N − 1)th order Gs has less number of complex
multiplications by a fraction

ρc =
(2N+2)K − (2N)K

(2N+2)K
=

1

N+1

compared to N th order Gc. For example, 3rd order Gs has 20% lower computational
complexity than 4th order Gc.

5 Conclusion

N -smooth OFDM is a digitized alternative of N -continuous OFDM. We derive the
N -smooth precoder by modifying the constraint matrix B that characterizes the N -
continuous precoder. In contrast to N -continuous OFDM, the spectral performance of
N -smooth OFDM is less susceptible to the choice of the DAC clock frequency. As a re-
sult, N -smooth OFDM system relaxes the anti-imaging LPF requirements and decreases
the complexity and self interference while keeping high OOB emission suppression.
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Joint spectral-spatial precoders in massive-MIMO

OFDM transmitters

Tayebeh Taheri, Medhat Mohamad, Rickard Nilsson and Jaap van de Beek

Abstract

In this paper we propose novel joint spectral-spatial precoders for large-antenna OFDM
systems that suppress both spatial multi-user interference and spectral out-of-band power
emissions. We analyse the performance of the proposed precoder in terms of spectral
characteristics, system sum-rate and transmitter complexity. We show in particular
that, interestingly, the proposed joint maximum-ratio precoder has a simple transmitter
structure of two separate and consecutive banks of spectral and spatial precoders.

1 Introduction

Interference of various kinds has been a central topic in radio communications for decades.
Shared use of the spectrum by many radio transmitters and receivers in combination with
propagation characteristics of radio waves beyond the control of the radio engineer is at
the basis of signal distortions known as co- and adjacent channel interference, inter- and
intracell interference, and multiuser interference, to name a few. Depending on system
performance or complexity requirements research has proposed means to reduce [1, 2],
avoid [3, 4, 5], align [6, 7], cancel [8, 9], or plainly ignore these interferences.

Application of very large antenna arrays, generally known as massive MIMO (multiple-
input multiple-output), is emerging these days as a way to reduce interference at a base
station among concurrently transmitting users in a cell (the multiple-access or uplink
channel) or the interference at a user terminal from concurrently transmitted signals to
other users in the cell (the broadcast or downlink channel). Relatively simple receiver or
transmitter processing, precoding across the base station antennas, causes the interfer-
ence between spatially-adjacent users to vanish provided that the number of base station
antennas grows arbitrarily large [10].

Similar challenges relate to interference among spectrally-adjacent users. The radio
spectrum is today predominantly used by appointing different frequency bands to users
or systems and, as with spatial neighbours, radio waves of spectral neighbours typically
appear as uncontrolled harmful interference.

Harmful interference to spectrally adjacent bands are either due to non-linear effects in
the front-end electronics of transmitter devices. These effects in massive MIMO systems
have been the topic of a number of recent publications, see for instance [11, 12, 13].
More fundamental are the kind of out-of-band emissions that relate to the choice of the
information-carrying waveforms - these emissions also appear when transmitter radios
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are ideally linear and typically need to be suppressed with for instance low-pass filters
or pulse shaping windows.

In a number of recent contributions [14], it has been shown that the latter kind of
adjacent channel interference in multicarrier systems can be reduced through applica-
tion of a well-chosen precoding operation at the transmitter across the subcarriers of a
multicarrier communication system. With some similarity to the above-mentioned re-
duction of spatial interference, well-chosen spectral precoders can thus greatly reduce
the out-of-band power emission, provided that the number of subcarriers is large.

This paper presents new multicarrier precoders that combine the spectral and spatial
precoding operations into one joint precoder. We give expressions for transmit waveforms
that on one hand, separate concurrent downlink transmissions spatially and, on the other
hand, significantly reduce the out-of-band spectral emission and the associated adjacent
band interference. Performance of these precoders improves with increasing number of
both subcarriers and base station antenna elements.

The joint precoders exploit the large number of available signal dimensions (in space
and frequency) to jointly accomplish suppression of other users’ contributions at one
user’s receiver as well as supression of out-of-band power emissions at all transmit antenna
elements. Implementation complexity of the zero-forcing joint precoder is likely to be
prohibitively large in communications systems deployed today or in a near future. In
contrast, the joint maximum-ratio transmission precoder is shown to render a simple
transmitter structure in which a bank of spatial precoders precedes a bank of spectral
precoders. The spectral requirement is shown to change the perceived channel into a
virtual channel with lower rank. In fact, this paper presents an analysis of massive-
MIMO systems in rank-deficient channels.

The paper continues as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the signal model, notation
and spatial-spectral requirements. In Section 3 we present the optimal precoders which
we analyse in Section 4 and 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 The OFDM Massive MIMO System Model

2.1 Downlink multi-antenna OFDM transmission

Consider a downlink transmission system as depicted in Figure 1 where U one-antenna
users are served by a base station that deploys M antennas and uses OFDM modulation
with K subcarriers. We model the emitted MIMO-OFDM signal from the mth of the M
transmit antennas, whose out-of-band emissions we wish to control, as

g(m)(t) =
∑

i

s
(m)
i (t− iT ), m = 1, . . . ,M, (1)

where T is the length of a symbol interval. We will focus on one of the constituting
OFDM symbols in (1) and drop the time index i denoting the ith OFDM symbol interval.
An OFDM symbol s(m)(t) is a multiplex of modulated subcarriers pk(t) indexed by k ∈
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Base
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1

2

M

User 1

User 2

User U

Figure 1: Downlink multi-antenna transmission system with one M -antenna base station and
U �M single-antenna users. Each antenna emits an OFDM waveform that consist of K � 1
subcarriers.

K={k0, k1, . . . , kK−1}:
s(m)(t) =

∑

k∈K

d̄k,mpk(t). (2)

In this paper, we will assume that bothM andK are large and, if not explicitly mentioned
otherwise, we will adopt a traditional cyclic-prefixed OFDM system with finite-length
exponentials pk(t)=e

j2πkt/Ts for −Tg≤t<Ts (where Ts+Tg=T ) and pk(t)=0 elsewhere.
Furthermore, we assume that the set of KM modulating complex-valued symbols d̄k,m
in (2) jointly represent a set of KU information symbols dk,u, k ∈ K, u = 1, . . ., U ,
taken from a Gaussian codebook, dk,u ∼ CN (0, 1). Concretely, for each OFDM symbol
a linear precoder at the transmitter combines the set of KU information symbols dk,u
into a set of KM complex-valued symbols d̄k,m that modulate the K subcarriers on
the M antennas. This is a generalization of the existing literature on (massive) MIMO
precoding in that the precoder operates jointly over all subcarriers in the OFDM system
and over all antennas in the array. The purpose of the precoder will be, on one hand
to perform a spatial beamforming and, on the other, to confine the transmitted signal
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energy in frequency. Intuition at this point may suggest that such joint precoder will
be prohibitively complex because K and M are large, but we will see in Section 3 that
interesting, practical low-complexity precoders emerge.

2.2 Combined spectral and spatial notation

In order to conveniently and jointly manipulate both the M spatial and the K spectral
dimensions of the above system we introduce a large-system vector notation and start
collecting the complex-valued weights d̄k,m modulating the subcarriers in the size K×M
matrix D̄ as

D̄
def
=




d̄1,1 d̄1,2 · · · d̄1,M

d̄2,1 d̄2,2 · · · d̄2,M
...

. . .
...

d̄K,1 d̄K,2 · · · d̄K,M


 , (3)

where K is the number of subcarriers and M is the number of transmit antennas. The
entry d̄k,m is the complex number transmitted over the kth subcarrier on themth antenna.
Hence, each column collects the data transmitted from a base station antenna, and each
row collects the data transmitted on a subcarrier.

In addition to the matrix D̄, it will be convenient, if not necessary, to refer to its
entries d̄k,m through its vectorizations, the size-KM×1 vectors d̄F and d̄X defined as

d̄F
def
= vec(D̄) and d̄X

def
= vec(D̄T ), (4)

where the vectorization operator vec(·) denotes the column vector that is the result of
stacking the columns, left to right, of its matrix argument. Therefore,

d̄F=




d̄
(1)
F

d̄
(2)
F
...

d̄
(M)
F


 , where d̄

(m)
F =




d̄1,m

d̄2,m
...

d̄K,m


 , and d̄X=




d̄
(1)
X

d̄
(2)
X
...

d̄
(K)
X


 , where d̄

(k)
X =




d̄k,1
d̄k,2

...
d̄k,M


 , (5)

The above introduces three different notations (the matrix D̄ along with the two
vectors d̄F and d̄X) that represent the single set of numbers {d̄k,m}, k∈K,m=1, 2, . . . ,M ,
in three different ways. In particular, the following lemma articulates how d̄F and d̄X
relate.

Lemma 1 (The vec-permutation matrix [15]). For any size-K×M matrix X, vec(X)
and vec(XT ) are related as [15]

vec(X) = ΠKM · vec(XT ) (6)

where the size-KM×KM permutation matrix ΠKM , referred to as the vec-permutation
matrix, is

ΠKM =
M∑

m=1

K∑

k=1

EMK(m, k)⊗ET
MK(m, k) (7)
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and where EMK(m, k) is a M×K matrix whose (m, k)th entry is unity while all other
entries are zero and where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.

The notation Π is frequently used to describe permutations or interleavers – in fact,
permutation (7) corresponds to a structured matrix interleaver where entries of an input
vector are row-wise written into a size-K×M matrix and then read out in a column-wise
fashion into an output vector. With Lemma 1 the vectors d̄F and d̄X are related as

d̄X = ΠT
KM d̄F . (8)

As for any permutation, Π−1
KM=ΠT

KM and here, in particular, ΠT
KM = ΠMK as can

been verified from (7). Operation (8) can be interpreted as a unitary transform between
two domains where the numbers {d̄k,m}, k∈K,m=1, 2, . . . ,M are represented, a spectral
domain (through d̄F ) and a spatial domain (through d̄X). The unitary transform is
straightforward – the term domain merely refers to the order in which the {d̄k,m} are
represented – but will appear as a useful tool in the next section.

Similarly, we collect aggregate KU information symbols (K information symbols to
each of U users) in the size-K×U matrix

D
def
=




d1,1 d1,2 · · · d1,U

d2,1 d2,2 · · · d2,U
...

. . .
...

dK,1 dK,2 · · · dK,U


 , (9)

and we finally define the large size-KU×1 data vectors dF and dX as

dF
def
= vec(D) and dX

def
= vec(DT ), (10)

therefore,

dF=




d
(1)
F

d
(2)
F
...

d
(U)
F


 , where d

(u)
F =




d1,u

d2,u
...

dK,u


 , and dX=




d
(1)
X

d
(2)
X
...

d
(K)
X


 , where d

(k)
X =




dk,1
dk,2

...
dk,U


 ,(11)

such that, with lemma 1,
dX = ΠT

KUdF . (12)

We express the linear transmitter precoder GF is a KM×KU matrix such that

d̄F = GFdF , (13)

or alternatively using (8) and (12)

d̄X = ΠT
KM d̄F = ΠT

KMGFdF

= ΠT
KMGFΠKUdX = GXdX ,

(14)
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where
GX = ΠT

KMGFΠKU . (15)

Here

GF=




G1,1 G1,2 · · · G1,U

G2,1 G2,2 · · · G2,U
...

. . .
...

GM,1 GM,2 · · · GM,U


 , (16)

where Gu,m is a K×K matrix.
Figure 2 shows the commutative structure that appears with the above framework.

In particular, the bottom two layers represent the relations (3)–(15).

2.3 Transmission over a dispersive additive-noise channel

With the above vector matrix notation we now rewrite (2) as

s(t) = D̄Tp(t). (17)

where the K×1 vector p(t) = (pk0(t), pk1(t), . . . , pkK−1
(t))T , and the M×1 vector s(t) =

(s(1)(t), s(2)(t), . . . , s(M)(t))T .
Now, for cyclic-prefixed OFDM with the well-known finite-length equally-spaced ex-

ponential pulses pk(t), it is well known that the dispersive channel reduces to a set of
orthogonal non-dispersive channels, one for each subcarrier. For the kth subcarrier we
denote the spatial channel by the size-(U×M) matrix Hk where all elements of Hk are
assumed independent and CN (0, 1) distributed. The transmission of signal (17) through
a dispersive MIMO channel yields the received symbol-vector

r̄X = H̃X d̄X + ñX = H̃XGXdX + ñX , (18)

where

H̃X=




H1 0 · · · 0
0 H2 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · HK


 (19)

represents the K orthogonal MIMO channels and ñX ∼ CN (0, 1) is the additive noise.
It will be useful in the later analysis to write (18) in an equivalent form in the spectral

domain:

r̄F = H̃F d̄F + ñF

= H̃FGFdF + ñF .
(20)

Here ñF
def
= ΠKU ñX ,

r̄F
def
=




r̄
(1)
F

r̄
(2)
F
...

r̄
(U)
F


 , where r̄

(u)
F

def
=




r̄1,u

r̄2,u
...

r̄K,u


 , (21)
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R

r̄X r̄F

D̄

d̄X d̄F

D

dX dF

vec(·)

vec(·)T

ΠKU

ΠUK=ΠT
KU

channel

vec(·)

vec(·)T

ΠKM

H̃X

ΠMK=ΠT
KM

H̃F

precoding

vec(·)

vec(·)T

ΠKU

GX

ΠUK=ΠT
KU

GF

Figure 2: The commutative structure of the information symbols D, the precoded symbols D̄
and the noise-free received symbols R.
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and

H̃F
def
= ΠKUH̃XΠT

KM . (22)

Channel matrix H̃F has the structure of

H̃F=




H1,1 H1,2 · · · H1,M

H2,1 H2,2 · · · H2,M
...

. . .
...

HU,1 HU,2 · · · HU,M


 . (23)

In (23), each Hu,m is a diagonal K×K matrix that collects the coefficients of the
channel from antenna m to user u for all K subcarriers. In the rest of the paper by Hi

we mean the sub-matrix in (19) and by Hi,j we mean the sub-matrix in (23). The top
layer in Figure 2 adds the relations (17)–(22) to the commutative structure we established
in the previous section.

3 Joint Spectral and Spatial Precoding

In this section we present the precoder that reduces the intercell spatial interference as
well as the adjacent channel spectral interference. We will force the transmitted OFDM
signal to simultaneously satisfy two properties: reduced out-of-band (OOB) emission at
each of the M transmit antennas [14] and zero multiuser interference (MUI) at each of
the U receivers.

3.1 The transmitter condition: signalling in a nullspace

As is well known from the single-antenna literature on spectral shaping, a precoder forces
the OFDM-signal’s out-of-band emission to vanish, by fulfilling

A ·
[
d̄1,m d̄2,m · · · d̄K,m

]T
= 0R×1, (24)

for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M, where the size-(R×K) matrix A reflects R = 2N + 2 relevant
linear spectral requirements that need to be satified in order to reduce the transmitter’s
out-of-band emission. The linear requirements (i.e. the entries of A) varies from one
spectral precoding approach to another. There are different spectral precoding flavors in
the literature [14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Below, we give two concrete examples of the choice
of A.

Example 1. An OFDM signal, being a multiplex of many rectangularly windowed com-
plex exponentials, is discontinuous by nature. Spectrally, these truncated exponentials
decay slowly as 1/f 2, which is the main reason for the systems high OOB emissions.

In an attempt to make the spectrum decay faster than 1/f 2, N -continuous precoding
is an approach that renders the OFDM signal’s trajectory continuous. The N -continuous
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OFDM precoder is designed such that any OFDM symbol and its N derivatives are
continuous with the OFDM symbol preceding it and its N derivatives.

One way to achieve this continuity is to force the edges of any OFDM symbol and
its N derivatives to decay to zero. In this precoder, A collects the R = 2N + 2 linear

requirements such that A =
[
ΦTAT

0 AT
0

]T
(see [17]) where A0 has entries [a0]i,l =k

i−1
l

for i=1, 2, . . . , N + 1 and l=1, 2, . . . , K and where Φ is a K × K-diagonal matrix with
entries [φ]l,l =e

−j2πklTg/Ts . The size of A is thus determined by the number of subcarriers
K and the continuity order N , and the entries by the system parameters Ts and Tg.

Example 2. A second way to supress out-of-band emissions (and have the OFDM spec-
trum decay faster than 1/f 2) is by choosing a precoder such that the resulting precoded
signal’s Fourier transform is zero at well chosen frequencies [14]. The chosen nulling
frequencies fi ∈ {f0, f1, . . . , fR} should fall outside the dedicated spectral band of the
system. In this approach the matrix A collects the values of the Fourier transform of

the truncated complex exponentials at the chosen frequencies, [a]i,l =F{ej2πkl
t
Ts }|fi for

i=1, 2, . . . , R and l=1, 2, . . . , K.

The spectral condition (24) is a transmitter-side condition and, as such, independent
of the channel. In fact it is fully specified by the matrix A which only depends on the
choice of the subcarriers (the index set K), system-specific parameters (Ts and Tg) and
the choice of the notching frequencies.

To extend the single antenna spectral precoding into joint spectral and spatial pre-
coding, The joint requirement for all antennas becomes

AD̄ = 0R×M , (25)

which states that each column of D̄ (data from one base station antenna) must reside in
the nullspace of A. We rewrite this as

Ãd̄F = 0 (26)

where the size-RM×KM matrix Ã is defined as

Ã
def
= I ⊗A =




A 0 · · · 0
0 A · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · A


 . (27)

In other words the vector of transmitted data symbols d̄F must reside in the nullspace
of Ã.

3.2 The receiver condition: absence of MUI

Secondly, we will require the U users’ data to appear orthogonal at each receiver. This
classical condition in multiuser MIMO (and in the massive-MIMO literature) often re-
ferred to as the zero-forcing condition renders a precoder that causes interference to vanish
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at each receiver leaving only the additive noise to determine the system’s sum-rate (for
the single-cell scenario, and provided the transmitter has knowledge of the channel state).
For an OFDM system this condition becomes

Hk

[
d̄k,1 d̄k,2 · · · d̄k,M

]T
=
[
dk,1 dk,2 · · · dk,U

]T (28)

for all k ∈ K, which can be further rewritten as

H̃X d̄X = dX . (29)

The spatial condition (29) is a receiver-side condition and, as such, dependent of the
channel. It is fully specified by the instantaneous channel matrices Hk.

3.3 The minimum-energy joint precoder

For clarity we repeat here the requirements that we will impose on the transmitted signal,
(26) and (29):

Ãd̄F = 0 (30)

H̃X d̄X = dX . (31)

The first spectral set of requirements consists of RM linear constraints, R for each
antenna. The parameter R is typically a small number compared to the number of
subcarriers, R� K. The second spatial set of requirements consists of UK requirements,
U for each subcarrier in the OFDM system. We assume here that the number of users is
small compared to the number of transmit antennas, U � M . On aggregate, there are
RM+UK linear requirements in (30) and (31) we want the transmitted OFDM symbol
(2) to satisfy. The signal’s total dimension is KM and hence the number of requirements
is just a fraction of the total signal spaces dimension

RM+UK

KM
=
R

K
+
U

M
� 1 (32)

In other words, finding a solution d̄F (or d̄X) exists in the underdetermined system of
linear equations and many solutions can be found in a large signal subspace. Now, with
(6), we first write, for simpilicity we drop the index KM in ΠKM and write it as Π,

[
ÃΠ

H̃X

]
d̄X =

[
0
dX

]
, (33)

and we are interested in the smallest vector d̄X that satisfies these constraints,

(ZF) min
d̄X

||d̄X ||2 s.t.

[
ÃΠ

H̃H

]
d̄X=

[
0
dX

]
. (34)

The following lemma, first formulated in [21] will be of help in expressing the solution
to this problem.
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Lemma 2 (Pseudoinverse of a partitioned matrix [21]). The pseudoinverse of a parti-
tioned matrix can be rewritten as

[
X1

X2

]†
=
[
(X1PX2)† (X2PX1)†

]
(35)

where (·)† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse and where PXi=I−XH
i (XiX

H
i )−1Xi

denotes the projection onto the nullspace of Xi.

With this lemma the solution to (34) is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 (Joint spectral-spatial zero-forcing precoder). The minimum-norm solution
to (34) is

d̄X = GZF
X dX (36)

where the precoder GZF
X is

GZF
X = PÃΠH̃

H
X (H̃XPÃΠH̃

H
X )−1. (37)

The matrix PÃΠ = I−ΠHÃH(ÃÃH)−1ÃΠ denotes projection on the nullspace of ÃΠ.

Proof. Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse gives the solution to (34)

d̄X =

[
ÃΠ

H̃X

]† [
0
dX

]
. (38)

With Lemma 2 and the fact that ΠΠH=I (36) immediately follows.

Finally, solution (37) can also be written as

GZF
X = ΠHPÃΠH̃H

X

(
H̃XΠHPÃΠH̃H

X

)−1

. (39)

Equivalently, by substituting (15) into (39),

GZF
F = PÃH̃

H
F

(
H̃FPÃH̃

H
F

)−1

. (40)

3.4 Interpretations and properties

For the special case when K = 1, the system is a single carrier system and therefore, we
consider no spectral precoding. Consequently, PÃ and Π collapse to I and H̃X becomes
the U ×M matrix H1. Therefore, (39) becomes

GZF
X = HH

1

(
H1H

H
1

)−1
, (41)

which is indeed the zero forcing spatial precoder of single carrier systems.
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Result (36) comes with some interesting interpretations. First, as stated in (34), the
transmitted signal is essentially the zero-forcing solution to an alternative problem

(ZF-Alt.) min
d̄X

||d̄X ||2 s.t. ȞX d̄X=dX , (42)

where the associated alternative MIMO channel ȞX is

ȞX = H̃XPÃΠ. (43)

Substituting (43) in (37) and using the idempotency property of the projection matrix
we get

GZF
X = PÃΠH̃

H
X (H̃XPÃΠP

H
ÃΠ

H̃H
X )−1 = ȞH

X (ȞXȞ
H
X )−1 (44)

From (44) we find that GZF
X in (36) is the zero-forcing solution for the channel ȞX :

GZF
X = Ȟ†

X . (45)

Equivalently,
GZF
F = Ȟ†

F . where ȞF = H̃FPÃ (46)

Obviously, with the above design, the zero forcing precoder (44) satisfies both the
spectral and spatial requirements in (30) and (31). This is straightforwardly verified as
we substitute (45) in (36). With d̄X = Ȟ†

XdX , the lefthand side of (30) becomes

ÃΠd̄X = ÃΠȞ†
XdX = ÃΠȞH

X (ȞXȞ
H
X )−1dX

= ÃΠ(H̃XPÃΠ)H(H̃XPÃΠH̃X)−1dX

= ÃΠPÃΠH̃
H
X (H̃XPÃΠH̃X)−1dX = 0.

(47)

The last equality follows from that PÃΠ projects H̃H
X (H̃XPÃΠH̃X)−1dX onto the nullspace

of ÃΠ, N (ÃΠ). Similarly, the lefthand side of (31) becomes

H̃X d̄X = H̃XȞ
†
XdX = H̃XȞ

H
H (ȞXȞ

H
X )−1dX

= H̃X(H̃XPÃΠ)H(H̃XPÃΠH̃
H
X )−1dX

= H̃XPÃΠH̃
H
X (H̃XPÃΠH̃

H
X )−1dX = dX

(48)

Interestingly, the alternative channel ȞX in (43), appears as the product of a pro-
jection matrix and channel matrix H̃H – indeed the projection matrix PÃΠ degrades the
channel H̃X by reducing its rank. Without any assumptions about the rank of the radio
channel H̃X it is clear that

rank(ȞX) ≤ min{rank(H̃X), rank(PÃΠ)}. (49)
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Now, since

rank(PÃΠ) = Tr(PÃΠ) = Tr(ΠHPÃΠ) = Tr(PÃ)

= rank(PÃ) = rank(I−ÃH(ÃÃH)−1Ã) = M(K−R),
(50)

where we use the properties that PÃΠ=ΠHPÃΠ and that the rank of a diagonal block
matrix is the sum of the ranks of its constituent matrices, rank(Ã)=M · rank(A)=MR.
Moreover,

rank(H̃X) ≤ KU (51)

because H̃X is a size KU×KM matrix. Using Sylvester’s rank inequality for lower band
[22], we find that for any MIMO channel H̃X

rank(H̃X)−MR ≤ rank(ȞX) ≤ rank(H̃X). (52)

even if all the K constituent subcarrier MIMO channels Hk have full rank (rank U each).
Apparently, the spectral requirement associated with the precoder comes at a price of a
reduced rank of the effective channel. We will evaluate the effect on the system’s sum-rate
in the following section.

3.5 The joint maximum-ratio transmission precoder

The zero-forcing solution (45) suggests that for the virtual channel ȞX the maximum-
ratio transmission precoder is

GMRT
X = ȞH

X . (53)

which becomes (in a similar approach as for the zero-forcing precoder representation (39))

d̄X = GMRT
X dX = ΠTPÃΠH̃H

XdX . (54)

Equivalently, similar to (40),

d̄F = GMRT
F dF = PÃH̃

H
F dF . (55)

Similar to GZF
X , GMRT

X fulfills the spectral requirements (30), although the MRT
precoder GMRT

X doesn’t fulfill the spatial requirements (31).
In the next section we will evaluate the performance of the MRT-precoder, (53), along

with that of the ZF-precoder, (45).
The representation (54) suggests an attractive implementation of the MRT precoder.

In particular, we can exploit the block-diagonal structure of both PÃ and H̃H
X for the

benefit of reducing implementation complexity While matrix multiplicating with GMRT
X .

While the block-diagonality of H̃H
X is obvious from (19), also PÃ is block diagonal as

follows from the following lemma.
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Lemma 3 (Projection matrix of block diagonal matrix). If X̃ is a block-diagonal matrix
with repeated blocks X, as X̃=I ⊗X then the projection matrix associated with X̃ is
also block-diagonal with repeating blocks of projection matrices PX :

PX̃ = I ⊗ PX . (56)

Proof. Using the identities that (I⊗X)H=I⊗XH, (I⊗X)−1=I⊗X−1, (I⊗X1)(I⊗X2) =
I⊗X1X2, and I−(I⊗X)=(I⊗(I−X)), we write

PX̃ = I − X̃H(X̃X̃H)−1X̃

= I − (I⊗X)H((I⊗X)(I⊗X)H)−1(I⊗X)

= I − (I⊗XH)(I⊗XXH)−1(I⊗X)

= I − (I⊗XH(XXH)−1X) = I ⊗ PX .

(57)

With lemma 3 and (27), we find that

PÃ =




PA 0 · · · 0
0 PA · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · PA


 , (58)

where PA=I−AH(AAH)−1A. This structure of PÃ allows for a parallelization of the
implmentation of the joint MRT-precoder.

In the implementation of (54), a massive MIMO OFDM transmitter first performs
spatial precoding on a per-subcarrier basis. The precoder decompose H̃H

X into K sub-
matrices of dimensionality M ×U each. Then the OFDM transmitter follows the spatial
precoding with a spectral precoding. The subsequent spectal precoder PÃ operates on
a per-antenna basis. Owing to its block-diagonality we decompose PÃ into M PA pre-
coders of K ×K dimensionality each. The resulting precoded symbols are then ready to
be fed into the respective transmitter IFFT block (one per antenna). This joint MRT
precoding architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.

4 Performance Analysis of Jointly Precoded Massive

MIMO OFDM

4.1 Spectral characteristics

Since one of the two main goals of jointly Precoded mMIMO OFDM is to improve the
spectral containment of plain mMIMO OFDM systems, in this part we analyze the spec-
tral behavior of jointly precoded mMIMO OFDM. In principle, each spatial transmitter
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Figure 3: An efficient implementation of the spectral-spatial MRT precoder, (54).

has its own spectral characteristics even though precoding is performed jointly. There-
fore, to be able to analyze the spectral behavior of each antenna, we need to dig into
the structure of the joint precoder and see how it is related to the seperated spectral
behavior of each transmitting antenna.

To analyze the spectral behavior of each transmitting antenna we start with (15).
Figure 2 shows the relation between GX and GF in (15). Keep in mind that GH and GF

are two representations of the same precoder. While d̄X stack the precoded data symbols
spatial-wise (i.e. each M successive data symbols modulate the kth subcarriers at the
same kth frequency of the M OFDM symbols at the M spatial antennas), d̄F stacks the
precoded data symbols spectral-wise (i.e. each K successive data symbols modulate all
the K subcarriers of the mth OFDM symbol transmitted over the mth antenna).

We represent GF in (16) as

GF=




G
(1)
F

G
(2)
F
...

G
(M)
F


 (59)

where G
(m)
F =

[
Gm,1Gm,2 . . .Gm,U

]
is an K × UK matrix collecting the elements in GF

required to precode dF into d̄
(m)
F where d̄

(m)
F is a K × 1 vector of the precoded data

symbols that modulate the K subcarriers of the mth OFDM symbol transmitted over
the mth antenna, see (5) and (13). For a single-input single-output (SISO) system, [14]
defines the power spectral density of precoded OFDM as

S(f) =
1

T
E{(aT (f)d̄F )(aT (f)d̄F )H}

∼ aT (f)PAa
∗(f)

(60)

where E{·} is over all data and a(f) is aK×1 vector that represents the Fourier transform
of p(t). In words a(f) collects the set of the OFDM symbol subcarriers represented in
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the frequency domain. The spectrum defined in (60) naturally extends to the MIMO
system. Inserting the representation from (59) in (60), the spectrum of jointly precoded
OFDM system of one channel realization at the mth antenna becomes

S
(m)
H (f) =

1

T
E{(aT (f)d̄

(m)
F )(aT (f)d̄

(m)
F )H}

=
1

T
(aT (f)E{d̄(m)

F d̄
(m)H

F }a∗(f))

=
1

T
(aT (f)E{G(m)

F dFd
H
FG

(m)H

F }a∗(f))

=
1

T
(aT (f)G

(m)
F E{dFdHF }G(m)H

F a∗(f))

(61)

Under the assumption that dF possesses uncorrelated entries, (61) collapses to

S
(m)
H (f) =

1

T
(aT (f)G

(m)
F G

(m)H

F a∗(f)). (62)

Therefore, the power spectral density of the mth antenna in a jointly precoded massive
MIMO OFDM system is

S(m)(f) =
1

T
(aT (f)EH{G(m)

F G
(m)H

F }a∗(f)). (63)

where EH{·} denotes expectation over the channel’s realizations. This result leads to
the following theorem that describes the power spectrum of jointly precoded systems
employing the MRT precoder in particular.

Theorem 2 (Power spectral density the jointly MRT precoded OFDM signals). The
jointly precoded OFDM signals transmitted from the different M transmitting antennas
of a massive MIMO system, when the MRT precoder is used and the number of users, U ,
is large, have the same power spectral density. Moreover, the power spectral density is
proportional to that of a precoded OFDM signal in a spectrally-precode single-antenna
transmitter (60),

S
(m)
MRT(f) ∼ aT (f)PAa

∗(f), for all m. (64)

Proof. We use (55) and the fact that PÃ is a block diagonal matrix with PA as block

diagonal entries, we write G
(m)
F in (59) as

G
(m)
F = P

(m)
A H̃H

F (65)

where P
(m)
A is a K ×KM matrix such that

PÃ =




P
(1)
A

P
(2)
A
...

P
(M)
A


 where P

(m)
A , [0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸

m−1

,PA,0, . . . ,0] (66)
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and 0 is the all-zero matrix of size K×K. Upon inserting (65) into (63), the mean power
spectral density at the mth transmitting antenna becomes

S(m)(f) =
1

T
aT (f)EH{P (m)

A H̃H
F H̃FP

(m)
A

H}a∗(f)

=
1

T
aT (f)P

(m)
A EH{H̃H

F H̃F }P (m)
A

H
a∗(f)

=
U

T
aT (f)P

(m)
A P

(m)
A

H
a∗(f) =

U

T
aT (f)PAa

∗(f).

(67)

where the third equality follows form the assumed statistical independence of the channels
(hence EH{H̃H

F H̃F } = UI).

4.2 The system’s sum-rate

The received vector r̄F in (20) contains the stacked vectors for each of the U users which
is finally articulated through the block structures H̃F and GF .

We define

QF = H̃FGF , and Qu1,u2 =
M∑

m=1

Hu1,mGm,u2 (68)

Theorem 3 (Sumrate). The sum-rate of the uth user, <u, is

<u = E
{

log2 det
(
IN + Qu,uQ

H
u,uC

−1
u

)}
. (69)

Where, conditioned on the channel, the covariance matrix of the noise plus interference,
Cu, is

Cu = I +
∑

u′ 6=u

Qu,u′Q
H
u,u′ . (70)

This is the sum-rate of a system whose data symbols d
(u)
F are uncorrelated (E

{
d

(u)
F d

(u)
F

H
}

=

I).

Proof. We rewrite the precoder GF in (16) as

GF=
[
G

(1)
F G

(2)
F . . .G

(U)
F

]
, where G

(u)
F =




G1,u

G2,u
...

GM,u


 , (71)

and the channel matrix HF in (23) as

HF=




H
(1)
F

H
(2)
F
...

H
(U)
F


 , where H

(u)
F =

[
Hu,1Hu,2 . . .Hu,M

]
. (72)
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Substituting (71) and (72) in (20), we have




r̄
(1)
F

r̄
(2)
F
...

r̄
(U)
F


=




H
(1)
F

H
(2)
F
...

H
(U)
F



[
G

(1)
F G

(2)
F . . .G

(U)
F

]



d
(1)
F

d
(2)
F
...

d
(U)
F


+




n
(1)
F

n
(2)
F
...

n
(U)
F


 . (73)

Then the K symbols received at user u become

r̄
(u)
F = H

(u)
F G

(u)
F d

(u)
F +

∑

u′ 6=u

H
(u)
F G

(u′)
F d

(u′)
F + n

(u)
F . (74)

We rewrite r̄
(u)
F as

r̄
(u)
F = Qu,ud

(u)
F +

∑

u′ 6=u

Qu,u′d
(u′)
F + ñ

(u)
F . (75)

Given the above notation and identifying with [23], (69) is immediate.

For reasons of symmetry it can be shown that the sum-rate is the same for all users.
Hence the spectral efficiency of the overall system is <=U<u.

In this paper we do not make an attempt to maximize this expression by choosing
an optimal input covariance – as mentioned the input data is assumed uncorrelated for
all users. Hence this sumrate expression provides us with a lower bound of the channel
capacity.

4.3 The computational complexity of the joint precoder

The massive MIMO OFDM transmitter implements the MRT precoder as a stack of K
spatial subprecoders Hk, followed by a stack ofM spectral subprecoders PA, as illustrated
in Figure 3. Consequently, the transmitter performs the joint precoding of the original
KU × 1 data vector dX , into the KM × 1 precoded vector, d̄F as follows:

1. The transmitter splits dX into K data subvectors of size U × 1, as in (11).

2. Each data subvector is input to one of the K spatial subprecoders. The output of
the Kth subprecoder is a size-M × 1 data subvector d

′(k)
X .

3. The K spatially precoded data vectors, are then stacked into one data vector d′X .

4. The transmitter permutates the entries of d′X to generate d′F .

5. The vector d′F is split into M subvectors, each of size K × 1.

6. The mth subvector is input to the mth spectral subprecoder PA.

7. The mth spectrally precoded output subvector d̄
(m)
F is then input to an IFFT block

and transmitted over the mth antenna.
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Figure 4: Transmitter architecture of joint MRT precoder.

Figure 4 shows these precoding steps.
Unlike the MRT precoder, we have not been able to separate the ZF precoder’s joint

operations into a spatial precoder followed by a spectral precoder. Hence, the complexity
of the joint ZF precoding operation appears to be an order of magnitude larger than than
that of the ZF spatial precoder alone.

The complexity of both the MRT and the ZF precoders in terms of number of complex
multiplications is established in the following theorem.

Theorem 4 (Computational complexity). Let C = Non

T
+ Noff

Tcoh
is the rate of complex

multiplication processes per second, where, Non and Noff are the number of on-line and
off-line complex multiplication processes respectively, Tcoh is the channel coherence time
and T = Ts + Tg is the length of the OFDM symbol (after CP extension). Then

CMRT =
2KMR +KMU

T
+

0

Tcoh

=
2KMR +KMU

T

and

CZF =
K2MU

T
+
K2MU +K3MU2

Tcoh

Proof. For the MRT precoder the structure in Figure 4 applies. Each spatial subpre-
coder is an M × U matrix and thus each spatial precoded subvector d

(k)
X requires MU

multiplications. Since the transmitter consists of K spatial subprecoders the total num-
ber of complex multiplications required to compute the spatially precoded vector d′X is
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KMU multiplications. The subsequent permutation matrix requires no multiplication
processes.

Each spectral subprecoding requires 2KR multiplications, [20]. Since the transmitter
requires M spectral subprecoders, this implies that the total multiplications required to
compute the spectral precoded vector d̄F is 2MKR multiplications.

A transmitter thus requires an aggregate KMU + 2MKR complex multiplications to
transmit a block of KU data symbols. On the other hand, the MRT precoder requires no
channel dependent offline complex multiplications (since the spectral precoder is calcu-
lated just once while setting up the system and the spatial precoder is just a Hermitian
operation that requires no complex multiplications) and, therefore, first result follows.

Computation of a joint ZF precoded vector can be done with three matrix operations.
The first operation calculates ȞF as in (46) and requires KM · KU complex multipli-
cations. The second operation calculates the Moore-Penrose inverse of ȞF and requires
KM(KU)2 multiplications (assuming the use of an SVD-based algorithm). These two
operations are channel dependent operations. The third operation multiplies the precod-
ing matrix GZF

F with the original data vector dF and requires KU ·KM multiplications
and this step is required with every transmission. In general, transmission of a block of
KU data symbols thus requires an aggregate KMKU +KM(KU)2 +KMKU complex
multiplications and the second results follows.

In fact, the average computational complexity of the ZF precoder over time can be
less than K2MU+2KM . This comes from the fact that we don’t need to re-calculate the
ZF precoder with each transmission. We only need to recalculate the precoder whenever
the channel changes. Consequently, we only need to do the third step (when we multiply
GZF
F with dF ) with each transmission.

5 Simulations

In this section we evaluate the OOB emission suppression properties as well as the achiev-
able sum-rate, spectral efficiency and energy efficiency of MRT and ZF spectral-spatial
precoding. In our simulation for the OFDM modulation on each antenna we consider
10 MHz channel bandwidth with the symbol length of Ts = 66.7µs and the cyclic prefix
length of Tg = 4.7µs. We consider the lengths of fading channels between all antennas
pairs are smaller than cyclic prefix length; therefore the assumption of K orthogonal
MIMO channels in (19) holds. For the spectral precoding constraints we use the N -
continuous precoding approach [17].

Figure 5 shows the power spectral density of plain versus 5-continuous OFDM systems
with MRT and zero forcing precoders. The system uses the 600 subcarriers LTE mode.
While Theorem 2 already proves that an MRT jointly precoded mMIMO OFDM system
has a spectrum that approaches the SISO OFDM system spectrum, this fact is supported
by Figure 5. Moreover, the simulations in Figure 5 also indicates that a zero forcing jointly
precoded mMIMO OFDM system has a spectrum that approaches the SISO OFDM
system spectrum as well.
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Figure 5: Plain OFDM spectrum versus 5-continuous OFDM spectrum precoded with MRT
precoder and zero forcing precoder. We used M = 50 transmitting antennas serving U = 5
users. The OFDM system consists of K = 600 subcarriers. Simulations indicate the spectrum
of the MRT and zero forcing precoder are indistinguishable.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show respectively, the sum rate, (69), of an MRT and ZF
spectral-spatial precoding systems with 20 transmit-antennas, M=20, and 5 receive-
antennas, U=5 for different SNR values using different number of subcarriers, K. SNR
is defined by th ratio between the desired signal power at the receiver and noise power.
Here for the spectral precoding, the order of continuity is 4, N=4. Figure 6 shows that
by using more subcarriers the sum-rate loss due to the precoding decreases. For large
number of subcarrier the sum-rate is almost the same as in case of no spectral precoder
(N=0). Obviously, the higher SNR, the higher sum-rate is.

Figures 8 and 9 show respectively the sum-rate for different number of transmit-
antennas in the cases of only spatial precoding, N=0, and spectral-spatial precoding
with MRT and ZF precoders. We see that increasing the number of transmit-antennas
increases the sum-rate; however, it does not improve the sum-rate loss due to the spectral
precoding. To avoid sum-rate loss, one solution is to increase the number of subcarriers,
see Figures 6 and 7.

Figures 10 and 11 show the spectral efficiency of MRT and ZF spectral-spatial precod-
ing systems with 10 receive-antennas, U=10, SNR=10dB and the number of subcarriers
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Figure 6: Sum rate of the spectral-spatial precoding system with N=4, U=5 and M=20 in case
of MRT precoder.
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Figure 7: Sum rate of the spectral-spatial precoding system with N=4, U=5 and M=20 in case
of ZF precoder.

Figure 8: Sum rate of the spectral-spatial precoding system with K=40 and U=10 in case of
MRT precoder.
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Figure 9: Sum rate of the spectral-spatial precoding system with K=40 and U=10 in case of ZF
precoder.
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Figure 10: Spectral efficiency of the spectral-spatial precoding system with for different number
of transmit antennas, M , where U=10 and SNR=10dB in case of MRT precoder.
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Figure 11: Spectral efficiency of the spectral-spatial precoding system with for different number
of transmit antennas, M , where U=10 and SNR=10dB in case of and ZF precoder.
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Figure 12: Energy efficiency of the spectral-spatial precoding system with N=4 and K=40 in
case of MRT precoder.
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of K=40 and 200. Here for the spectral precoding, the order of continuity is 4, N=4. We
see that increasing the number of transmit-antennas, M improves the spectral efficiency.
Therefore, to avoid spectral efficiency loss besides increasing the number of subcarriers,
we can also increase the number of transmit-antennas. For example look at the horizontal
dash-line in figure 8b. Increasing the number of transmit antennas from M=16 to 20
results in the same spectral efficiency as in no spectral precoding case.

Figures 12 and 13 show the performance of MRT and ZF spectral-spatial precoding
systems in term of energy efficiency, for different spectral efficiency values using different
number of antennas at transmitter and receiver, different M and U . The energy efficiency
of a system is defined as the spectral efficiency divided by the SNR. Here, the number
of subcarrier is K=40 and the order of continuity of spectral precoding is N=4. Low
spectral efficiency region corresponds to low SNR and high spectral efficiency region
corresponds to high SNR scenarios. We see that energy efficiency in low SNR scenarios
is better than in high SNR scenarios. Moreover, increasing the number of antennas both
at transmitter (M) and receiver (U) improves the energy efficiency.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes designing a joint spectral-spatial-precoder for multicarrier MIMO
transmission. The resulting precoder can on one hand, separate concurrent downlink
transmission spatially and on the other hand, significantly reduce the spectral out-of-band
emission. Simulation results show that the proposed precoding significantly suppress the
OOB emission while causes some loss in spectral efficiency. Increasing the number of
transmit-antennas compensates the spectral efficiency loss.
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Subspace-precoded OFDM with low Out-of-Band

Emissions:

it will work

Medhat Mohamad, Tayebeh Taheri, Rickard Nilsson and Jaap van de Beek

Abstract

Today’s multicarrier transmitters, deployed in essentially all communications radio equip-
ment we use, phones, TV’s, computers, etc., contain means to avoid undesired out-of-
band power emissions. Standards and regulations typically restrict the levels of these
emissions in order to allow for an efficient use of the radio spectrum. Radio vendors de-
ploy well-established algorithms such as low-pass filtering or windowing to satisfy these
regulations. A new approach, specifically applicable to OFDM systems, known as spec-
tral precoding, has been studied during the last decade. In particular, subspace precoding
has attracted the interest of academia, for its elegance, and despite a few persistent dis-
advantages. Recent advances now provide a breakthrough: subspace precoding is now a
viable alternative to today’s algorithms.

1 Introduction

Higher data rates, extremely low latencies, flexibility, ubiquitous and uninterrupted ser-
vices are just a few of the many features that emerging 5G systems promise to satisfy
[1]. Standardization engineers have been drafting standard specifications that were re-
leased by 3GPP earlier this year [2]. This time, improvements over existing previous
generation systems are not predominantly tied to a new physical layer transmission and
multiple-access approach: in fact, Cyclic-Prefix Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multi-
plexing (CP-OFDM), first adopted in the fourth generation of systems, remains the
heart of the new 5G radio access interface.

Instead, the standard has found other ways to live up to the performance targets it
promises: more spectrum, dense cellular topographies, and new multiple antenna tech-
nologies, to name a few. All this is facilitated with new and flexible OFDM numerologies
(inter-carrier spacings, symbol lengths, prefix-lengths etc.) for construction of the OFDM
signals, lean energy-efficient pilot transmissions, along with other modifications of the ba-
sic 4G radio interface.

Each of these approaches has its particular peculiarities. Use of new emerging mul-
tiple antenna schemes with large arrays (both point to point and multi user multiple
antenna schemes) for instance, increases the spectral efficiency of the system [3], but
many vendor- and operator-specific challenges remain: vendors need to choose proper
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modes of operation and implementation, number of transmitting and receiving anten-
nas, channel knowledge requirements, base station networking, base station cooperation
[4]. Similarly, for operators densification of the network involves careful cellular planning,
and limitations related to for instance the size of the cell, the propagation characteristics,
inter-cell and intra-cell interference, need to be considered [5, 6, 7].

Finally, investment in more spectrum is an expensive endeavor for operators (recall
for instance the 700 MHz auction run by Swedish post and telecommunication authority
(PTS) in November 2018 [8]) – spectral resources must be used wisely. While new
spectrum can be found in the millimeter (mm-wave) frequency region (6 GHz-100 GHz
spectrum), the propagation nature of the mm-wave is not fully studied and recent studies
show that signals operating at such spectrum require more complicated electronic setup
and may be very sensitive to the natural phenomena such as rain, atmosphere gases, etc
[9]. Until mm-wave technology is more mature, sub-6-GHz will remain the first essential
part of the spectrum used by wireless services.

Efficient use of the spectrum is pivotal for future use of sub-6-GHz spectrum. Flexible
and opportunistic use of temporarily free spectral resources using cognitive approaches
is perhaps one way to address this [10]. Unlicensed or lightly licensed systems have the
opportunity to exploit the spectrum whenever primary users are idle. This means that
secondary operators need to combine and aggregate fragmented spectral bands. Another
is the traditionally adopted, strictly restricted exclusive assignment of spectral bands,
associated with a limitation of a transmitter’s out-of-band power emission beyond this
band.

In either way a transmitter must adopt effective means to emit frequency-localized
waveforms in a tightly used spectrum. In this sense CP-OFDM, adopted in 4G and 5G,
hold a significant challenge: A relatively high fraction of the OFDM waveform’s energy,
appears in spectral bands outside of a dedicated frequency band and hence out-of-band
power emission has been, and still is, a concern.

For decades, engineers have applied low-pass filters and pulse shaping to OFDM, in
order to reduce these emissions, despite their impairing effect on the signal’s orthogo-
nality in dispersive radio environments. In [11] a unified framework was laid out for a
more recent concept, known as spectral precoding. While this approach preserved the
orthogonality in dispersive channels, the concept has not been applicable because either
orthogonality of the subcarriers or complexity was sacrified, sacrifices that have been
analyzed and highlighted by other scientists than the authors of [11].

Recently, new insights and precoder design structures have emerged [12, 13, 14] which
we claim renders the spectrally precoded approach suitable for adoption in emerging 5G
transmitter implementations and other OFDM systems.

2 OFDM and its out-of-band emissions

As a canonical model of the 4G, 5G, and many other standard specification, we consider
classical OFDM signals, characterized as a train of multicarrier symbols each associated
with a strictly time-limited symbol interval of length T and built up as a multiplex of
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modulated orthogonal subcarriers [15],

s(t) =
∑

i

si(t− iT ) =
∑

i

d̄Ti p(t− iT ), (1)

where si(t) is the ith OFDM symbol, d̄i = (d̄0,i, d̄2,i, . . . , d̄K−1,i)
T ∈ CK is the K×1 data

vector that modulate the ith OFDM symbol subcarriers and p(t) is the K×1 vector of
subcarrier values at time t. Without loss of generality, let us in the following assume
p(t) = (pk0(t), pk1(t), . . . , pkK−1

(t))T where the K different indexes are taken from a set
K={k0, k1, · · · , kK−1} and

pk(t) = e
j2π

k
Ts
t
IT (t), (2)

where IT (t)
def
=1 for −Tg≤t<Ts and zero elsewhere. Where Tg is the CP duration, Ts is

the OFDM symbol duration without the CP extension and T = Ts + Tg. These classical
cyclic-prefixed OFDM waveforms obey orthogonality on [0,Ts]:

1

Ts

∫ Ts

0

p(t)pH(t)dt = IK , (3)

where the matrix-integral denotes element-wise integration.
The vector d̄i in (1) somehow represents a set of D≤K uncorrelated information

symbols in a vector di = (d0,i, d1,i, . . . , dD−1,i)
T (E{dk,idHl,j}=1 when k=l and i=j, and

zero otherwise) and typically taken from some finite symbol constellation. In this paper
we investigate various ways to design a proper representation of di by d̄i that comes with
desired signal properties.

The popularity of the above signal structure in many communications systems and
in particular the choice of the pulses (2) arises from many attractive features that have
been extensively documented throughout the past decades, implementation with a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) being one. Furthermore, OFDM signal is by nature robust
to intercarrier interference (ICI) and intersymbol interference (ISI). Finally, OFDM can
easily be employed in conjunction with MIMO systems. Not surprisingly, despite many
newly proposed signal structures [16, 17, 18], the 3GPP did not see any reason to adopt
any other waveform but traditional CP-OFDM as the modulation waveform for most of
the communications systems in the sub-6-GHz band.

However, the choice of the pulses (2) also comes with disadvantages. Along with the
the superb time localization of OFDM (each symbol’s energy is strictly located within a T
second interval), frequency localization and high out-of-band power emissions in OFDM
have always been a drawback. OFDM signals, being a multiplex of rectangularly win-
dowed orthogonal sinusoids, renders signal discontinuities at successive symbols’ edges.
The Fourier transform of the orthogonal windowed sinusoids are cardinal sine functions,
that decays inversely proportional with frequency. This means that the power spectrum
of the OFDM signal decays only with 1/f 2 [19].

The slow decay of the OFDM power spectral density will cause OOB interference
from the OFDM system over the other communications systems operating on the neigh-
boring spectral bands. Along with smaller frequency guard bands between neighboring
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Figure 1: As communications system come closer to each other in the spectrum the OOB
interference from the OFDM system increase.

loss of orthogonality
due to filtering

Figure 2: Filtering deforms the orthogonality of the Sinc functions.

systems OOB interference increases as illustrated in Figure 1. If left untreated, OOB in-
terferences will limit how tight adjacent communications systems can use the frequency
spectrum. LTE standards typically specify a spectral separation of 10% of the total
dedicated Bandwidth [20].

Rather than increasing the spectral separation between adjacent bands’ communica-
tions systems, vendors design transmitter structures where the plain OFDM signal (1) is
processed in such a way that its power spectral density decays faster than 1/f 2. Tradi-
tional approaches deform the Sinc subcarriers so that their side-lobes have less emission
power and OOB emission is suppressed, see Figure 2. Two conventional techniques are
digital low pass filtering (LPF) [21] and windowing [22].

These two approaches force the Sinc sinusoids to decay faster than 1/f 2 by smearing
the added windowed sinusoids in time domain. The two techniques physically smooth
the edges of the OFDM signal. Therefore, these subcarriers are no more perfect Sinc
functions in the frequency domain. If the subcarriers are not perfect Sinc functions
anymore then their orthogonality is violated as Figure 2 shows. Violation of orthogonality
appears in the form of intercarrier interference (ICI). On the other hand, LP filtering is
a convolution process. Convolution extends the length of the convolved OFDM symbol
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Figure 3: Transmitter architecture of spectrally precoded OFDM. The Sinc functions subcarriers
are modulated with the precoded data symbols in d̄i

forcing the successive symbols to interfere. The system can mitigate the resultant ICI
and ISI interferences by assuming that the filtering or the windowing effect is part of the
communication and thus avoid it by further extending the CP length. Yet, extending the
CP length will increase the system latency and decrease the overall spectral efficiency.

Moreover, in cognitive radio, opportunistic scenarios should adaptively track, aggre-
gate and exploit the available fragments of the spectrum. Unfortunately, filtering and
windowing approaches lack the ability to adaptively accommodate with the continuously-
changing available spectral resources. Each time the spectral resources change the setup
of the filter and the window (cutoff frequency, transition frequency, filter order, etc.)
should change to meeting the spectral requirements. This forces researchers to investi-
gate another approach to suppress the OOB emission.

3 Subspace precoding - basics

Another OOB emission suppression approach in OFDM systems is known as subspace
precoding. Rather than deforming the subcarriers, subspace precoding manipulates the
data symbols modulating the OFDM subcarriers such that OOB emission is suppressed.
The original data symbols are linearly precoded prior to modulating the subcarriers
[23, 15, 24] and the system modulates the sinusoidal subcarriers with the precoded data
symbols. Figure 3 shows the transmitter architecture of spectrally precoded OFDM.

We repeat here that the vector d̄i in (1) resides in a CK . The concept of subspace
precoding builds on the notion that we can find linear subspaces of CK with dimension
smaller than K, such that confining d̄i to this subspace guarantees that the OFDM
signal (1) has certain desired properties. If we are able to characterize desired spectral
properties of the transmitted signal s(t) in terms of a set of R linear constraints on the
modulating symbols d̄i, such a set of constraints immediately renders the above subspace
notion. We cast these constraints in a form

Ad̄i = 0, (4)

where A is an R×K matrix that embodies the R constraints, and hence, d̄i is required
to reside in a linear subspace of the form

N (A) = {x ∈ CK |Ax = 0}. (5)

Typically, R�K in the use cases of this scheme; the dimension of N (A), K−R, is then
only slightly smaller than K. We will be concerned with the design of linear transmit
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precoders, represented by a K×D matrix G, that operate on D≤K uncorrelated infor-
mation symbols in di = (d0,i, d1,i, . . . , dD−1,i)

T (E{dk,idHl,j}=1 when k=l and i=j, and
zero otherwise) and typically taken from some finite symbol constellation:

d̄i = Gdi, (6)

such that d̄i resides in the desired subspace of CK . In conclusion, the precoder takes the
original data vector di from its original space to a smaller subspace.

Subspaces of spectrally well-localized signals

The basic notion here is thus that the choice of an appropriate subspace guarantees that
the OFDM signal has low OOB emission when modulated with the new data vector d̄i.

Two choices of subspaces have emerged in the literature, one anchored in a time-
domain approach, emphasizing discontinuities in the signal trajectories as the main cause
of OOB [23, 25, 26, 14] and the other applying a frequency-domain viewpoint [15, 13, 12,
27].

Viewed in the time domain, an OFDM signal is discontinuous by nature. We can
attribute high OOB emission in OFDM to the discontinuities in the signal’s trajectory
between consecutive OFDM symbols. Linear requirements that characterize our subspace
relate to having the precoded data vector smooth the transitions between the successive
OFDM symbols when it modulates the subcarriers.

To render a smooth OFDM signal let us require that at the time instants between
consecutive OFDM symbols the signal trajectory be continuous, along with up N of the
signal’s derivatives! The notion of N -continuity captures this: an OFDM signal is said
to be N -continuous if it satisfies the following set of conditions [23]

dm

dtm
si(t)

∣∣∣
t=−Tg

=
dm

dtm
si−1(t)

∣∣∣
t=Ts

, (7)

for ∀ 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1, where N is called the order of continuity, si(t) and si−1(t) are the
current and the previous OFDM symbols respectively.

Satisfaction of the above N -continuity conditions (7) requires memorizing the previ-
ous OFDM symbol to be able to precode the current OFDM symbol. This adds up a
memory requirement to the communications system. As an alternative to (7) one mem-
oryless way to satisfy N -continuity is to force the beginning and the end of the current
OFDM symbol and its N derivatives to relax to zero such that [25]

dm

dtm
si(t)

∣∣∣
t=−Tg

=
dm

dtm
si(t)

∣∣∣
t=Ts

= 0. (8)

Since successive symbols and their N derivatives now decay to zero the OFDM signal is
N -continuous. In (8) si(t) is the current OFDM symbol modulated with the precoded
data vector d̄i.

We stack the continuity conditions in (8) in the constraint matrix A and the require-
ments fulfill (4). In N -continuous OFDM, R is related to the order of continuity such
that R = 2N + 2 and consequently A is a (2N + 2)×K matrix.
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Figure 4: Nulling the spectrum at some frequency locations force the spectrum to decay faster
than 1/f2.

in contrast to the above, by taking a frequency domain viewpoint, an approach know
as frequency nulling precoding forces spectral nulls at well chosen frequency locations in
the OOB spectrum. Nulling the spectrum at these frequency often suppresses the whole
spectrum and thus reduces OOB emission [15].

In the frequency nulling precoder approach d̄i is designed such that when it modulates
the OFDM subcarriers it nulls the spectrum at the predefined frequency locations. If we
stack the values of the OFDM subcarriers at the different nulling frequencies we get the
constraint matrix A that should, similar to N -continuity approach, fulfill (4). Although,
for frequency nulling precoding, A is a M × K matrix with rank R = M , where M is
the number of frequencies to be nulled.

Figure 4 shows the spectra of a plain OFDM signal (no precoding), a frequency-
nulling precoded OFDM signal, along with a 4-continuous OFDM signal. We have chosen
an OFDM system compliant with the LTE standard specifications. The OFDM signal
covers 10 MHz bandwidth (including 10% guard band) with 15 kHz frequency spacing
between subcarriers and a guard interval of length Tg = 4.7µs. The frequency nulling
precoder introduces four pairs of frequency nulls. We choose to null the frequencies
{±11.5,±11.501,±7,±7.001} MHz while the N -continuous precoder renders the OFDM
signal 4-continuous, i.e., the precoder is of 4th continuity order.

In conclusion, based on the perspective we use to see the OOB emission, we define
the precoding subspace, the nullspace N (A) of A. If we look at the OOB emission
problem from the time domain perspective we force the OFDM signal N -continuous and
consequently, we choose the constraint matrix A to reflect the continuity conditions. If
we look at the OOB emission problem from a frequency domain perspective we force the
spectrum to decay fast by introducing a set of chosen frequency nulls. The matrix A
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Figure 5: Geometric representation of the projection precoding. d̄i falls on N (A) and wi is the
least square error vector.

then reflects the values of the subcarriers at these frequency nulls.

Projection precoders

Having established particularly desired signal subspaces that render low-OOB OFDM
signals, the question is how to transform an original information-carrying data vector di
into the precoded data vector d̄i that resides in N (A)?

Of course, as (4) shows, d̄i can be any vector that resides in N (A). In a first precoder
approach, we will be interested in the particular precoded data vector d̄i that is nearest to
the original data vector di, i.e., we will be looking for d̄i that has the smallest Euclidean
distance to di, which involves solving the least square problem [25]

min||di − d̄i||22, subject to Ad̄i = 0. (9)

The solution of (9) is the orthogonal projection of di onto N (A),

d̄i = Gpdi =
(
I−AH(AAH)−1A

)
di, (10)

where Gp = I−AH(AAH)−1A is the K ×K projection matrix. Figure 5 illustrates the
geometry of precoder (10).

Depending on the choice of the subspace, through the matrix A, the projection pre-
coder (10) may either render the OFDM signal N -continuous or force the signal’s spec-
trum at a set of well-chosen frequencies zero [25], as in the above-described frequency
nulling approach. It shows a relevant performance in suppressing the OOB emission in
OFDM .

Unfortunately, projection precoding faces some challenges that may affect its fea-
sibility if not dealt with. Firstly, the projection operation squeezes the original data
vector that resides in a K dimensions signal space into a K − R-dimensional subspace,
a non-invertible operation. Perfect retrieval of the data at a receiver will be impossible
regardless the signal-to-ratio in the communication link. Secondly, projection precod-
ing changes the original data vector into the precoded data vector by adding projection
weights as illustrated in Figure 5. We can geometrically relate these weights to d̄i and
di such that [25]

d̄i = di −wi. (11)

By substituting (11) into (10) we find that

Gpdi = di −wi, (12)
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Figure 6: The computational steps of the simplified implementation of the projection precoder.

and hence,

wi = (I−Gp)di. (13)

The error weights are therefor a linear combination of the original data vector di. This
implies that the precoded data symbols in d̄i are linear combinations of the original data
symbols in di. Therefore, projection precoding destroys the orthogonality of the data
symbols, appearing in the form of an interference we will refer to as self-interference.
Self-interference, if left untreated, degrades the capacity and the bit-error rate (BER)
performances of the communications link.

Thirdly, projection precoding will add computation complexity to the communica-
tions system. To assure that precoding is feasible, this complexity should not increase
dramatically. In other words, the number of multiplication operations due to spectral
precoding should be as small as possible. The computation complexity due to spectral
precoding comes as a result of computing the precoder Gp matrix itself as well as actual
performing the precoding. We refer to the former as offline complexity and to the latter
as online complexity and similarly we refer to the complexity of computing the precoder
as offline complexity. The precoding matrix Gp can be computed offline, since it only
depends on the constraint matrix A, and therefore only on the OFDM system setup (i.e.
the length of the OFDM symbol, the length of the guard time, the number of subcar-
riers, and the constraint requirements: degree of continuity or number of nulls). Since
the system requirements are predetermined before online transmission the precoder is
pre-calculated before the transmission.

The only processing complexity the system adds online is the precoding process itself,
i.e., multiplying Gp with di. At first glance one may say that since Gp is a K×K square
matrix the complexity to precode one OFDM symbol will grow as O(K2). However, a
clever implementation of the projection precoder can simplify the complexity to grow
only linearly as O(K) [15, 27].
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Figure 7: Geometry of the precoder (15). Data symbols dk modulate those K−R basis vectors
of the orthogonal basis {vk} of CK that span N (A) leaving the remaining basis vectors unmodu-
lated. For K=3 subcarriers and R=1 linear constraint, the transmitted, precoded, 3-dimensional
vector d̄ is a linear combination of 2 vectors.

If we write Gp as

Gp = I−A†A, (14)

where A† = AH(AAH)−1 is a size-K×R matrix precoding is done in two steps. In a first
step we multiply di with A requiring KR complex multiplications. In a second step we
multiply the resulting vector of the first step with A†, which also requires KR complex
multiplications. In total, therefore, to precode one OFDM symbol using this simplified
implementation we require 2KR complex multiplications rather than K2 multiplications.
Figure 6 shows the computational steps of the simplified implementation of the projection
precoder.

Orthogonal precoders

The projection precoder described above squeezes the data vector into a subspace of
lower dimensions and destroys the orthogonality of the data symbols. Could we design
a precoder Go such that simultaneously the precoded data vector resides in N (A) while
maintaining the orthogonality between the precoded data symbols? While the first re-
quirement guarantees the desired properties of the emitted signal, complying with the
latter would provide the system with the elegance and simplicity of classical OFDM.

Immediately, we realize that we will have to reduce the data rate of the system: only
K−R symbols can be transmitted orthogonally in the subspace N (A). However, since
typically, R � K, this may not be a large sacrifice. The challenge is to find a set of
orthogonal basis vectors that span N (A). Since N (A) has K−R dimensions we require
K −R orthogonal basis vectors.

Figure 7 illustrates the geometry of this alternative subspace precoder operation.
Since the number of basis vectors spanning N (A) is K−R (its dimension) the precoder
Go multiplexes D=K−R data symbols per K-subcarrier OFDM symbol. In essence,
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R degrees of freedom of the signal are reserved and sacrificed for shaping the spectrum
while the remaining K−R degrees of freedom are used to orthogonally multiplex K−R
data symbols. We relate the orthogonally precoded data vector d̄i to di such that [24]

d̄i = VB ·
[
0R×1

di

]
= Godi, (15)

where d̄i is K × 1 vector that resides in N (A), di is (K − R) × 1 and VB is a K ×K
matrix such that

VB =
[
Gdum Go

]
. (16)

In (16), Gdum is a K×R dummy matrix and Go is the K×(K−R) orthogonal precoding
matrix. In words, if we discard the first R column vectors of VB then the remaining
column vectors give us the orthogonal precoder.

But how do we get VB? An orthogonal basis VB can be obtained from the singular-
value decomposition of A that factorizes A as [28]

A = UΣVH
B , (17)

where U is an R×R matrix and Σ is a diagonal R×K matrix containing the singular
values of A in non-increasing order on its diagonal.

Three disadvantages compared to the projection precoder emerge. First, data rate
is slightly reduced. This may not be much of a problem, especially when the number
of subcarriers is large. Second, a receiver needs to have knowledge of the precoder
operation Go. This changes the applicability of the approach considerably. Rather than
a vendor-propriety operation that can be added to an OFDM transmitter without a
receiver having to know, now the precoder operation must be part of the particular
transmission protocol or included in a standard specification. Third, the complexity of
the e orthogonal subspace precoder appears here truly to be of O(K).

Conceptual elegance versus engineering requirements

It appears that the above subspace methods both lack the performance typically re-
quired in today’s engineering applications. On one hand, projection precoders suffer
from self-interference to an extent that would be prohibitive by engineers. More heuris-
tic approaches as windowing and low-pass filtering solutions are less elegant but satisfy
functional requirements without further complications. Similarly, the elegant concept of
orthogonal signalling in these subspaces appears to be prohibitively complex: operations
in both transmitter and receiver are of the O(K2).

Recently, however, new developments and research have addressed both of these as-
pects. Projection precoders now exist without incurring any self-interference, and orthog-
onal subspace precoders can be implemented with order O(K) complexity. The following
sections describe these developments.
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Figure 8: Transmit precoded OFDM signal. Prefix and suffix overlap over the guard interval,
Tpre=Tg and Tsuf≤Tg.
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Figure 9: Transmit precoded OFDM signal. Prefix and suffix share the guard interval, Tpre=(1−
β)Tg and Tsuf=βTg where 0<β<1

4 Doing away with self-interference: prefix precoders

A symbol projection precoder modifies the whole OFDM data symbol; therefore, there
is always some introduced error associated with this method, to the useful part of the
symbol. The error destroys orthogonality between the subcarriers and appears as an
interference. This interference, precoder-induced self-interference, always exists regard-
less of a channel. In contrast, recently a new idea has emerged in [14] which inserts
N -continuous OFDM correction symbols only into the guard interval. Therefore, no self-
interference occurs, at the price of a slightly increased sensitivity to channel-induced ISI
and ICI.

In what follows we write si(t) in (1) as a sum of three signal components, these
components represent the signal in the useful, prefix and suffix parts, with duration of
Ts, Tpre and Tsuf respectively.

si(t)=ũi(t)I[0,Ts)(t)+ûi(t)I[−Tpre,0)(t)+ǔi(t)I[Ts,Ts+Tsuf)(t) (18)

where IX(t) is the indicator function: IX(t) = 1 for t ∈ X and zero otherwise, and

ũi(t) =
∑

k∈K

d̃i,ke
j2π k

Ts
t, ûi(t) =

∑

k∈K

d̂i,ke
j2π k

Ts
t,

and
ǔi(t) =

∑

k∈K

ďi,ke
j2π k

Ts
t. (19)

Data symbols d̃i,k, d̂i,k and ďi,k are the results of a precoding step – in vector notation,

d̃i = G̃di, d̂i = Ĝdi and ďi = Ǧdi. (20)
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Here, K={k1, k2, ..., kK} is the set of subcarrier indices, di = [di,1, di,2, ..., di,K ]T represents
information data taken from a symbol constellation.

The OFDM symbol in (19) is extended by a fixed-length prefix with a duration of
Tpre and a fixed-length suffix with a duration of Tsuf. We consider two scenarios of
extending the OFDM symbols in the guard intervals. In a first scenario the prefix of the
current symbol and the suffix of the previous symbol overlap in the guard interval, see
Figure 8, usually in such a case Tpre = Tg. In a second scenario the prefix of current
symbol and suffix of the previous symbol share the guard interval without overlapping,
Tg = Tpre+Tsuf, see Figure 9. In what follows we will explicitly refer whatever scenario is
being discussed.

A new class of precoders inserts the symbol correction only into the guard interval to
avoid the precoder-induced interference. Therefore,

G̃=I. (21)

One approach to determine suitable Ĝ and Ǧ relates to the concept of N -continuity and
forces the current symbol, si(t), to be continuously connected to the previous symbol,
si−1(t), up to the Nth order derivatives. For instance, [14] designs Ĝ and Ǧ, with smallest
power of introduced error in a Euclidean sense, as

G̃ = I, Ĝ = I−P, and Ǧ = PΦH
pre, (22)

see Figure 10, where

P =

[
CΦpre

C

]† [
CΦpre

0(N+1)×K

]
(23)

and Φpre = diag(ejφprek1 , . . . , ejφprekK ), φpre = −2πTpre/Ts and C is a (N + 1)×K matrix
which collects the continuity requirements. 1 Here, prefix of a current symbol and suffix
of previous symbol have the same length and overlap over the whole guard interval,
Tg = Tpre = Tsuf, see Figure 8.

A second approach to calculate Ĝ and Ǧ is to make the signal N -continuous by
forcing the beginning and end of each symbol to zero up to Nth order derivatives. For
instance, [22] designs Ĝ and Ǧ, with smallest power of introduced error in a Euclidean
sense, as

G̃ = I, Ĝ = Ǧ = Ḡ, (24)

see Figure 11, where
Ḡ = I− ĀH(ĀĀH)−1(Ā− B̄) (25)

with

Ā =




CΦpre

C
CΦsuf


 and B̄ =




0(N+1)×K
C

0(N+1)×K


 . (26)

Here Φpre = diag(ejφprek1 , . . . , ejφprekK ), φpre = −2πTpre/Ts, Φsuf = diag(ejφsufk1 , . . . , ejφsufkK )
and φsuf = 2πTsuf/Ts. In this case, the guard interval is shared between the prefix of the
current symbol and suffix of the previous symbol, Tg = Tpre + Tsuf, see Figure 9.
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Figure 10: The transmitters’ block diagrams of the guard interval precoding in [14].
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Figure 11: The transmitters’ block diagrams of the guard interval precoding in [22].
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coding Tsuf=0.3µs.
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Figure 12 shows the interference power that occurs in symbol precoding in [25], guard
interval precoding in [14] and [22] prefix/suffix precoding system with Tsuf=0.3µs for
different dispersive channels (different αs) and for N= 5, in our evaluation, channel is a
frequency selective channel with power delay profile of h(t) = e−αt, 0 < t < 2.7µs and zero
otherwise. For all channels, both of guard interval precoders cause less interference than
symbol precoding as in these systems the useful part of the symbol remains unchanged
and therefore the precoder-induced interference, which exists in symbol precoding, is
eliminated.

5 Orthogonal precoders with O(K) complexity

Orthogonal precoders produce no in-band interference, thanks to the orthogonality prop-
erty between the different basis vectors of the chosen precoding subspace. However, an
orthogonal precoder, by its structure (15), requires high implementation complexity. The
precoder Go is a (K −R)×K matrix, and hence orthogonal precoding can be done with
K(K − R)≈K2 complex multiplications for each OFDM symbol. The computational
complexity of orthogonal precoders appears to grow as O(K2), in contrast to projection
precoders’ complexity that grows linearly with K. Typically, this computational burden
prohibits the feasibility of the class of projection precoders.

Although, we can cleverly restructure the implementation of VB in (15) to simplify
computational requirements of Go.

In recent years, however, new results have been published that show low-complexity
implementations of the orthogonal precoders. One result involves implementation of the
particular precoder that follows from (17). A second new result finds a new orthogonal
set of basis vectors of N (A) which reduces the complexity even further. In the following
we describe both.

The approach in [13] proposes a matrix decomposition that restructures VB to reduce
the computational complexity of the orthogonal precoder. The observation in [13] em-
pirically reveals that if we take the SVD of I−VB, only 2R singular values are nonzero
(the remaining singular values are either zero or approximately zero). Therefore, using
low rank approximation we can write VB as

VB = IK×K − ŨΣ̃Ṽ
H

(27)

where Ũ is a K × 2R matrix, Σ̃ is a 2R × 2R matrix that collects the nonzero singular
values of I−VB and Ṽ is a K × 2R matrix. Similar to [24] the orthogonal precoder Go

is the last K −R column vectors of VB.

Similar, to the implementation approach described for projection precoders, precoding
can be performed in two steps. In a first step we multiply the K − R × 1 original data
vector di with the last K −R columns of ṼH requiring 2R(K −R) multiplications, and
resulting in a 2R×1 vector d̄′i. In A second step we multiply d̄′i with ŨΣ̃. This operation

1In [22] it is shown that (22) is identical to the one presented in [14].
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Figure 13: Geometric representation of the projection precoding. d̄i falls on N (A) and wi is
the least square error vector.

requires 2RK complex multiplications. Therefore, in total precoding requires

complexity = 2R(K −R) + 2RK = 4RK − 2R2 ≈ 4RK (28)

complex multiplications. With this implementation the computational complexity grows
only linear with K.

A second approach in [12] proposes an alternative structured design of an orthogonal
precoder Go, different from the one described earlier. The set of basis vectors that span
N (A) is not unique, and similar to [24] and [13], [12] preserves the two main requirements
of orthogonal precoding: the output precoded data vector d̄i must reside inN (A) and the
entries of d̄i must be be uncorrelated. The difference between the approach introduced
in [12] and that introduced in [24] lies in the way we transform the data vector di from
its original space onto N (A). While [24] and [13] transform di into d̄i using a singular
value decomposition of A, [12] uses the block reflector transformation to take the original
data vector from the original space on to N (A).

The block householder reflection (or the generalized householder reflection) is a uni-
tary transformation that maps a pair of specified subspaces of equal dimensions. It is
a computationally efficient method used in many numerical linear algebra applications
[29]. The first R columns of the block reflector matrix VC span the column space C(AT )
of AT while the remaining K − R column vectors of VC span N (A). Figure 13 shows
the geometry of the block reflector transformation.

The original K×1 data vector

[
0R×1

di

]
is transformed into the K×1 precoded data

vector d̄i. As illustrated in the figure, the first R column vectors of VC are discarded
and only the last K − R column vectors are used to precode the original K − R data
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vector di such that VC = [Gdum Go]. We stress again that Go in [12] is different than
Go in [24] and [13] since the choice of the basis set is different.

The following algorithm describes the design of VC.

1. Perform QR decomposition of the size-K×R AH : AH = Z̃Z̃′, where Z̃ is a size-
K×K unitary matrix and Z̃′ is a size-K×R upper triangular matrix.

2. Define the size-K×R matrix Y =

[
IR

0(K−R)×R

]
.

3. Take the first R columns of Z̃ to construct the size-K×R matrix Z.

4. Perform the singular value decomposition of YHZ: ΓDΞH = SVD(YHZ) Where
Γ, D and Ξ are R×R matrices.

5. Gr = (YΓ− ZΞ)(IR −D)−
1
2 , where Gr is a K ×R matrix.

6. Finally, define VC = IK −GrG
H
r .

Based on step 6, precoding takes place in two steps. In a first step we multiply the last
K−R columns of GH

r with di. This operation requires R(K−R) complex multiplications
and the output is the R×1 vector d̄′i. In a second step we multiply Gr with d̄′i this step
requires RK multiplications. Hence, in total the orthogonal precoder requires

complexity = RK +R(K −R) = 2RK −R2 ≈ 2RK (29)

complex multiplications. Figure 14 shows the two steps of low complexity orthogonal
precoding. As we can see from (28) and (29) the precoding approach in [12] requires half
the computation complexity of the precoding approach in [13].

6 Subspace-precoded OFDM in practice

Various types of spectral precoding, reviewed in the above, have been developed to im-
prove reliability and feasibility. However, when it comes to practical implementation,
spectral precoding, as with any other algorithm, may have limited efficiency in real-time
performance. Front-end impairments of a transmitter will degrade the performance of the
spectral precoding, as is the case with any other algorithm developed under ideal assump-
tions. A low-quality radio front-end is likely to reduce spectral precoding performance.
Hardware impairments that may limit performance include the following.

• Quantization: Quantization at the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) typically
deforms the original OFDM signal. The deformation depends among other things
on the resolution of the DAC. This process generates a quantization residual error
that degrades the suppression performance of the spectral precoder.
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Figure 14: Illustration of the reduced computational complexity of the orthogonal precoder. an
Elegant implementation of the precoder using the householder reduction reduces the complexity
order linear with K.

• DAC clipping effect: OFDM has a high peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) by
nature. Thus, the DAC may clip parts of the OFDM signal. Clipping the OFDM
signal will decrease efficiency of the suppression of OOB emissions.

• Power amplifier nonlinearities: Due to the high dynamic range of the precoded
signal, a power amplifier (PA) may operate on this signal in the nonlinear region.
The nonlinearity of the PA will introduce inter-modulation between subcarriers of
the precoded OFDM signal which in its turn will degrade suppression of the OOB
emission.

• I-Q imbalance: Due to oscillators’ imperfections, sinusoids required to modulate
in-phase and quadrature components of the signal are not exactly 90 degrees shifted.
Such imbalance degrades the performance of the spectral precoder.

Despite these hardware impairments real-time spectral precoding is capable of sup-
pressing OOB power emissions in OFDM by tens of decibels. To investigate the practical
performance we set up the first proof-of-concept prototype of spectrally precoded OFDM
in [30]. We verify that spectrally precoded OFDM systems emit tens of decibels less
interference than plain OFDM systems. The experiment uses an off-the-shelf software-
defined radio (SDR): N210 universal serial radio peripherals (USRP) from Ettus research
[31]. The software signal processing blocks in the experiment are designed (coded) us-
ing Gnuradio, an open-source software for designing, simulating and interfacing signal
processing blocks with SDRs [32].

Figure 15 shows the spectra captured at the output of the USRP’s transmitter. We
toggle between a plain OFDM signal (no precoding) and a spectrally precoded OFDM
signal. Here, we transmit a 14-nulls frequency-nulled OFDM signal. The level of the
OOB interference of the precoded OFDM signal affecting a simultaneously operating
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Figure 15: The spectra of plain OFDM versus spectrally precoded OFDM signals captured by a
spectrum analyzer at the output of N210 USRP. We design the precoded signal by nulling its
spectrum with 14 nulls.

single-carrier system in a neighboring band is tens of decibels lower than that of the
plain OFDM signal. The unmarked line represents the thermal noise floor when no
signals are transmitted.

To obtain Figure 15 we largely oversampled the generated OFDM signal prior to
applying it to the digital-to-analog converter of the USRP. We did so to mimic the
analog OFDM signal (1) based on which the subspace precoders have been developed.
The analog OFDM signal (1) was the OFDM embodiment as described in the landmark
paper [33] in 1966, and incidentally also is the of the form specified in the 4G and 5G
standard specifications.

However, the analog implementation of the OFDM signal, s(t), is impractically costly
as we would require K electronic mixers to modulate K subcarriers with K data symbols.
Moreover, the mixing process of each modulation branch would need to operate accurately
at the exact subcarrier frequency. Otherwise, orthogonality between different subcarriers
would be lost.

Due to such limitations the OFDM technology didn’t attract attention until the 1990s
with the maturity of digital electronics when [34] re-opened the topic based on a 1972
insight that a digital OFDM modulator can efficiently be implemented with an FFT
process.

Arguably. today’s state-of-art transmitters are better modeled with a practical discrete-
time OFDM signal

s[n] =
+∞∑

i=−∞

si[n− iN ], (30)

where si[n] is the ith discrete-time OFDM symbol of length N = Ns + Ng samples. Ng

is the number of samples required by the CP extension, Ns is the number of samples in
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the OFDM symbol and

si[n] =
∑

k∈K

d̄k,ie
−2jπ k

Ns
nI[n], (31)

where in (31), Ns also represents the size of the IDFT block and the indicator function,
I[n] = 1 for −Ng ≤ n ≤ Ns and I[n] = 0 elsewhere. The discrete-time OFDM signal
(30) is rendered continuous by the DAC of the OFDM transmitter front-end.

Unfortunately, when it comes to subspace precoded OFDM, literature has little to
offer: invariably the analog model of the OFDM signal is assumed. applying the resulting
precoder will always leave a mismatch between the suggested subspace precoders and
the practical OFDM modulators. To avoid this mismatch, as a notable exception [27]
designed a practical frequency-nulling precoder that improves over the frequency-nulling
precoder introduced in section 3.

As we wish to improve the spectral performance of the practical OFDM signal, we
need to introduce frequency nulls in the spectrum of the discrete-time OFDM signal s[n].
Since the OFDM symbol si[n] is discrete in time it is no more a set of orthogonal Sinc-
functions.a Rather, the discrete-time OFDM symbol’s Fourier transform is a multiplex
of K orthogonal Dirichlet functions in the normalized frequency domain. Therefore,
a practical frequency nulling precoder can be designed such that the precoded data
vector d̄i nulls the spectrum of the discrete-time signal. This contrasts with the analog
frequency nulling precoder that generates d̄i to null the spectrum of the analog OFDM
signal modulating Sinc-shaped subcarriers. Therefore, the only difference between the
practical frequency nulling precoder and the analog frequency nulling precoder lies in
the definition of the entries of the constraint matrix A. While the entries of A in the
design of the analog precoder are the values of the Sinc functions at the different nulling
frequencies, the entries of A in the design of the practical precoder are the values of the
Dirichlet functions at the different nulling normalized frequencies.

7 Conclusion

As 5G systems emerge, the urge for efficient use of spectral resources emerges as well.
Good spectral containment is a feature that is lacking in OFDM which limits its per-
formance in emerging 5G systems. Conventional approaches for suppressing out-of-band
power emissions (LP filtering and windowing) may not come with some engineering trade-
offs under the strict 5G spectral requirements, especially in low latency and spectrum-
adaptive scenarios.

Subspace-precoding appears to be a promising alternative to the classical OOB emis-
sion suppression approaches. In this paper, we review the subspace-precoding approaches
that have been studied during tha last decade. We introduce recent contributions to the
topic that make subspace precoding feasible and reliable under tight 5G requirements.
We investigate how these approaches simplify subspace-precoding implementation. We
present methods that reduce computation complexity of subspace-precoding with an
order of magnitude. We also present methods that improve the spectral efficiency of
subspace precoding. These methods improve the spectral efficiency by mitigating the
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precoding self-interference. Moreover, we examine the real-time performance of subspace
precoding when deployed with practical OFDM transmitters.
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